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THE VAIKHANASA SCHOOL IN INSCRIPTIONS
OF NORTHERN INDIA.

BY

DR. VISHWAMBHAR SHARAN PATHAK, M.A, Ph.D., Sawgar, (M.P.)

This school is devoted to the worship of Vishnu in association with Satya,

Purusha, Achyuta and Aniruddha
1

. It seems to be an ancient school. Anu-

kramani mentions one hundred Vaikhanasas as seers of the Vedas. They
are associated with Prajapati in Taittiriya Aranyakcf. They have their own

'Srauta-, Grihya and Dharma-sutras, The Vriddha-Gautama Smriti des-

cribes them as worshippers of the
*

Five Images
'

i.e., Vishnu, Satya, Purusha,

Achyuta and Aniruddha
8

. Manu also makes a reference to this school*.

It is mentioned in a number of Pancharatric works. The Vaikhanasagama,

Kasyapa-samhita and Atri-samhita are the important works of this school.

The Vaikhanasa school is recorded as a Vedic tantra to distinguish Pancha-

ratra which is agneycf.

A. Archaeological evidence of the Vaikhanasa School: There is very

little archaeological material with regard to it. The only epigraphic reference

to the word Vaikhanasa in Northern India is in the Deopara Ins. of Vijaya-

i: 1 1 Pancharatra-raksha, p. 24.

See also Vaikhanasagama, pp. 230 ff; Atri, pp. 183 ff.

2. 5T 3#\& ^H*ll: I TA. I. p. 23.

3. VridUha-Gautama, VIH. p. 564.

4. VI, p. 21.

5.

I Kasyapa-samhita, p. 171.

6. vi^lr^rqiNjq^-H^jl^f^^^i R?l7i cl^n^^1'ttt r^^1<.iru i *l~< H^^MP^r^a-

IB, HI, p. 47.
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sena* and there also it is doubtful whether the word meant an ordinary ascetic

or a person belonging to this cult. In south, however, they have been frequently

mentioned. Chola inscriptions refer to Vaikhanasa-sastra and agrahara

villages where Vaikhanasa ascetics resided.
7

The kings of Ganga dynasty in Orissa are sometimes described as versed

in the agama of Marichi and Parasara*. The agama of Marichi is to be identi-

fied with a section of the Vaikhanasa school The Atri-samhita describes

that there were four traditions in the Vaikhanasa cult-(i) Atreya (li) Kasyapiya
(iii) Marichi and (iv) Bhargava*.

The extant Vaikhanasagama is also attributed to Marichi. He is men-
tioned as a Vaishnava sage in the Mahabharata 10 and several Pancharatric

works.

There are some inscriptions which incidentally throw some light over
the principles and practices of this school

(i) (i) PANCHA-VIRA IN VAIKHANASA SCHOOL- The Mora Well Ins.

records the construction of the images of the Five Vrishni Heroes. Chanda
and Luders identify the Five Heroes respectively with (a) five Pandava brother^

11

and (b) Baladeva, Akrura, Anadhrishti, Sarana and Viduratha. Luder's
identification is based upon Jain works Antagaddasao, Nayadamakkahao
and Harivamsa-purana. Dr. J. N. Banerjea has rightly recognised these
heroes as Vasudeva, Samkarshana, Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba enu-
merated as vamsa-vira m the Vayupwana

13
. Dr. Banerjea suggests that Samba

was shortly after eliminated from the list of deified heroes and the remaining
four formed the vyuha.

But it is rather curious that Samba is no where mentioned as a god in
Pancharatric texts. They mention different kinds of vyuhas consisting of
one, two, three and four gods. On the otherhand, these Five Heroes were
adored as subsidiary gods in the Vaikhanasa sect even in later times. Thus,

7. Cholas, E, pp. 272, 318.

8. Ohrj\ I. p. 302.

9,

u ^o p> 455i

10. ^Otav^PKtn 9*R^: jsrff: ^g: \

*Rwi T^^IIW f? r^^Rl^r^H: II ^ santi, ch, 335.

11. Archaeology and Vaishnava Tradition, MASI, V, p. 166.

12. 7, XXIV, pp. 194, ff.

13. EHI, p. 386,
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Vaikhanasagama
1* and A tri-samhita

1* mention Manusha-Vasudeva, Balabhadra,

Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Samba as the Five Heroes. It would, not only

indicate that Samba along with the four deified Vrishni heroes forming the

vyuha was worshipped even in later times but also that this pentad was recog-

nised in the Vaikhanasa school.

It seems that the introduction of Samba in the pantheon was due to the

number of five Vaikhanasa gods. In the Vaikhanasa pantheon, Vishnu,

Satya, Purusha, Achyuta and Aainiddha were worshipped. These gods
were eventually equated and identified with the gods of Pancharatra and

Kasrnira school^
18

. The identification of Vishnu with Vasudeva, Purusha with

Balabhcidra-Samkarshana, Satya with Pradyumna, Aniruddha of Vaikhanasas

with Aniruddha of the Pancharatra necessitated a god for the equation of

Achyuta. Samba therefore, continued in the Vaikhanasa sect.

(ii) TREE-CULT IN VAIKHANASA SCHOOL: The Mandsor Stone Ins. of

the time of Naravarman M.S. 461=404 A.D. invokes the thousand-headed

Purusha and extols a religious person by name Satya
17

. The inscription is

of importance for the history of the Vaishnavism.

After an analysis of the utsava chapters of the Atri and Kasyapa-Sami-

hitas, Gonda18 came to the conclusion that Vishnu is intimately associated

14.

15.

: M-=ii)<l u li

Tfiis has been described as

Vaikhanasagama p. 207

H*iK*iM

16

17.

18.

I! ^ Atrl-samhita, p. 338-

See author's paper
"
Early Vaishnava Pantheon

"
in journal of U. P. Historical Society

1952.

Sircar, p. 377.

"
That Vishnu's, share could be so important that he was considered the originator

of this
'

tree-cult
*

and that the banner festival as celebrated by the Vaikhanasas could

be his, can in my opinion only be accounted for by realizing his old and intensive re-

lations with prosperity in general and fertility in particular. In the mythical account

of the origan of the Indra banner, Vishnu is, again the divine power in the back-ground
who assists Indra in conquering the demons by introducing the standard festival. And

although this cult remained, in general, associated with the ancient representative of

the vital energy in nature, Vishnu even succeeded in incidentally taking over his function

or playing his part." Gonda: Aspects of Early Vishnvism, p, 259,
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with the tree-cult m the Vaikhanasa school and that Indra-mahotsava was

supplanted by dhvajotsava as described in the Vaikhanasa works and by Govar-

ddhana-puja records in the Bhagavata-purana.

The present inscription refers to the celebration of Indra-mahotsava being

prohibited by Krishna and describes Vasudeva as a tree
" which gives heaven

as its "noble fruits, whose charming young shoots are the celestial damsels

whose many branches are heavenly cars (or the temples), which drops honey

(in the shape) of rains from clouds." The inscription thus partially confirms

the conclusions of Gonda.

B. Suri-The Vaishnava Ascetics: The Sasabahu Ins. mentions the Suri

ascetics. The son of Yogesvara is described as
** endowed with the charac-

teristics (Jakshana) of a Suri. Likewise the Brahmana, Kirtiratha has been
called a Suri**.

Suri in the sense of a Vaishnava devotee occurs as early as Rigveda.
He is classed with the Sattvatas and Pancharatrikas in the Padma-tantra.

The inscription indicates that the Surls*
1 were the Vaishnava devotees either

identical or associated with the Vaikhanasas.

C. Vaikhanasa Gods in Eleventh-Twelfth Century A. D.: The Sasabahu
Ins. of Mahipala Kachhepaghata, V. S. 1150 records the construction of a

temple dedicated to Aniruddha with an elaborate establishment. The ins-

cription opens with an invocation to Aniruddha and describes that the images
of Achyuta and Vamana (to be identified with Purusha) were also installed

in the sanctum along with that of Aniruddha. We have already seen that

Achyuta Vamana-purasha. and Aniruddha*1 are the three of the five Vaikha-

nasa gods two others being Vishnu and Satya. Thus, it seems that the

Vaikhanasa gods were adored as late as twelfth century A. D. in Northern
India.

19. <?nm: gt^^for: SrnTct: ^T3 TRH: I v. 77

v. 80-

IA, XV, p. 40-

20. tffs^ll: T^f ^ $^T H^P^t ^3T: I f<cf!<=HiH'Udd 4l II ^o if p. 22.

21. glT *p[^ vrFT^f: tif^ti: VM^Mftd I

^iPa^^l ^F*nT: H*-<*<jP !

l
e
t ?c*Tft" 1 1 *<* Padma-tantra, 4, 2.

22. ^Il<r4?i HPct^i

UHI*M

t%f^rftr ^"ii ?v j^ 9 xv, p. 40-



KRISHNA THE STATESMAN.
BY

Dr. M. RAMA RAO.
Professor of History* S. V. University,

Sri Krishna was one of the most remarkable personalities in the annals
of ancient India and is still a living force that guides the destinies of millions,

of people in this country. A careful examination and critical evaluation
of fanciful legends and solid facts of sober history reveals Krishna as a great
teacher, as a great philosopher and as a great statesman. Krishna started

life as a refugee child brand-id as a gopala and end=d up as the greatest man
and as the supreme arbiter of the inter-state politics in the India of his time.
This miraculous change was the result of his rare wisdom, great foresight,
intense practical sense, thorough knowledge of human nature, deep diplomacy
and astute statesmanship. The object of this paper is to examine the states-

manship of Krishna.

It is necessary to consider briefly at the outset, a few questions connected
with Krishna. The historicity of the Mahabharata War and consequentially
of Krishna, its chief inspirer and guide, is no longer a matter of doubt. There
are, however, conflicting dates and contradicting views regarding the date
of the War, ranging from 3000 B. C. to the 12th century B. C. My own
view, based upon the Puranic statement that 1050 years elapsed between
the War arid the coronation of Nanda and the generally accepted view that
Nanda's coronation took place in 380 B. C., is that the War can be assigned
to about 1400 B. C. and that Krishna, who is sa:d to have lived for over a
hundred years, may be taken to have flourished from the first quarter of the
15th to the first quarter of the 14th century B. C. It is now generally agreed
that the Krishna-Devakiputra who figures in the Chandogya-upanishad as a

pupil of the sage Ghora-Angirasa, is identical with Krishna, the Yadava hero
and the chief guide of the Mahabharata War and with Krishna-Vasudeva,
the supreme Bhagavan of the Bhagavata school which was a very popular
cult for a long time before the time of Panini ofthe 7th century B. C, Secondly,
this enquiry into the statesmanship of Krishna is based upon (1) a few facts
of outstanding importance mentioned in the Srimadbhagavata and the Maha-
bharata which are within the range of historical possibility and probability
(2) a careful consideration of the political geography of the India of the time
and the mutual dispositions of the principal states (3) a few well known
maxims of ancient Indian political theory like the principle of Balance of
Power, the theory of the Vijigfshu, the Mandala theory or the theory of geo-
political zones, and the theory 'of Shadgunya and (4) a proper correlation
of facts and situations in accordance with the accepted historical canon of

. cause and consequence.

I
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Political Condition. The statesmanship of Krishna can be best under-

stood in the light of the political condition of the India of his time. Certain

prominent features characterise this condition viz., the Bharatavarsha of the

time was far larger than the truncated India of today or the bigger India of

the pre-partition days, almost all the states of the time were involved in the

War, their rulers fighting one side or the other, there were certain zones

of politic?,! influence clearly marked and known, the War was the lesult not

merely of the main feud between the consols of the Kuru family but also of

several internal dissensions and dislikes of the rulers of states and the greatness

of Krishna lay in his having successfully exploited and canalised these diffe-

rences to serve his supreme purpose of making himself the sole arbiter of the

times.

Outside the borders of undivided India lay a belt of states like Bahlika,

Usinara, Gandhara, Uttarakuru, Kambhoja and Trivishtapa which had

intimate connections with the states in the interior. Inside the country there

were the states of Pragjotisha, Kamarupa, Pundra, Anga, Vanga, Kalinga,

Chedi and Magadha which constituted the eastern zone or Rajamandala
dominated by Magadha and Jarasandha, its powerful ruler. Then there

was the central zone consisting of north and south Panchala and Matsya.
Next there was the famous Kuru kingdom of Hastinapura and below it the

Yadava-Saurasena state of Mathura. Beyond was the western zone con-

sist'ng of Sindhu, Sauvira and Kekaya with affiliations to the Kurus. In

the south there were two zones, one consisting of minor tribal states like

Trigarta. Nishada and Avanti which were nobody's concern and the other

consisting of Salva and Vidarbha, with affiliations to Chedi. It was in this

atmosphere that Krishna worked his miracles and it is this political condition
that explains his political acumen and wisdom.

Origin and stages of statesmanship. The very incidence of his birth

and the powerful human instinct of self-preservation impelled Krishna to

kill Kamsa, one of the mighty rulers of the time, though as a measure of

personal retaliation. This brought him into conflict with Jarasandha, the

greatest ruler of the time, and compelled him to enter the vortex of contem-
porary politics. He was compelled to play the game and played It well turning
a series of situations to his best advantage. This is the origin and fundamental
feature of Krishna's statesmanship.

A careful and objective examination of the course of events in the fortunes
of the Kauravas, Pandavas and Yadavas reveals six stages in the evolution
of Krishna's statesmanship. In the first stage, which began with the killing
of Kamsa and ended with the Svayamvara of Draupadi, Krishna's sole ob-
ective was the consolidation of his position and making himself felt in the inter-
state relations of the time. In the second stage, which began with the forging
of the Yadava-Pandava-Pajichala Triple Alliance and ended with the Rajasuya
of Yudhishtira, the object of this statesmanship wasthe installation ofthe Panda-
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vas in the place which was rightfully theirs. During the third stage, which began
with the Aranyavasa of the Pandavas and ended with the embassy of Sanjaya,
Krishna's single concern was the strengthening of the Pandavas and fitting

them up for the final debacle. The fifth stage, covered by his embassy to

the Kaurava court, is marked by his determination to depose the Kauravas
and enthrone the Pandavas as the Samrats of India. The sixth and final

stage is characterised by Krishna's determination to secure the throne of

Hastinapura for one of his kith and kin.

Antecedents and early life. Mathura, on the Jumna, was the capital
of a powerful Icingdom inhabited by the Yadavas, Saurasenas, Bhojas, Andha-
kas., Vrishnis and other sects. Its ruler at this time was an old man, named
Ugrasena. He had two children, Devaki and Kamsa. Devaki, was married
to Vasudeva of the Vrishni clan who served as mantri to Ugrasena1

. Kamsa,
according to one version^ was the son of one of the junior queens of Ugrasena
and a barber paramour. He is often described as belonging to the Bhoja
clan and it is therefore certain that Devaki and Kamsa were children of diffe-

rent mothers. It is equally evident that Kamsa was impatient of obtaining
the throne and suspicious of the intentions of the old king. This explains
his deposing Ugrasena, usurping the throne2 and killing seven successive

issues of Devaki3
. Vasudeva retaliated by smuggling his eighth child,

Krishna, out of Mathura and leaving him in Vraja to be brought up by Nanda
and his wife, Yasoda. This again explains how Krishna came to be branded
as Gopala* just as Kama came to be branded as Sutaputra in spite of his

being born to KuntL Krishna grew up into a sturdy young man beloved

by every body in the Vraja and endowed with considerable physical strength
and mental alertness. Vrishabhasura, Dhenukasura, Kesi, Vyomasura and
others whom he is described to have killed at a young age might be so many
enemies of the cowherd tribe of which Nanda was the leader. It is quite
natural that the fame of this youth spread far and wide and led Kamsa to

believe that he was the hated eighth issue of Devaki. It is also natural that

he should have tried to destroy him by all means. The nephew too was natu-

rally anxious to put an end to this much hated uncle both as a measure of

self-preservation and as a means of relieving his parents of the misery that

they suffered at the hands of Kamsa. Accepting an invitation sent through
Akrura and accompanied by his brother, Balarama,5 Krishna went to Mathura

<H<-qii<H

3. Ibid., V. 19.

4. ^ 5 *nT3>e
5. Ibid., Adhy. 22. V. 2Q 22.

Sabhaparvan-Adhyaya. 22, V, 3.

Ibid V. 7.

Ibid Adhy. 21, V. 117.
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crossed all the hurdles placed in his way, destroyed two mighty wrestlers,

Mushtika and Chanura and finally killed Kamsa himself. Here, for the

first time, Krishna, even as a boy, gave a definite indication of his statesman-

ship. With the destruction of Kanisa, the throne of Mathura lay at his feet

and he had the right to occupy it both as the killer of Kamsa and as the dauhitra

of ths old king, Ugrasena. He preferred to be the power behind the throne

than its occupant and reinstalled the aged Ugrasena
6

. Hereafter he came
to be known as the Yaduvira.

A sage, named Garga, performed the upanayana to Rama and Krishna
and sent them to Banaras to be educated by Sandaipani. There the brothers
learnt both the sacred lore and the use of arms. 7

It must be after this that
Krishna went to Ghora-Angirasa and learnt higher philosophy,

First' stage of statesmanship. The killing of Kamsa brought terrible

consequences for Krishna. Asti and Prapti, the two wives of Kamsa, went
to Jarasandha, their father, and instigated him to wreak vengeance on Krishna.
Jarasandha invaded Mathura time and again and the Yadavas had to put up
stiff resistance.8

Krishna was threatened by a double danger on the eighteenth
occasion. A Yavana invaded Mathura from the north with an army of three
crores. Realising the vulnerable nature of the city and its unworthiness
for being made the basis of effective defence, Krishna evacuated the city in
secrecy (Mayayd) and led his people to the shore of the sea m Gujarat

9

He returned to Mathura with a smaU army and drove away the besieging

Yavana. Immediately, he had to encounter another invasion by Jarasaoidha
This toe Krishna escaped with his army to a hill, named Pravarasena. Jara-
sandha set fire to the forest alround and contented himself thinking that his
enemy and his men were burnt alive, Krishna escaped once again to GujaratHe built a city named Dvaraka on the shore and fortified it

this

/'
rtlfied new ca?ita1' K*fa reviewed the situation. The^ ^^ ended ' This mler of MaSadha * * mighty

wean away from the Mandala of Jara-

Ibid., V. 33.

Ibid., Adhy, 37. V. 34-41.
8-

Ibid., Adhy. 16. V. 912.
* #&, Adhy, 38. V. 1.
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Keeping these objectives in view, Krishna took to action. He organised

the loose and mutually bickering sects of the Yadavas, Bhojas, Vnshnis and

others who accompanied him to Dvaraka, into a cohesive and powerful fede-

ration with himself as its chosen leader. This gave him the required political

status. Krishna then turned to the south and decided upon creating a safety

belt. Vidarbha in this region was a powerful state with affiliations to Ch'.di.

Attempts were being made to bestow the hand of the Vidarbha princess,

Rukmini, on Sisupala, the prince of Chedi. A svayamvara was actually pro-

claimed. Great rulers like Sisupala, Jarasandha, Dantavaktra of Kalinga

and Vasudeva of Pundra were all there as competitors for the hand of Rukmini.

Krishna appeared at the Vidarbha capital like a lightning, fought and repelled

all these competitors and abducted Rukmini. This served two purposes;

it assured him of the support of Vidarbha and it also mad 3 a tremendous

impression of his might on the most prominent of contemporary rulers.

Krishna followed up with other adventures which served his other objectives.

He had a number of aunts who were queens and most of whom had marria-

geable daughters. He exploited this lucky condition admirably through the

much celebrated Ashtamahishikalyana. The marriage with Satyabhama
assured him of internal amity. Kahndi brought him the support of the Mathura

region. Mitravainda, whom he carried away at the time of her svayamvara,

d efeating the assembled kings, brought him the allegiance of Avanti. Nagna-

jiti brought the support of Kosala. Bhadra was the sister of the ruler of the

Kekayas and Lakshmana was the princess of Madra. This Ashtamahishi-

kalyana was thus not the foolish fancy of a sex-ridd xn. individual but the

well designed and well executed master stroke of an astute politician.

These marriages and the formation of a strong tribal f^d:ration brought
Krishna into the politics of contemporary Ind.a and mad^ him a power to

reckon with. Still he did not find the safety and th^ peace that he wanted

because Jarac,andha was still alive and powerful. A good and reliable medium
was required for bringing about the destruction of this ruler of Magadha.
The oth^r rulers of the time were all either satellites of Magadha or were mor-

tally afraid of its ruler. Krishna therefore had to look for help elsewhere.

Another factor that attracted Krishna's attention at this time was the king-
dom of Hastinapura. That kingdom was very powerful up to the time of

Santanu and enjoyed imperial status. Subsequently, there were troubles.

Bhishma, the rightful heir, renounced the kingdom;
10 his brothers died

childless;
11 out of two heirs begotten by the niyoga system,

12 one was
born blind and the other repaired to the forests for do:ng penance. The
blind king was placed on the throne and his son, Duryodhana, was running
the state with Jarasandha and others as his friends. This Kuru kingdom

10. Adiparvan Adhy, 94. V. 65.

11. Ibid.* Adhy. 98.

12. lbid.> Adhy. 101 and 102.
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and its growing strength were upsetting the balance of power in the north.

Krishna turned to the Pandavas as the most befitting medium for the realisation

of his aims. One possible reason that may be suggested for this choice is

the relationship that existed between him and the Pandavas. The first three

brothers were sons of Kunti, a sister of his father, Vasudeva. But Sisupala

was as good a cousin as these Pandavas and Krishna had no compunction

in chopping off his head in the Rajasuya assembly. The cause of Krishna's

choice of the Pandavas as his proteges lies deeper. Pandu, the father of

the five brothers, and a younger brother of Dhritarashtra, abdicated the throne

and went to the forests accompanied by his two wives, Kunti and Madri,

for doing penance in order to expiate for a sin.
13 He lived in the Himalayan

forests in Trivishtapa or modern Tibet, observing the vow of bmhmacharya.
He was told that he would die the moment lie touch. d a woman. Still, he

was craving for issue. His wife, Kunti, begot for him, through the alleged
use of a mantra, three sons. Madri , the other wife, also begot, in

the same way, two sons.
11

Very soon after this, Pandu mad 3 amorous
advances to Madri and died in her embrace. 15 Madri committed sati

entrusting her children to the care of Kunti. The five broth :rs were brought
up by Kunti and lived on the Satasringa hill. The rishis of the region taught
them the sacred and secular lore and a sage named Suka taught thsm the
use of arms. These brothers were full-blovm youths of sixteen at the time of
Pandu's death. The brahmanas and the rishis brought Kunti and the brothers
to Hastinapura and left them th?re. 16 The arrival of these Fanda- a broihcrs
at Hastinapura created an unforeseen complication. Most of rlrs p;oplc
*ho Io\ed Pandu belieud m the story of the birth of his child; n und ,r ex-

traordinary circumstances and accepted them as the rightful heirs to ths throne
of Hastinapura. The seasoned politicians refused to believe the story and
admit the legitimacy of the birth of the brothers. Bhishna, Dhritara-Jitra
and others were not enthusiastic about accord ng thsm tin placs that was
due to the children of Pandu." Duryodhana, who was the de facto ruler
saw a great menace in these five brothers for himself and for the continuation
of his power and position TOs was an id *! situation for Krir.hna. These
helpless brothers could easily be championed und* the cloak of relationship

lai ^ thr ne f Hastf*aPura> ^e childr, n of its latest

V
P T^ the defMo P0ssessi * of *' th^ by^ Duryodhaila - There * only on; snag, the

'

of the five ^hers. Lik h
utt th Ught that this d^ MA

and backing and sufficient recognition
13. &id. t Adjjy, 104 to 106,

""-""-~
6**

( Adhy. 110, 113 and 114.

&, Adhy. 115.

Ibid., Adfay. 140V.
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at tte hand- of contemporary riders. Being helpless orphans, the Pandavas

would be loyal to the core and thoroughly dependable. Further, they were

already good fighters and Bhima and Arjuna might stand him in good stead

in the fight with Jarar^ndha. Krishna lost no time in implementing his deci-

sion He sent costly presents to the Fandavas soon after their arrival at

Ha-t.napura. On h:aring of the early misdeeds of Duryodhana, calculated

to d -stroy his cousins, Krishna sent Akrura to them and assured them of his

support. Thus was the Dual Alliance of the Yadavas and Pandavas forged.

This bold step on the part of Krishna had the desired effect. Dhritarashtra

recognis- d the individuality of the brothers and sent them to Varanavata

to live th^re as th^y pleased having proclaimed Yudhishtira as the Yuvaraja

Very soon after this, Krishna had to meet several difficulties. He had

to fight Naraka, the ruler of Pragjotisha
19 and Bana 20 and this engaged

him for soine time. Meanwhile, Duryodhana attempted to set fire to

jatugriha in which the Pandavas lived and destroy them. The Pandavas

escaped and wandered about in cognito. By the time Krishna returned home
he came to know that the Pandavas were destroyed. The death of Bakasura

at the hands of Bhima, whose identity was not known, however infused hope
in the mind of Krishna and he made strenuous efforts at finding the identity

of the Pandavas and getting at them.21 The Swayamvara of Draupadi
th^ princess of Panchala, gave him a very good opportunity. Krishna attended

it with the hops that if the Pandavas were alive he would surely meet them
th^re.*2 It was for this purpose that he did not shoot the Matsya-yantra

though he could.. 23 When Arjuna, in the guise of a brahmin shot it and

whrn he with his big bow and Bhima holding a tree, just uprooted, stood

facing the other kings who challenged them to a fight, Krishna recognised them*4

and stopped the fight saying that Draupadi was won by valour. 25 According
to one source he persuaded Drupada to agree to his daughter marrying all

the five brothers and was thus responsible for forging the Yadava-Pandava-
Panchala Triple Alliance.

Second stage of statesmanship. Krishna's aim during this stage was

installing the Pandavas as rulers of one half of the Kuru kingdom. The
first step in this direction was the formation of the Pandava-Panchala alliance.

Duryodhana made a serious effort towards breaking up this alliance by challen-

ging the Pandavas to fight soon after the svayamvara of Draupadi but was

18. Ibid, Adhy. 134 and 136.

19. Sabhaparvan, Adhy. 39.

20. Ibid., Adhy. 41.

21. Ibid., Adhy. 194. V. 70.

22. Adiparvan, Adhy. 181. V. 3234.
23. Ibid., Adhy. 185. V. 19 21.

24. Ibid., Adhy. 183. V. 54 57.

25. Ibid., Adhy. 184. V. 56.
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repelled,
26 Krishna followed this up by openly championing the Pandava

cause and spending some time with the brothers at Upaplavya.
27 This

produced the desired effect. The senior statesmen at the Kaurava court

realised the strong position of the Pandavas and considered them invincible,

particularly on account of Krishna's backing.
28

They persuaded Dhrita-

rashtra to give his nephews the half share of the kingdom to which they had

a right. Krishna accompanied the Pandavas to Hastinapura, supervised

the arrangements mads regarding the division of the kingdom and went along

with his protegees to Khandavaprastha. There he helped Arjuna in burning

Khandava forest and ordered Maya to build for the Pandavas a fine palace

to live in.
29 After settling the brothers in their new capital, he returned

home to Dvaraka. It was at this juncture that, Yudhishtira decided, upon
the advice of Vyasa, to perform the Rajasuya. Krishna, who was hastily

summoned, endorsed the advice of Vyasa,
30 for two good reasons (1)

it would obtain inter-state recognition for the Pandavas as rulers and (2)

it would reveal lurking enemies, if any.

Jarasandha constituted a serious problem. It was certain that he would

not allow the Pandavas, the rivals of his friend and ally, Duryodhana, to

perform the Rajasuya. His opposition would be particularly strong because

his hated rival, Krishna, was their prop. Thus the destruction of Jarasandha

was an inevitable necessity for the fruition of the Rajasuya. Krishna played

another trump ca^d by d :c:d'ng not to challenge Jarasandha to an open fight.

Firstly, even the combined resources of the Yadavas, Pandavas and Panchalas

were nothing compared with the unlimited strength and resources of Jara-

sandha. Secondly, there was the possibility of Duryodhana invading Khanda-

vaprastha as a measure of retaliation because Jarasandha was his friend.

Krishna also knew ofone great weakness ofJarasandha viz., his love of wrestling

bouts. Krishna therefore decided upon playing a ruse. He took Arjuna
and Bhima along with him hoping that Jarasandha would never let go an

opportunity of fighting with a famous wrestler like Bhima, if it came his way.

Disguised as brahmanas the trio entered the Magadhan palace and took

refuge in the Agnigriha. Wlrn Jarasandha came to see them at midnight,

Krishna revealed himself and his companions and challenged him to single

combat. As expected," Jarasandha cut Krishna out as a gopala and therefore

unworthy of fighting and dismissed Arjuna as a mere boy and chose Bhima,31

Th? fight between Bhima and Jarasandha extended over days. Krishna

suggested to Bhima indirectly to catch Jarasandha's legs and tear him into

26. Ibid., Adhy. 184.

27. Ibid., Adhy. 194. V. 74.

28. Ibid., Adhy. 196. V. 54.

29. Sabhaparvan, Adhy. 1. V. 2123.
30. Jbid., Adhy. 13 and 14.

3K Ibid., Adhy. 22. V. 4344.
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two. 32 But every time Bhima did so the two parts would unite and Jara-

sandha would put up a stiffer fight. Once again, Krishna came to Bhima's

rescue and suggested that the two halves should be thrown in opposite direc-

tions33. This enabled Bhima to kill the enemy finally. Very soon after

this, the host of kings that were held captives by Jarasandha were released

on the condition that they helped the Pandavas. Jarasandha's son, Sahadeva,

was placed on the throne as a Pandava ally. Thus was forged the Yadava-

Pandava-Panchala-Magadha Quadruple Alliance. This event convinced the

Kaurava statesman once again that the Pandavas, with their new strength,

deserved the overlord ship of all the worlds. The obstacle being removed

Yudhishtira performed the Rajasuya with great pomp and glory. Sisupala

objected to the first honour being done to Krishna but the latter killed him
in open fight.

34 After the completion of the Rajasuya and after consoli-

dating the position of the Pandavas, Krishna returned to Dvaraka with com-

plete satisfaction.

Events of serious consequences took place very soon after this. Foiled

in his attempts to restrain the Pandavas from obtaining their share of the

kingdom and unable to reconcile himself to this loss of territory, Duryodhana
invented another method of robbing the Pandavas. Taking advantage of

a prevailing convention that a Kshatriya should not refuse an invitation to

Dyuta and of Yudhishtira's weakness and fondness for this game, he invited

the Pandavas to a game. Sakuni, a famous expert, played for Duryodhana.
In the second Dyuta Yudhishtira lost everything and agreed to go into exile

for twelve years and live in cognito for another year along with his brothers. 35

Accordingly, the brothers left the kingdom and repaired to the forests. Krishna
learnt of this news with great dismay, for, it meant the undoing of all the good
that he had done to the Pandavas and constituted a serious blow to his own
ambition. Unfortunately, he was not able to be present at Hastinapura and

prevent the Dyuta. He was preoccupied with his own troubles. Even while
he was at Indraprastha, Salva, a great friend of Sisupala, invaded Dvaraka
and besieged the city for 27 days. Immediately after his return, Krishna
had to meet him and could kill him after prolonged fighting. Then came
the turn of Dantavaktra, king of Kalinga, and another friend of Sisupala.

Very soon after this enemy was destroyed, Krishna had to meet the challenge
of Vasudeva, ruler of Pundra and his ally, the ruler of Kasi. The destruction
ofthese rivals took some more time. Meanwhile, misund ^standings developed
between Krishna and Balarama and Satyaki. It took Krishna considerable
time for setting right these domestic troubles.

32. Ibid,, Adhy. 23, V. 14 and 15.

33. Ibid.. V. 19.

34. Ibid.* Adhy. 32 and 33 and 41 and 46.

35. Ibid.* Adhy. 54 56.
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Third stage of statesmanship. After all the troubles were over, Krishna

reviewed the situation. His ambition of becoming a person of inter-state

recognition was achieved. His hated rival, Jarasandha, was destroyed and

the danger to peace inherent in the dominating power of the eastern zone

was also destroyed. But the restoration of balance of power was sail in-

complete because the Kurus were still powerful. The Pandavas, whom he

chose for weakening the Kuru state, were now in troubles. Krishna there-

fore came to the momentous decision of destroying Duryodhana and replacing

him by the Pandavas. This was a difficult task involving inevitably a fratricidal

war. Krishna prepared himself for this eventuality and set about working

for the realisation of his new ambition. He visited the Pandavas on several

occasions while they were living in the forests and openly assured them of

his intention of destroying Duryodhana and securing the entire Kuru kingdom
for them. The marriage between Arjuna, who was once on a pilgrimage,

and Subhadra, his own sister, which Krishna brought about against opposition,

was one clear step which both strengthened the loyalty of the Pandavas and

warned the Kauravas of his ultimate purpose. The birth of Abhimanyu
as the offspring of this union, inspired another ambition in Krishna which

he later brought to fruition. Some statements in the Aranyaparva of the

Mahabharata seem to indicate that Krishna suggested to the Pandavas the

desirability of theii living at the court of Virata, the ruler of Matsya, for one

year in cognito. This suggestion was made with a purpose. Matsya and

south Panchala were neighbouring states and Panchala was already on the

Pandava side. The addition of Matsya would be a valuable acquisition

and asset for the Pandavas. Secondly, Matsya lay as a wedge in the southern

part of the Kuru kingdom and would thus serve as a good base of operations.

Thirdly, being immediate neighbours, the Matsyas and the Kurus were on

unfriendly terms. Krishna's approving of the marriage of his nephew,

Abhimanyu, with Uttara, daughter of Virata, bears out this suggestion. His

offering of a non-combatant Krishna as an alternative to the Narayanas,

who were the greatest Yadava fighters, to Arjuna and Duryodhana and his

making the offer first to Arjuna and the particular explanation he gave in this

connection36 constitutes another example of his diplomacy.

The embassy to Hastinapnra. This is one of the greatest acts of states-

manship and diplomacy of Krishna. There were two preliminary embassies,

one by the purohita of Dnipada
37 and the other by Sanjaya from the Kaurava

court.
38 These made the attitude of the two parties clear. No further

negotiations were needed. Still, Krishna offered to go to Hastinapura.
A careful study of the relevant portion of the Udyogaparva makes Krishna's

intentions very clear. He did not go to Hastinapura as a messenger of peace

36. Udyogaparvan, Adhy. 7.

37. Ibid., Adhy. 6 and 20.

38. Ibid., Adhy. 2331.
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though on a few occasions he said so. His numerous other statements and

the epoch-making speech delivered by him at the Kaurava court and a number

of things he d d in this connection prove beyond doubt his intention of accele-

rating war and not peace. Yudhishtira originally told Sanjaya that peace

was conditional upon Duryodhana giving him back his Indraprastha king-

dom. 39
Subsequently, he slided down. On the eve of Krishna's departure

he showed considerable despondency and urged the gift of five villages.
40

Krishna chid;d him for his un-kshatriya attitude and said
"
Either fight

and win the kingdom or die; do not beg; it is not Kshatriya-dharma."
41

Bhima too lost courage and requested Krishna to make peace between the

contestants whatever the terms be. Krishna upbraided Bhima saying
" These

are strange words; why are you so despondent; have you forgotten your man-

hood; give up the unbecoming kindness and fear that have taken possession

of you and remember your great fame as a fighter."
42 When Draupadi

remind :d him of all the insults that she had to suffer, Krishna told her
" Do

not grieve; Duryodhana' s cup of sin is full; you will soon see him and his

men rolling on the ground as discarded corpses and your own husbands in-

stalled at Hastinapura and you will soon become the Rajni.***
3 He also

told Yudhishtira "I have no hope of being able to arrange for peace; still,

I will try. My main purpose in going there is to show to the whole world

how just and righteous is your cause and make people hate and despise Dur-

yodhana as a scoundrel.'*44 After going to Hastinapura, he enumerated

to Duryodhana the various wrongs he had done to the Pandavas and ended

up with the statement
" The Pandavas are my men; you are their enemy and

therefore my enemy too."45 At the Kaurava court he upbraided Dhrita-

rashtra as a weakling, as one who could not keep his son under control and
as the person on whose head the responsibility of being the cause of destruc-

tion of thousands of people would rest. He even went to the extent of sugges-

ting to the blind king the desirability of his delivering to the Pandavas Dur-

yodhana and his chief advisers bound hand and foot as the only of means

averting a war. 46 None of these sayings or doings would show that Krishna
was out for peace at any cost. It is clear, on the other hand, that he did every-

thing to mar the chances of peace. While returning from Hastinapura he
even delivered the ultimatum and fixed the day and time of the war.

Role in the War. Krishna was not only the chief inspire r of the War
but also its guide. He never hesitated to evolve remedies whenever things

39. Ibid., Adhy. 29. V. 55.

40. Jbid. t Adhy. 73. V. 67.
41. Ibid., Adhy. 6566.
42. Ibid., Adhy, 6769.
43. Ibid., Adhy. 73. V. 4449.

44. ^^T ^TSH+lqi^ +i<Htei*uft M<H{ I ibti Adby. 66. V. 68,
45. Ibid., Adhy. 73.

46. Ibid., Adhy. 115. V. 5052.
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went wrong at different stages of the War. His supreme ambition was to

help th? Pandas as to obtain victory and to bring about the total destruction

of Duryodhana and his allies. This objective of Krishna is illustrated by

several e\ ents in the War,

The Gitopad^sa was the second great master stroke of Krishna. It

changed a man overcome by karpanya and dainya and who threw down his

arms sayjig
"

I will not fight
"

into a convinced and determined fighter.

Arjuna's refusal to fight was a great danger to Krishna's ambitions as the

exile of the Pandavas was. The Gitopadesa is a glowing tribute to Krishna's

mastery of human nature. His arguments, "I have decided that these people

should be destroyed, only take the credit for it; no sin will descend on your

head if you kill these scoundrels; you do your duty as a kshatriya not caring

for the consequence." must have made a tremendous impression on the an-

guished mind of Arjuna. His final statement "I ain rid of the illusion; I

have realised my duty and I shall do your bidding
"

is proof positive of the

effectheness of the shock treatment given by Krishna.

Krishna was the sarathi not only to Arjuna but also to the Pandava

cause. He had to interfere on several occasions and dictate strategy during
the course of the War, The period of Bhishma's commands-ship of the

Kaurava forces involved the Pandavas in numerous difficulties. Arjuna

put up weak opposition and was averse to putting an end to the old Kuru
hero. As an antidote to this indifference and wavering of Arjuna, Krishna

sprang down from the chariot twice pretending to be out to kill Bhishma47

and this drastic action had the desired effect of making Arjuna fight placing
Sikhandin before him. Drona's commandership was equally disastrous.

He wrought terrible havoc during five days and the Pandavas were at their

wits end and did not know how to put down this great fighter. Krishna
came to the rescue once again. He suggested that some one should set afloat

the rumour that Asvatthaman, son of Drona was killed, knowing full well
that Drona would not fight in the event of this calamity overtaking him.48

The propagation of this rumour, coupled with Yudhishtira's condition confir-
mation of its truth, saved the situation for the Pandavas. The fight of Arjuna
with Jayadratha with the avowed intention of killing him before sun set was
another occasion on which Krishna had to intervene. He saved Arjuna's
prestige by temporarily shielding the sun by using his chakra and creating
artificial darkness. Again, when Kama was about to use a Sakti for des-
troying Arjuna and when there was no knora remedy for it, Krishna coolly
pushed Ghatotkacha forward and lead Arjuna away from the field and thus

47. Bhiskmaparvan, Adhy. 102, V. 6069.

48, $T
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saved him. On hearing the news of his father's death, Asvatthaman used

the Narayanastra with the intention of destroying the entire Pandava army.
Krishna alone knew the remedy and asked everybody to throw down the

arms and bow down in reverence. When Bhima rushed forth blindly he
kicked his weapons away and pressed him down and saved him. When
at the critical moment during the course of his fight with Kama, Arjuna was

bandying words, Krishna pressed upon him the need to aim the final and fatal

blow and got Kama killed. Finally, at the conclusion of the War, when

Duryodhana came out of the Krishnad/aipayana-hrada and chose a single

combat with. Bhima and when Bhima was not able to finish Duryodhana,
it was Krishna that suggested Urubhanga and brought about the death of

Duryodhana,

Final stage of statesmanship. The end of the War created a serious

problem and Krishna with his foresight could easily anticipate it. The in-

stallation of Yudhishtira was certain but who after Yudhishtira was the question
that worried Krishna. Each of the Pandava brothers had children born
,of Draupadi, known as the Draupadeyas* They had other wives too and

begot a number of children by them, known as the Upapandavas. Krishna
could reasonably anticipate a war of succession after Yudhishtira. A war
of that kind would result in the undoing of hi^ life's work. That determi-

nation of the future heir to the Kuru throne became thus an urgent necessity.
His beloved nephew, Abhimanyu, died in the war and this made the problem
more difficult and urgent. Once again, Krishna utilised the situation to

his advantage. Asvatthaman used the Brahmasirostra for the destruction
of all Pandava heirs as a measure of retaliation and in ord er to rob the victory
ofthe Pandavas of its zest. Krishna knew this and he alone knew the remedy
for this weapon. Uttara, the wife of Abhimanyu, was with child at the time
and Kunti and other women drew Krishna's attention to this. Still, he allowed
the astra of Asvatthaman to take its course and thus connived at the cold

blooded slaughter of all the Draupadsyas and the Upapandavas. There
are two versions about what the weapon did to the child in the womb of Uttara.

According to one version, it entered the womb in order to kill the child but
Krishna too went inside the womb and und d the weapon. According to
another version, the child was killed by the weapon and Uttara delivered a
dead child . Krishna then restored the child to life. He seems to have promised
Kunti to revive the child 49 previously. All these facts raken together show
that Krishna was bent upon securing the succession for one who would be
his own candidate being the son of Abhimanyu, his nephew, and who would
also be the direct descendant of the Pandavas.

Visvarupadarsana. The sources credit Krishna with the performance
of this extraordinary and unique feat. He revealed his Visvarupa in the
Kaurava court when Duryodhana tried to bind and abduct him. On this

49.
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occasion, he showed various Pandava and Yadava heroes as emanating from

his body and stupified people He showed it again to Arjuna as part of Gitopa-

desa on the battle field. This time it was a grand show. On the third occasion

it was shown to a sage named Udanka who blamed Krishna for having inten-

tionally brought about the destruction of the Kauravas.
50 What is the

rational explanation of this act? It looks as though Krishna was a great

master of the occult and yogic sciences. He is always described as a great

yogi. If a Carter 'the great' or Sorcar could, today, stupify audiences by

making human bodies float in the air and skeletons execute the garba dance,

it is not impossible that a greater student and practioner of the occult sciences,

like Krishna, could show himself as the embodiment of the whole universe

or as endowed with myriad hands and eyes. The correctness of this surmise

is borne out by Duryodhana's statement to Krishna
"
I do not want Maya;

I do not want Indrajala; I want an open fight,"

Estimate. Thus Krishna was a rare genius. He was a great student

of Rajadharma and Arthasastra, a great exponent of the philosophy of en-

lightened action, an acknowleged expounder of Dharma, an expert in the proper

understanding of human psychology, an unequalled strategist, a successful

politician and astute diplomat, a sincere and dependable ally, a niighty foe

and the greatest son of India.

50. *<wWl5T tt l^T T TOT:
"

ff TOT
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PERCEPTLIKE EXPERIENCE IN BHAVIKA.
BY

R. C. DWIVEDI, M.A., SAHITYACHARYA
Assistant Professor, Uuiversity of Lucknow.

The Poet by virtue of his poetic intuition which is described in mystic
language as the third eye of Trilocana (Three-eyed) directly perceives every
form of existence x

past, present and future. Some-times the poet delights
us by the picturesque presentation of the things gone by; on occasions, he
paints a vivid and striking picture of the

*

shape of things to come.' No
doubt, a historian also unfolds the past and a prophet gives the glimpses
of the future but matter-of-fact as they are, presents the past or the future
as though it were present. Only a poet can do it,

Rajatarangini I A.

This present-like representation of the past and the future, which is the tangible
result of the poet's power of visualization is technically called Bhavikalamkara

Alarnkarasarvasva

Older poeticians like Bhamaha and Dandin described it as a quality pervading
a literary work2

, uriHwcclfrfd sng: *w-is|Riwi fm Here the use of Prahuh
suggests that even before Bhamahathis concept of Bhavika was well-recognized
though probably for the sake of classification, the learned poeticians were
o

"

obliged to include it under alankarasi

Udbhata, however, was the first alankarika who assigned to it the status of
a definite alankara of a Vakya, albeit, Pratiharenduraja, his commentator
struggled to retain ils old concept like Atisayoktl of Bhamaha and Slesa of
Dandin. Bhavika in its early development enjoyed a superior status than a
mere Alankara. It was probably because it is concerned with the presentation
of not an aspect of a thing as the Upama etc., are but with the presentation
of the whole event past or future. Ruyyaka (1200 A. D.) in his exposition
of this Alankara explains the word Bhavika in two ways. They are as follows;-

*r>rfT ^i^

i.

: 1 1

2. The commentator on Bhattt would interpret the word W*T as the part of poeticcomposition and not a literary work.
pcwic
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The first idea partly originated in DandirP who said :

And this embodies the well-known theory of poetics that poetry is the

representation of the post's vision (^flferSf f| qntafc.) In dramatugy the term

Bhava which Bharata classified into fortynine types, has a technical sense with

which we are not particularly concerned at present though it may be noted in

passing that the dramaturgical Bhavas or mental states which suggest Rasa

into being have their origin in the poet's mind.

The term Bhava is used here in its more popular sense of a poetic idea. The

reader with aesthetic susceptibility throbs with poet's ideas which are reflected

in him. Bhavika is thus a reflection of the poet's vision in the reader's mind.

This reflective unity or the infusion of the spirit of the poet and the reader

(qrfr^'TrafecnrafosFT
-
srfdgft*g<M ) makes it possible for the latter to

witness the poet's creation as h's own. This accounts for the visualization

of the post's idea by the reader.

The second explanation of Bhavika viz.,

draws attention to the important role that Bhavana plays in the present alan-

kara. In the case of such scriptural texts as TTfrnTRffi and ST^-ft STRRf

mimamsaka admits a transformation of the literal meaning the past tense and

the third person, etc., used in these sentences are turned into the present tense

etc. This change is given the name of Bharana by the followers of Kitmarila

(Jayarathain his comment on Tantraloka 1, p. 177). Bhavana involved in the

concept of Bhavika has some affinity with that of Mimamsaka in-so-far-as

it means the apprehension of the past or future as if it were present. The

meaning and the function of Bhavana with reference to Bhavika will be better

understood by the epistemic analysis of the aesthetic cognition ofthis Alankara.

To begin with Bhavika is the consciousness of the not-present as present.

It is an almost perceptual cognition of the past or future i.e., mediate objects

presented in imagination. An act of cognition presupposes the triple form;

3. It is significant to note that Bhoja radically differs from all alamkarikas in his description

of Bhavika. But his definition of it as

clearly follows the etymological meaning of Bhavika but which is otherwise substantially
different from its generally admitted concept as the presentation of past and future

as if immediate.
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the subject who knows, the object that is known and the means
of cognition and perception is distinguished by its directness or immediacy

( Hl^lc^ or STTftST^ ). In the first explanation of the term Bhavika which

explained the unification of the thought and feelings of the poet and the aes-

thete, we were given the clue to the subject who knows. It is the Sahrdaya
or aesthete who in his minoi-like heart receives the reflection of the poet's

intention. It is the cogniser or the subject. The events or ideas described

in Bhavika are the objects. And they are mediate sinco they belong either

to the past or the future. What does then make them hine as if immediate?
To this Ruyyaka replies that either the theme is inherently charming or even

when it is not the post's pictorial style (Varnand) presents it so beautifully that

it seems to live before our eyes. According to Bhamaha, the contributory
causes to this are the presentation of picturesque exalted and wonderful

idea, the adaptability of the stor> to being presented on the stage or conveyed

by gestures and a harmony of words. 4 To this list Dandin seems to add

1. H^fHOM^ifccq ^TW^i *nrgHi
wit+i 2. fercwiiii *fHHi*iPn*n 3.

4* c

(1) Artha or idea should be extremely striking ( 3Tc^vjcT ) and that (2) they
should be presented in a perspicuous style ( srr^TTTT^e^T ). Thi^ emphasis
on $l44MIJ'<Hdf 01 persipcuity of words by Bhamaha on

by Dandin and on c|HIH*nj<3^ by Udbhatahas led Ruyyaka to believe that

Bhavika is essentially a description of such characteristics of an object which
are given to it by the force of poetic style (Varnand) though he has not denied

ihat even a
*

real
' theme which is not port's creation or sft^tfiFcrf^TST can

come under Bhavika. From rhese observations it follows that the extremely
striking ideas or events couched in besutiful woids help to make the objects
as if immediate. Jayaratha a commentator on Ruyyaka has laid a special

emphasis on 1he chaim of words and meanings Vacyavacakaramaniyaka.
According to him there will be no Bhavika if either the word 01 the meaning
is not beautiful 3!4T*T<ilRc4' r W^WSftw^T to borrow the terminology
of Kuntaka and Parasara Bhatta are particularly desirable; strikingness of
the idea and the charming effect of the words are the modus oparandi for
the presentlike representation of the objects. So far we have discussed the

subject who knows and the objects that are known. Bhavana is the means.
For normal perception we need the aid of. an organ of sense to perceive an
object which should be in immediate vicinity of the perceptive sense. In
his ordinary perception the cognizer is conditioned by time and space and
the law of cause and effect, an aesthete with the help of peculiar poetic power
called Bhavana raises himself above all these. Like a mystic the poet and
aesthete with aesthetic susceptibility visualize as actually present before him
a thing of the past or the future. Bhavana is the contemplative power innate

H *f
^

i^ +KI i *K<=

?PFT
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in the poet and the reader. Perceptuality in Bhavika is thus the result of

this Bhavana coming in contact with mediate yet wonderful objects beautifully

presented by the poet.

Now we might discuss in what respect the poetic cognition of Bhavika

differs from the consciousness that results from such alankaras as

and T. In both

and ?nfe^ there is a cognition of a thing which is not there but while in

the former where one thing is mistaken for another similar to it the cognition

is erroneous and based on similarity, in latter the reader gets the vision of

a thing exactly as it was or as it would be. Thus ^rrf%*TPT represents a

mistaken identity and consequently the cognition thereof is erroneous;

Bhavika gives immediate vision of mediate and is not erroneous in its

cognitive results.

In Atisayokti the fa^fa swallows up the foifZT e.g., in ^sftstHT the

Upamanas moon altogether takes in the 4M^, the face. Hence Atisayokti

is a consummated introsuscsption or Siddha Adhyavasaya. The process

of Bhavika-cognhion has no ^wjum when a thing of the past 01 the future

is visualized; the reader is conscious of its pastness and the futurity. The

past and future are invariably presented here in their relevant forms which

avoids the element of diuicujw or 4Uguf?4 in the process or resultant cognition

of Bhavika.

Bhavika vs. U

When the poet presents to us a past or future thing as though it were

present one is likely to mistake it for utpreksa TT^T of course, because the words

5^,, *Tr?Jf , 5T^=, etc., are absent. But there is a fundamental difference

between the two. Whereas in utpreksa there is introsusception in process of

completion (STTsar 4^444114) and 3cST$TT is sN'ffcRl, which like knowledge
and the feelings of pleasure and pain is essentially an attribute of the self.

But in Bhavika the immediacy is not the form of *fm^TT and thus it is not
the exclusive attribute of the self because it has reference to the objects also

which Bhavana makes to shine distinctly before the mind's eye.

Udbhata has put %Mfcni and 3TTf*TO in one group, Mammata describes

immediately after Bhavika. Are they similar in any respect.?
The |g in ^laqfon and the ideas in Bhavika must be striking to be poetical,
But the strikingness of ideas is not an invariable sign of the signet the im-
mediacy. #/20v/0-consciousness is essentially characterized by the immediate
vision of the tned:ate. This is like a mystic's visualization of the objects
of his own creation. A striking theme and an attractive style present the
picture clearly but there is no invariable relation (poetic of course) between
the two. Hence the cognition of Bhavika and Kavyalinga are different.

The distinction of Bhavika-cognition from Svabhavokti and Rasavad
will be of greater interest. Svabhavokti is a penpicture of such actions and
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dispositions of an object which must be characteristic of it. The theme must
be poetically striking and should bear testimony to the poet's power of minute

observation. No doubt, Svabhavokti is based on '

realism
*

yet nons but

a poet can effect it. The matter depicted should be Suksma which Ruyyaka
interprets as ^fac<4Ml^Wl<W4. It requires a poet's power of observation to

observe it in every detail small or big. And further, it requires the poet's

power of expression to present the object with perfect vividness. Take an

example of Svabhavokti:

wifit

! dRcf *5T ^cfV U

Here the picturesque presentation of the actions of a bee seems to dance

before our eyes. An aesthete who has the faculty of self-identification with

the events feels that this is so natural of a bee. Ruyyaka calls it

Now so far-as perfect vividness is concerned Svabhavokti and Bhavika resemble

one another. But while the former is based on '

realism
'

the latter has a

striking theme as its starting points and thus *c|'XT<ftRRf is the cognition of

cfVfep ^5 or ordinary objects possessed of subtle characteristics, the HTf^F
is essentially the cognition of strikingly wonderful or <?lWhcT*. There is

one more important point of difference between the two which we shall take

up in the course of distinction of Bhavika from Rasavad. In both Rasvad
and Bhavika what is described shines as if dancing before our eyes (grr^icj)
and in both there is an element of relish (T^C*U). Beyond these there

is no point of similarity between the two. Rasavad has Rati etc., which

are particular mental states as its content and these are evolved by appropriate
vibhavas etc. Bhavika describes events or ideas and does not have the particular

mental states as its content. This, then is the difference in respect of the content.

From Rasavad, Bhavika differs in respect of the form ofcognition too. Rasavad

implies the presentation of that Rasa which happens to be subordinate to

another Rasa. In this cognition, neither there is any reference to the temporal
and spatial distinctions nor the cognized is known to be different from the

cognition. This is in the words of Ruyyaka *UrK<uN si eft Id as distinct from

i in Bhavika. This universalized cognition is the result of
j

or the correspondence of heart to the aesthetic object. And the form of

cognition can be represented simply as
'

I
' or ST^T. This is like the experience

at the state of M<HTiti or supra-monism where *

this
'

merges into
*

I,* Thus
while the cognition of Rasavad involves no distinctions, that of Bhavika does.

.B/zavzVoz-cognition refers to the past and the future. Here the cognizer is

conscious of the distinctions of the subject, object and the process of knowledge

although he regatds them essentially non-different. The Bhavika-cogwtion
can be represented as 'I know this' $4+*$ ^HlfH. Here also *I* is the sub-

stratum of the
*
this % because ultimately

*
this

* or ^3*T is the manifestation
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of
*
I

'

or 3Tf*T to be explicit Bhavika represents the objective apprehension

of the events Vhich are poet's creation and therefore ultimately rest in the

poet. Ruyyaka calls it dld^4^ STcftfH which his commentator Jayaratha

explains <is
*^^ 5TRT*ftf?f *UHM!N*<aH STtftfo.* This cognition resembles

the experience of the subjects who belong to the Isvara category of Saiva

system and who ate technically called vidyeswaras. It follows from this that

speaking in philosophical terms of Saivamonism, Rac-avad apprehends or

cognizes
*

I *; *4*Tlflfad vividly represents 'this' and Bhavika is the cognition
of

*
I this

'
or 3^fa<*+J perhaps evenly balanced. The following example

aptly illustrates the Bhavika

U

Here Diisyanta narrates to his companion Vidusaka the love-sweet actions
of his cherished one. Such as, the foot being pricked by Darbha sprouts. The
event is past but Dusyanfa*s emotionally ornate representation makes them
li\e again. \

f

'idusaka*s reaction to it is quite appropriate.

Here the use of ^^Tfir (I perceive) is very significant. It represents the
form of cognition that arises from the vivid description of the past and the
future,



VALMIKI AND THE ORIGIN OF POETRY.
BY

K. S. N. BRAHMAM, B.A., B.L,,

Advocate, Visakhapatnam .

I. The Sanskrit term * Kavi '

changed its meaning in course of time as

another similar word * Vates 9
did. Speaking of the latter term and its signi-

fication through the process of development Carlyle
1

says,
" We take him

(i.e., Vates) first for a God, then for one God inspired; and now in the next

stage of it, his most miraculous word gains from us only the recognition that

he is a poet/' Similar changes took place in the denotation of the word
* Kavi * as well. It stood for God himself in cases like Bhagavad Gita . viii-92

but represented only a sage in instances such as Katha Upanishad III. 143

and finally fixed itself in the general usage as a name for a Poet. All these
three probably are derived from the same definition of the term '

Kavayah
Kranta Darsinah.* It stood for the All-seeing God and gradually extended
to the Far-seeing sage and then finally to the Better-seeing poet. At that

stage, the derivation got a second line of defence from the root
' Kavi *

i.e.

to describe and thus fixed the term firmly in the denotation of a poet who
is one who saw deep

*
into the inmost heart of the thing, detected the inmost

mystery of it
'* and described the experience in words in such a way as to

infect5 the hearers. Hemachandra* quotes the following stanzas as from
Bhatta Tauta to the same effect :

\\

\

1.
" Hero as a poet.*

2.

ti<l't*i

3. ^Ri^ci^r ^i-tM JTT^q" ^Trftr^t^r <^t^ ^nrr Hi f\i d r

4. Carlyle's
* Hero as a poet.'

5.
* Art is a human activity consisting in this, that one man consciously by means of external
signs, hands on to others feelings he has lived through, and that others are Infected
by these feelings and also experience them;

'

Tolstoy's
' What is Art.' Poet is an Artist

in words.

6. In his *Kavyanu$asana* ref. Kane's *

History of Sanskrit Poetics'' 1951. Ed. P. 211.

4 1
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M 7

II. Valmtki was, thus, the First Poet and poetry started with the well

known stanza which issued forth spontaneously from his heart when he was
completely possessed by the emotion of sorrow (Soka) ;

it ran as follows :

ft:

The whole scene of the origin of poetry was described very graphically and
beautifully in chapter II of the Balakanda of Valmiki. Valmiki, one
day asked Narada^ the World traveller, if tliere was in the World at that time8

stay man9 who was really great and,noble. Thereupon .Narada narrated the
story of Rama who had by then endured all his sufferings and came out trium-
phant in the ordeal of life and was -ruling his country in peace, prosperity
and tranquility.

10 There ends the first chapter and th^second chapter presents
before us Valmiki, wlio was very much impressed by die story, leaving for
ablution, after the departure of Narada^ in solemn silence, probably con-
templating

11 upon the sublime theme which, was reflecting in his clear heart12
with ever increasing brilliance. He reached the Tamasa river and looked
at its still and clear waters, as clear as a pure heart, and pointed it out to his
sishya \vho followed him. He took the garments from his hands, still in
silence (Niyatendriyah-2. 8), and probably wearing them glanced at the wide
green garden around. He saw there a couple of birds flying about unafra'd
and in full freedom making sweet and melodious notes. The green scenery
the sweet notes and the clear waters conjured up a beautiful sight which vibratedm unison with his serene mind and melted into one single harmony only to
be suddenly broken by the cruel arrow of the wicked hunter. In an instant

thejnale
bird fell down and was fluttering in blood, the female spouse was

is not called a * Kavi * and one becomes a *

Rishi 'by insight,of the essence of a thing and on account of such insight alone

cot fiv^H ,- th^ i

a *e Sasfras- But ^hereafter the application of the term 4

Kavi'

S. Sola 1.2.

9, Bate 1.5.

10.

1.95.

11.
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hovering above it with: shrieks of agony. What a contrast, the scene was
abruptly chang~d from the ethereal sky to the dusty ground, the green foliagewas replaced by the horrible blood and the melodious notes turned into piteous
shrieks. It was all before his very eye,

13 and gave a rude shock to the mind
of the Seer which was enjoying all the while a trance-like state. It was a
challenge. Valmeeki took it up, realised the sorrow of the female bird (Karuna
vedivat SI. 14) and involuntarily sympathized with it (Risher dharmatmanas
tasya Karunyam samapadyata si. 13. Here dharmatmanah '

signifies
'

srnna-
nadharmatva '). And that very sympathy flowed out in the form of sloka14
Then it was that he became a Poet. 15

III. Dr. Kunhan Raja writing about this situation in the Andhra Uni-
versity College Magazine of the year 1956 57 says

"
This verse is one of the

most frequently quoted ones in Sanskrit literary criticism; all repeat the verse
and say that pity~and remorse flowed out of the poet in the form, ofthe poetry;
I have not seen. an analysis and critical examination of the situation described
herein, any place where the-poinirhas been. raised. I. have asked many peoplewho are ardent admirers and. students of the. Ramayana. I hava not been
able to get any answer, to say nothing of a satisfactory explanation; All
say the same thing that is seen in all the books." I have quoted this in extenso
only to show the Doctor's way of approach. Anandevardhana alluded to
this situation in his

6

Dhwanyaloka
* and thereafter Rajasekhara referred to

it in his
*

Kavyamimamsa.* Abhinavagupta in his
* Lochana '

did really
analyse and critically examine the situation. In view of the statement of
Rajasekhara which conflicts with the R&mayana^ itself an incorrect riding
was carried into the Lochana a-nd two different lines of explanation were?
started; one on the basiaof Rajasekhara a&d the oiheronthe basis of Ramayana,
as for instance that of Sri Kane in his

*

History of Sanskrit poetics/ that of
Sri Mahad^va Sastri in his notes to the Chowkhamba Ed. of *

the Dhawnya-
loka,* that of Sri Badarinadha Sarma in his Oeedhiti commentary on 'Dhwanya-
Foka ' and that of Sri Vedala Tiruvengatachari in his preface to^ his Telugu
-translation of *

the DhwanyalokuS Besides these, the Govindarajeeya an*

1 3. Tasya pasyatah. Bed. 2.1D. Probably tber description of the bird there as '

Dvijam
*

in SI. 13 is also significant in that it gives
'

samanadharmatva '
to Valmeeki who

is- also called
'

Dvijah ' in SI. 14. That is,
*

Sahrudayatva Samanahrudayatva
* which

is the primary condition for any appreciation. See Locana on Dhw. I. 4. Vr.
*
Sahni-

daya hrudaya samvada balatat etc.'

14. Brahma says- later on in the- same ch.
*
Pravritteyam Sarasvatee' SI. 31 Ptsvritta*

(Govindarajeeya vyakhya). See also Champu Ramayana Sola 6 'Ntssasara Sarasvatee: t

1 5. Ife was called:
*

Mtihapragnyf&^ in SL ITand- Amarafeosa reads *

Fragrtyv***

synonyms for * KavL*
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Tilaka vyakhyas on the Ramayana itself had something to say on this. 16 In spite
of all these if it is to be said that no analysis or critical examination of this

situation was ever made, I feel that theremust be something wrong somewhere.

IV. The 1st chapter of *

Dhwanyaloka
*
starts the theory that Dhwani

is the soul of poetry (in Karika-l) distinguishes the meaning into two types,
one that is expressed (which includes the indicated as well) and the other that
is suggested, (Karika-2) says that th various types of the expressed meaning
such as the simile etc., are already elucidated by others and therefore are
not treated of by him, (Karika-3), informs that the suggestion is different from
them as the beauty of a damsel is distinct from the various limbs and that
it is to be found only in the words of great poets (Karika-4) and concludes
by saying that meaning alone is the soul of poetry adding that the sorrow
of the First Poet arising from the separation of the couple of the Kraunca
birds transformed itself into the Sloka (Karika-5

17
). Then the Vritti thereon

runs as follows
"

Of this the underlined portion of the Vritti is the
one with which we are now concerned. This is the reading of the Chaw-
khamba Edition of 1940. The Nirnayasagar Edition gives the reading

*

Sanni-
hita

*

for
*

Nihata/ Nihata means severely hit or shot down and Sannihita
means nearby.

' The Lochana * on that portion reads18

I
I

(Locana page 27, 28 Nirnayasagara Ed. 1928),
The whole of the relevant portion of

-

the Lochana '

has been extracted
here because it contains not only an analysis and critical examination of
the situation and an explanation quite satisfactory to all rational enquiryand completely fitting in with the Rasa Theory, but also the seeds of the
subsequent tangle of controversies. Before we try to unravel them we must
Have this whole passage before us for easy reference hereafter.

V Anandavardhana flourished about A JD. 850 and Abhinavaguptaa&out A. D. 1000. In between them came Rajasekhara who was assignedto about A. D. 900.- Hesays about the middle of the Ch. 3 of his

"

^ 1940.
see Kane's 'History of Sanskrit poetics.'
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mimamsa 9

-3TH M t*4dfr*r
^
cT ?TOT (i.e. by Saraswati)

I etc. 20 The Editors
of 'the Kavyamimamsa' in the Gaekwad Oriental Series Ed. 1934 as well as
Sri Kane in Ms '

History of Sanskrit poetics
'

notice the deviation made by
Rajasekhara here from the original Ramayana text according to which it was
the male bird that was killed and it was the female bird that cried. 21

VI. Sri Kane argues22 for the position of Rajasekhara for the reasons
that it suggests the story of Rama, Sita's abduction being something amounting
to her being dead to him and his consequent lamentations and that the wording
'

Sannihita ' of the vritti and *

Sahacareehananodbhutena * of * the Locana *

also supports it. Sri Mahadeva Sastri in a foot note in the Chawkhamba
Edn. of 6

the Dhwanyaloka
*

points out that
'

Nihata '
is the reading that is

generally found in the copies and accepts it but on the strength of * Saha-
careehananodbhutena* and * Nihata Sahacaree etc.' supports the killing of
the female bird corresponding with the abduction of Sita in the main story
as does Sri Kane. Sri Vedala Tiruvengatachari accepts the reading

* Sannihita *

on the basis of the statement of Ramayana *

Tasya Pasyatah
*

(before his
very eye Bal. 2. 10), but corrects

*

the Lochana '

as * Sahacarahananodbhutena 9

and makes it agree with the text of Ramayana. Sri Badareenadha Sarma
in his Deedhiti commentary (Chawkhamba ed. of 1937) reads tlie Vritti as
*
Nihata sahacara Viraha Katara Krauncya Kranda janitah to bring it into

complete agreement with the Ramayana but Sri Tiruvengalachari adjuts it

without any alteration by explaining the samasa as
*

Viraha Katara Krauncam
prati (KrauncyaK) akrandanam* i.e. the cry of the (female bird) for the male
bird which was despairing at the separation. This explanation is quite alright
as it is in full agreement with the Ramayana text as well as the spirit of 'the
Lochana.' - The stanza of Valmeeki himself definitely points out that the male
bird which was killed was blind with passion (Kama mohitam. S.I 15). This
is further supported by the Bhoja's 'Ramayana Champu' 23 as is pointed tfut
by Sri Badarinadha Sarma. If it was killed when its passion as yet was not
satisfied it would naturally be very much despaired at theunexpected separation.And then '

the Locana *
itself indicates the proper division of the samasa

when it says
* Nihata sahacareeti vibhava uktah. Akrandita sabdenanubhavah.'

Iti
'

stands for the rest of the words ending with c Kraunca * as * Akrandita *

2<X Seeing the Male Kraunca whose female spouse was severely hit (shot down) by the
Nishada and who was piteously crying etc.

21. a^HiT ftriifq^' *" i. \

1 1

3 1%^cf ^37 w^- ^uii f^r^r 1 1 Baia 2. 10, n.
22.

'

History of Sanskrit Poetics * 1951 Ed. P. 349 F. N.
23. J3ala. 6.
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starts the next sentence. In view of this we must accept that there crept

into the earlier portion of
'

the- Lochaaa/' an: erroneous reading in the form

of
'

Sahacareehanana
'

for
*

Sahacarahmana?

VII. Then let us see which of the two readings, namely,
*

Nihata
'

and
'

Sannihita
*

is appropriate. As already stated above Sri Mahadeva Sastri

pointed out that
'

Nihata
'

is the reading generally found in the copies. Apart

from that there are other reasons also for its acceptance. If we accept
'

Sanni-

hita
'

there will be no word in the Vritti or even in the Karika to correspond

to the words
'

hanana* and 'nihata* used in
'

the Locana.'24 The Ramayana
also says

'

Bharya tu nihatam drustvar rurava Karwam giram* (Bala. 2, 11)

and
'

Tada tu tarn dvijam drustva nishedancrnipatitam etc.* (si. 13). The cursing

sloka itself uses the word
'

Avadheeh.* Besides all these one very important

fact may be noticed here. Anandavard&ana says tha^ Valmiki felt Karuna

at the situation, but not Snmgara. Svfea fe the sthayibhava of Karuna whereas

Ratih the Sthayi ofSrwgarcr. In Vipralambha form, Srwgara may resemble

Karma'to a certain extent but still is easily distinguishable as it is
'

sapeksha
bhava* whereas soka is

'

mrapeksha&havaS However long or severe the

separation may be it would give rise only to Rati as long as the possibility

of reunion is not negated. Thus the only word is the Vritti that definitely

marks out the feeling that is generated to be Soka and not Rati is
'

Nihata.
9

That is the meaning of
*

the Locana
'

which runs H^KfrH*teq%? tfTf^M
fl*Mil^ml MTOW: ^<uU*Hqr PUM$i<iqc*Ncf RH7f^pJ'nO(^d^lfi|^TIG(l4rAl ^3 \

etc.
9

So it is quite definite that the reading "Nihata' is most appropriate,
and the passage in the Frfttf as so read would mean that the sorrow felt by
Valmiki at the wailing of the female bird for the male bird which is shot
down and is despaired art the separation has- transformed itselfinto the poetic
utterance that emerged spontaneously. It is real poetry as being a

"
sponta-

neous overflow of powerful feeling,"**

VIU. But then how are we ta reconcile it with the main story if recon-
ciliation is at all necessary. Sri Madhusudana Misra in the course of his

commentary on 'the Kavyanumamsa* (Chawkhamba Ed, of 1934) says
Bhagavan Rama eva nishada rvpena pasyato muneh puratas tarn anadrutya
Krawcam raksho viseshamjaghana-ie. 9 Rama himself in the guise of Nishada
killed the Kraunca a kind ofwk-shasa before the eyes of Valmiki. 26 Sri Badari-
nadha Satma also says in his *DaMa; commentary- on

'

Dhwanyaloka/

24. SahactmJmaiu^

25. Wordsworth in the prefance to the 'Lyrical Bdiads.'

Also compare
<

the Locwa ^Akrutakatayaivawawat Samucita sabdacckando wuttadi
myantnta dokarupatam^aptak Already qpoitdl in crtttaa above. Also, Rasapari-
purna hwbho-ccaalnavat citt

26. Tflaka Vyakhya quotes from Skanda some stanzas to the same effect.
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that this incident corrfispenids'with the Jdlling of JRavana/27 The text .of JRjama-

yana itself supports this conclusion as it calls itself
*

J&dghuvaracaritam
* or

* Dasasirasasca Vadham* (Bala. 3.. 43). .Besides this Govindaraja in his com-
mentary on Ramayana identifies Rama with c Nishzzda * but only read-just
"Jbfa* by detaching it from the verb ''^Agamah

*

and^adding it at the beginning
of the word * Nishada * to make :a compozmd of "both reading

* J&anishada '

to mean, according to Jiiru, the ,Abode of J^lratyrm (JLakshmfnivasd). Jtat

anyway a reading of the passage jof 'the J^hwanyaloka
' would show that

according to Anandavardhana the principaltheme here .is Rasadhvani in the
form of Karuna and not Vasludhvani in tiie form of a suggestion of the story
of Rama nor even Alankaradhvani such as a suggestion of Sleshalankara.

If that is accepted there will be no need for any attempt to
'

reconcile.*

IX. Regarding this slanza the Doctor's dilemma is this:
** The verse

as it stands is uttered to tire hunter who perpetrated that heinous crime from
the point of view of a poet. As for the htniter himself,, he was following his

profession. It is as meaningless to condemn shunter for hunting, as it is

to condemn modern science that deals with material phenomena for being
materialistic. So, on the face of it, what is .found .in the verse is a misplaced
irascibility and not an effusion of poetic imagination. If what is prominent
in the verse -were pity and remorse, the object of such ^pity and remorse is

the female bird that had been bereaved, and what is appropriate in the con-

text is the utterance of some words of condolence, some elegy, and that must
be addressed to the female bird." Diagnosing such an element of unsoundness

here, which does not, of course, really exist, the Doctor starts to cure it l>y

recommending a sort of psychological treatment by way of a change of out-

look. He, propounds his new theory that the sloka was addressed to the
female bird itself though it looks as if addressed to the hunter and concludes

by saying
" Thus what is said is one thing and what is understood JLS another

thing; and this is what is called suggestion/* Of course it is a grand theory
of 6

suggestion
'

! But the context on which ^he relies .for taking the stanza
as addressed to the female bird is jaever .so understood by anybody .nor can
it lead to such a conclusion. The Ramayaaia Bala 2. 14 .runs thus

Here ' Kraunceern *
is the object of ~he -verb 'rusamya

* but not *
albraveet *;

it means *

beholding the crying Kraunci etc.

^K. Now, we shall see ifthere is anyTeal difficulty to"besolved. 'TXhwanya-
loka '

establishes the '

suggestion
*
in Karika 4 oT Ch. 1 and concludes by

saying that it is the soul of poetry (JKavyasyatma sa evardhah) in JKarika 5.

This is the, Siddhanta which is proposed in the form of a Pratijnaia Karika 1 .

2,7.

jf t
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The rest of the Karika 5 refers to another important fact. It says that Soka

has transformed into Sloka. This is the process by which emotion transforms

into the verbal expression, it is the emergence of poetry; whereas the appre-

ciation of poetry is a counter process by which the verbal expression rekindles

the emotion in the audience. The one is a poet and the other is a Sahrudaya.

Bhatta Tauta, the Guru of Abhinava Gupta, is credited with the statement

that the poet, the hero and the hearer have a similar experience.
28 Unless

the mind is similarly attuned it cannot vibrate in sympathy with the presented.
Read the last sentence of the passage from 'The Locana' given in full above29

and the use of the word '

Samvada 9

generally is describing Rasasvada. This

is what is hinted at by the great poet Kalidasa when he said :

: I

U (Ab. Sak. V. 2).

Thus the poet as well as the hearer must have latent propensities in them for
similar feelings and emotions if they are to be affected by them when presented
or represented. But the difference between a poet and a sahrudaya lies in

this, namely, that the poet is susceptible to the situations presented that is

to say actuallypresent; whereas the Sohrudaya cannot react unless the situations
are represented in a modified form with a re-arranged focus. In other words
a poet can take the suggestion from even raw Loukika incidents but a Sahrudaya
requires an Alankika transformation of the situation before he can appreciate
it. The poet Valmiki reacted to the real situation (as opposed to an artistic

recreation) and that is what is explained by Abhinava Gupta in his 'Locana.'
The male bird that was shot down and was agonising at the separation, with
its spouse was the vibhava and the wailing of the female bird was the Anubhava
which stimulated the sympathy latent in Valmiki to a state of Relishability

30

to a state of exuberance when it ran out of his heart, as from an overfilled
pot, involuntarily, when the Poet was absorbed in his emotional frenzy, in
an appropriate metrical form. 31

So, did arise poetry! So Valmiki qualified
himself to be called a poet !

28. Nayakasya Kavefa srotuh samanonubhava-statah. Locana on Dhw. I. 6 Vr cited it
(P. 92 of the Chawkhamba, Ed).

29, Also see the two following statements from 'the Locana' elsewhere. (Loc on
Dnw. I, 4 Vr.) (Loc. on Dhw. T. 4 Vr. at a later place).

30.

etc. to ^
8

viyogena sahacarahananodbhutena sahacarya dhvamsanenot-
duhkha of the Passage from santaptasyaishadaseti Lochana'
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Daksa Sivasdhasranama Stotra is a part of Santiparva (M. B. Ch. 284).
Its 1008 .verses

1 cover 136 verses. 2 One verse (No. 68) refers to the

promise of Bhisma to recite these names to Yudhisthira. 113 verses are devoted
to these onethousand epithets

3
). 7 versesare devoted to the remarks of appea-

sed Siva* and 2 verses, viz., 181 and 191 refer to the appearance and the dis-

appearance of Siva respectively. The efficacy of this Stotra is described

in 12 verses, viz., 192 203.

It is believed that Daksa performed a sacrifice
5 for Visnu* in which all

deities7 except Siva were invited8
. Instigated by Uma? Siva sent Virabhadra

assisted by Bhadrakali*1 and others,
12 who destroyed it13 . According to

other sources Siva's first wife Sati proceeded to her father's home on this

occasion against the advice of her husband. Daksa ill-treated her and abused
her lord in her presence. Incensed at this bad taste on the part of her father,
she gave up h

c
er life there and then14 after invoking the wrath of Siva to des-

troy this sacrifice15 . On learning about this mishap Siva's followers des-

N.B. Citations in verse numbers (i.e.,. 10, 100 etc.,) only are taken from Ch. 204 of Santi

Parvam, Mahabharata (Gita Press edition.)

1. verse 66.

2. verses 68 203. This stotra with some slight variations is found in Brahma
Purana Ch. 40 verses 2 100.

3. verses 69 180.

4. verses 182190.
5. verse 3. The Mahabharata version of this story is found in Brahma Purana also

(See Sanksi^ta Brahma Purana: Gita Press edn. pp. 336 38).

6. verse 6.

7. verses 4 11.

8. verses 20 21.

9. verses 23, 27.

10. cf. verse 53; Bhagavata Purana (Gita Press edi.)> IV/5/2-4.
11. cf. verse 54.

12. cf. verse 37.

13. verses 4048. See also Drona Parvam 202/53.
14. Bhagavata Part IV Chapters 2-3.

15. Sanksipta Padma Purana (Gita Press edL) p. 54,

5 1
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troyed the sacrifice.
16

. God Savita lost his arm, 17 Pusa his teeth13
-, Bhaga

his eyes
19 and Bhrgu his moustaches and heard. 20 The sacrifice assumed

the form of a deer and ran to and fro for safety
21 till it lodged itself in the

belly of dead SatL 9* To propitiate Siva, Daksa sang tlie prayer under study

and succeeded in appeasing his son-in-law-

Time of the Stotra

As the evolution of the Saivaite mythology has not been yet studied and
the time of its various links is not yet to be fixed, the exploits of Siva men-
tioned in this Stotra cannot help us in any way for determining its time. So
we have to depend on clues other than those which refer to Siva-Lila. They are

(a) the absence of any association of crescent with Siva;

(b) the absence of any phallic attribute with reference to Siva:

(c) the reference to Krsna and his childhood

(a) As already pointed out by me elsewhere no crescent-adorned an-

thropomorphic or aniconic representation of Siva of ttie period earlier than
V cen. A. D. has yet been discovered. Crescent has been found on Siva^s

images after V cen. A. D. So the Stotra in hand which does not refer to
crescent as the crown of Siva's matted locks should belong to the period earlier
than V cen. A. D.

(b) It is well-known that Siva-lingam (baetylic stones) and Sisnalingam
(phallic stones) simply co-existed in Indus Valley civilization days; they had
not coalesed into each other by that time. The concept of a luminous fire-

pillar emerging between quarrelling Visnu and Brahma was the, first step in
the direction of the phallisization of the Siva-lingam, i.e., to merge the Siva-
lingam into Sisna-lingatn. Next came Skanda Purana wherein Siva was des-
cribed as

* one who rested on the upper end of a bamboo stick."23 This
is but one step to Siva being described outright as

*

Phallus.* The Saivaite
pillar of Candragupta Vikramaditya at Mathura bearing trident on its upper
end, according to me, is prior to Skanda P. in time. Th.e fire-pillar concept
of Siva is found in the reliefs of Dasavatara (cave) Temple and Kailasa Temple,
Ellora. They, according to me, belong to the II quarter and the III quarter

16. Ibid.* p. 55; Bhagavata IV/5/14-24.
'

17. Sauptika Parvam 15/22.
18. I>rona p. 202/59; Sauptika p. 18/16. See also verse 143.
19. Dronap. 202/47; Hanvamsa: HI/32/24.
20. Bhagavata, IV/5/19.
21. Sauptika p. 18/13; Harivamsa: HI/32/24.

this day i, suad, as a

23. Sankshipta Skanda Purana (Gita Press edi.), p. 798.

2
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of III cen. A. D. respectively.
24 So the absence of any reference to Siva as

*

fire-pillar
'

in this Stotra suggests that its time should be fixed somewhere

before III cen. A. D.

(c) Out of the deities included in the list of the ten-incarnations of Visnu,

only Krsna is referred to in this Stotra as Govinda. 25 And again, all these refe-

rences speak about the activities of Balagovinda only. In Dasavatara and
Kailasa are found reliefs depicting the scenes of Govardhana-lifting

26 and

Kaliya Defeat27
only. In other words, both these monuments depict Bata-

govinda's
*
lilas

'

only. However, in both these buildings three other incar-

nations of Visnu, viz., Varaha, Nrsimha and Vamana are also found. Though
the story of Ramayana without Uttarakanda is carved in 8 registers on the

western side of the plinth of Kailasa, Rama is depticed only as devotee of

Sivaf* not as an incarnation of Visnu. Rama was deified and included in

the list of the incarnations of Visnu in the beginning of IV cen. A. D.,
29 Vamana

in the beginning of III or the end of II cen. A. D., Nrsimha in the first half

of II or the second half of I cen. A. D. and Varaha in the first half of I cen.

A. D. or the second half of I cen. B. C.30 Though Krsna is referred to in

ArthsL-sastra,
31 I feel he would have been accepted as an incarnation of Visnu

in or about II cen. B. C. The absence of any reference to Varaha and the

presence of Krsna in this Stotra suggests that it might have been composed
in the period before II half of I cen. B. C. preferably either about the end

of II or the beginning of I cen. B. C.

Analysis of the epithets:

The epithets used in this Stotra can be broadly classified under the follow-

ing groups, viz.,

(a) General;

(b) Specifically descriptive of Siva's person; and

(c) Those referring to Krsna and Brahma.

In their turn each group can be subdivided in several items.

Group A: General

(1) Those which can be explained in the light of Vedantic philosophy:

Sarvamavrta (71); Sarva (77); Nitya (77); Sarvaya (84); Sarvabhaksaya

(84); Sarvabhutantaratma (84); Pancalaya (98); Satya (145); Dhruva (145), etc.

24. Tiwari, op. cit., p. 19.

25. verse 151.

26. Kailasa Temple, Northern Verandah: from east to west, Relief No. 6. Dasavatara

Northern verandah: from east to west, Relief No. 1.

27. Kailasa Temple, Northern verandah: from east to west, Relief No. 10.

28. Kailasa Temple, Southern verandah: from west to east, Relief No. 10.

29. Tiwari, op. cit., p. 14.

30. Tiwari: Garuda Punma A Mythological Study (Poona Orientalist, XXHI/3-4,/36.

31 . Arthasastra Bk. XIV Ch. 3.
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(2) Those which refer to the (a) Vedas and the (b) Vedic gods :
_

(a) Sana (120); Yqfw (121); Rg (121); Caturveda (141)

(b) Rudra (77, 97); Si/rye (81); Suryamala (81); Meghavrta (115); Pavana
(116); /dra (132); 7ama (132); Faa (132); Kubera (132); Xgnf (132);
Cilrabhanu (132); Maruprati (155); Sa/fcra (157).

(3) Those which speak of the sacrifice, its rituals and accesories: Hotra
(85, 133); Mantra (85), Hwta (101); Prahuta (101); Yagnavaha (102); Saf
Karmatusta (106); Trikarmnnirata (106); Ghusasya (107); ^Aart (121)- Gayatri
(130); 0fora (132); jte (133); flbw>8 (133); flirfa (133); Caturhotra-
pravartaka (141); Sra/b (144); Owfta (144); Farta (144); Namaskara (144);
D/fcs/te (147).

(4) General epithets applicable to any (or all) deity (deities);

(a) Position

Varistha (94); Varaya (94); Jyestha (89); Srestha (89)

(6) Nature

<*<>, v ); Smtatama (96); Ksudralubdha (97);
(98), Ta/Yzya (101); J&cto (147)

(c) Size

Panipadanta (70); Sarvatoksisiromukha (70); Sarvatah
(71); Sarvamavrtya (71); Mahamurti (74); Samudrambarasannitha (74).

(0 Might

(79, 143), Ugra (90), ^A/ra fl (91), ^fcma (9 i) Ghorarupa (96)
Ghoraghoratara (96), Fo/r^^ra (111), Sarvaghna (112), Mahabala (113),Cto/a (127) ^^ (127), Praharta (127), Kali (138), Qwfaftow (150Andanasana (155).

(e) Function

(82)'

(/) Liberality

KOR^^ (94), FawrfwwdB (94), Samvibhagapriya (97), Sarvada (112)

(,29,

(4) Jo (111), j)to (174), CW/ (174).
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(c) Rahu (32, 168), Tarakamaya (1444), Bhur Bhuva Sva etc., (146),

Sampravartaka (147).

(6) Those which refer to Samkhya philosophy and its originator:
Samkhya (120), Samkhya Mukhya (109), Samkhya Pravartaka (109)

(7) Those which refer to (a) age and (Z?) sex:

(#) jforte (157), Yuva (157), Sthavira (157)

() Sfrz (157, Purusa (157), Napunsaka (157)

(8) Those which refer to Varnas :

Brahmana (122), Ksatriya (122), Fafrya (122), Sw^ra (122).

By corollary, Siva is also called Caturksamyaneta (141), Caturvarnyakara
(141)

(9) Those which refer to (<z) Flora and (b) Fauna:
(a) Kakuda (124), Latapallava (128), Vrksyamula (172), Ftf/ya (129),

Puspaprada (129), P/za/a (129), Ausadha (129)

(Z>) Acqatic creatures:

Matsya (138), JaJacara (138), Ja/ya (138)

(c) Birds

Stf/cwm (149)

(J) Animals
Pasu (129), Sa^tf (153)

(e) Snakes
Ananta (124), Sesanaga (149), Nagendra (157).

(10) Those which refer to (a) animate and (Z>) inanimate objects (not
included in item 9)

(a) Svedaja (16 116), Jarayuja (116), Andaja (116), Udbhija (116).

By corollary, Sz'vo is called Caracarasvasrasta (118), Pratiharta (118).

(6) River
Jkz/a (102, 173), rafya (102), Tatanampati (102), C?<372#2 (128), ^r/to (128),

Sara (129), Afarf/ (172);
Ocean
Ksirasagara (124), Samudra (128, 172), Mahodadhi (159).
Mountain
Parvata (172), Gw/za (172), Kantara (172)

Jungle
Gahana (172)

(11) Those which refer to (a) Stable, (6) Road; (c) House, (O Garden:
Stable: Gostha (172), Hastasala (173), Asvasala (173), Svasala (173);
Road
Catuspatha (173), Rathya (173), Catvara (173)
House
Jirnalaya (173)
Garden.

Jirnodyana (173)
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(12) Miscellaneous:

(a) Those which refer to bodily gases:

Prana (135), Apana (135), Samana (135), Udana (135), Vyana (135).

(b) Those which refer to bodily functions :

Unmesa (136), Afonew (136), J&wfa (136), Jrmbhi (136).

(c) Those which refer to food and its consumption:

Annadaya (103), Annapati (103), Annabhunja (103), ,4/mfl (116), Annadah

(116), Awa^a (116), Annasrasta (116), Pfltez (116), Pakkabhuka (116),

,4720/0 (116).

(rf) Those which refer to famine:

Akala (138), Atikala (138), ZHdtafa (138)

Group B

Those epithets which specifically describe the home, person, personality,

garments, garlands, adornment, etc., of Siva fall under the following headings :-

(I) Those which describe Siva's residence:

Sahastradhmataghantaya (99), Girivrksalaya (100), Gtfisa (142), Pwdarika*

vanalaya (154).

Because of his residence in mountains or jungles, Siva is described as

Yogi:-

Bhimavratadhara (90, 91) Krsa (86, 108), Krsanga (86), Virakta (95),

Bhavanaya (95), Aghoratama (96), Danta(lQ2), Jirnanga(ll4), Taponitva (114),

Gudhavrata (144), Guhyatapa (144), Ttya (145), Brahmacari (145), Yanvinin-

dra(\64),Jitasvasa(l64),

As S?wz is also represented as living in a lotus-pond, he is also represented

as a householder:

Rakta (95), Ambiktmatha (111).

By corollary, the sexual potency of Siva is described as:

fizffw (112), Kamada (112), ^//^M (138).

The destruction of Kamadeva is also referred to:

Kamaghna (138).

(II) Description of Siva's person:

Head

Trisirsaya (78), Ekasirsne (97), Slztofrfl iSiwaya (103).

Gfl/2^a is associated with his locks:

Tarangankitakesa (106),

Gangatoyaadrimurdha (115)

Hair

TVBfate (78), Urdvakesa (80), Hiranyacuda (83), /tf/fc (87, 165), Mww>
(106), Diptasuryagnijatila (114), Suciroma (137).
Face

Nandimukha (148), Bhimamukha (148), &mtiMa (148), Durmukha (148),
attfl (148), Coturmukha (149), Bahumukha (149), Viswtomukha (158)'

Harismasru (137),

Eyes
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Sahastraksa (70), Virupaksa (70), Tryaksa (70), Tryambaka (78, (111,

155), Tridetra (97), Sahasranayana (104), Svetapingalanetra (108), Pundiraksa

(154), Candraditaucaksu (158).

Ears

Samakarna (79)

Nose
Krsanasa (86)

Teeth

Urdvadantra (80), Danstri (92), Mahadan&tra (139), Jtrnadanstra (157)

Tongue
Satojivha (72), Khadgajivha (92)

Neck

Nilagriva (80)

Shoulders

VrsaskandhcL (-82)

Hands
Dasabahu (90), Mahabahu (113)

Stomach
Satodara (72), Lambodara (165)

Feet

Ekapada (97), Sahasracarana (103).

(III) Colour of Siva's Person:

SWkfa (80), Vtlohlta (80), Dhumra (80), iSiYa^ga (98), Balarkavarna (104),

Krsnarakta (108), Sandhyaraga (112), Mahameghacayaprakhya (113), Sahasra-

suryapratima (114), Zforzta (130), ofe*to (130), M7a (130), JS>2 (130), Jte/cta

(130), ^trwwa (130), AiBfr* (130), Jjfcjpifa (130), J&#wto (130), Mecaka (130),

,4var770 (131), 5W72a (131), Ghanopama (131), Meghakala (139)

(IV) Dress and Adornments of Siva:

(a) Toiletry

Citibhasmapnya (91), Gandhyaya (99)

(&) Grarraents

Parnacirapataya (82), Krsnajinottariya (110), Vyalayajnopavita (110),

Valkaladhari (114), Jinadhari (114), Raktombara (142), Gihikapriya (142)

Adornments

Nadyopaharalubdha (88), Varamalyagandhavastra (94), Aksamali (95),

Ghantamalapriya (99), Raktamalyadhara (142), Karnikarasrajapriya (148)

(V) For/w o/ 5iva

Balarupadhara (104), Frrf^^ (105)

(VI) Weapons of Siva

Trisulapani (78), Dandina (79), Dhanvi (82), Kapalahasta (91), Sahastro-

dhyatasulaya (104), Pawda (108, 140), G0< (126), fitori (126), Paul (126), Jaat-

va^z (126), Jhajhari (126), J&Mra (139), Tridanda (140), Dandadhara (155),

Ugradanda (155), Z>W* (165)

Conveyance and Flag of
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(a) Ratha (110), Viratha (110), Catuspatharatha (110)
Animal conveyance of Siva

Govrsaya (93)
Govrsesvaravahana (150)

Flag of Siva

Suryadhvaja (81), Sukladhvajapataki (85)
Armour of Siva

Hiranyakavaca (83)

(VII) Food and Drinks of Siva:

(a) Pakkamansalubdha (92), Garbhamansasrgala (101)

(6) Somapastaya (155, 156), Visagnipa (156), Mrtyupa (156), Amrtapastaya
(156), Ksirapa (156)

(VIII} Siva's skill in music, dancing and architecture:

(a) Kilakilaya (86), Mukhavaditravadi (88), Gitavaditrasali (88), Bhima-
dundubhihasa (90), Turnbavinapriya (92), Ghantaya (98), Ghantayaghantaghanti
(98), Pranaghanta (99), Kalakalaya (99, 107) Huhunkarapriya (10O), Ghanti

(140)

(Z?) Nartanasila (88)

(c) Silpikasrestha (143), Sarvasilpapravartaka (143)

(IX) Siva's qualities of leadership:

(a) Military leadership
Devaribalasudana (69), Devendrabalavistambha (69), Satrundamaya (82),

Apaksaksayankara (139), Durdanta (147), Adantanasana (147), Ranesvagni-
mukha (149)

(&) Political leadership
Danda (82, 93, 108, 140), Aksapriya (142), Ganddyaksa (142), Ganadhipa

(142, 150), Ganesvara (156).
On account of his skill in diplomacy 5/va is called

* Dhurta *

(142).
Siva's followers

Sankukarna (71), Mahakarna (71), Kumbhakarna (71), Arnavalaya (71),

Gajendrakarna (72), Panikarna (72)

(X) iSzra #5 /ze deity of both the gods and the demons:

Devadanavapujita (69), Jagannatha (156)

(XI) 57v<2 ay ?/ze deity of demi-gods only:

Yaksadhipati (70)

(XQ) *Szv# <zy /ze ^fezYy ofgods only:
Devasrestha (155), Devadeva (156), Tusitadhapa (156)

(XII!) Exploits of Siva:

Andhakaghati (77), Tripuraghna (78) Balaprathamana (89), Kamaghna
(138), Pusnadantavinasana (143), Yajnamrgavyala (154), Visagnipa (155, 156)

Group C
(a) Epithets which refer to Krsna incarnation of Visnu:

Gopratara (150), Govinda (151), Sikhandi (154)

8
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(6) Epithets which refer to Brahma:
Brahma (145), Hiranyagarbha (149), Pitamaha (158).

Conclusion:

The following conclusions emerge from the mythological analysis of
these epithets:

(1) Siva is represented here as a three-eyed (97), Ganga-bearing (115)
ascetic (1 14) lord of Ambika. And it is yet to be determined as to when Siva,
the yogi of the Indus Valley seals, came to be treated as a householder.

(2) It can be said that about the beginning of I cen. B. C. only the above
referred to

*

Lila
'

of Siva had been invented. The death of Gajasura at the
hands of Siva and Siva's wearing of its skin as his garment had not by this

time been conceived.

(3) The epithets
*

Visagnipa
* and *

Nilakantha ' cannot be accepted to

suggest the Amrtamanthana story with the association of Visnu in that affair

as Kaccha. It is held that due ro the biting of snakes, the transformed
hair of Sukracarya, darted by the latter when the former was engaged in anni-

hilating the inhabitants of Tripura, Siva's neck became blue. 32 It is also

alleged that the blue-spottedness on the neck of Siva was the result of Visnu
catching him by throat when the latter went to the aid of Daksa against the
former during the destruction of Daksa*s sacrifice by Siva in person.

33

(4) The reference to
"
Jirnalaya" (173) and *

Jirnaudyana* (173) are
the unmistakable (although indirect) hints at the weak state of Saivism about
the period of the composition of this Stotra. One might even suggest that
the story of Daksd*s sacrifice without Siva and its destruction by his followers

point to the keen struggle waged at that time by the Saivaites to come into
religious and social forefront.

(5) The absence of any direct reference to
*

Narayana
'

msplte of the
presence of the epithets

*

Sesanaga
*

(149) and *

Ksirasagara
"

(124) confirms
my earlier conjecture that the

*

Sesanarayana
'

concept is a later -day in-
vention. The use of the epithets

*

Jalamadhyasthita
*

(167) and *

ambusayi
*

(167) for Siva, possibly, hint at the fact that Siva was once regarded as an
*

ocean-dweller/ an epithet in the course of time transferred to Visnu as Nara-
yana and later on evolved into

'

Sesanarayana.
9

(6) It might be conjectured that the Indus Valley non-Aryan Saivaite

concept of
*

Pasupatinatha
' found its Vaishnavite counter part later on in

Balagovinda as the protector and tender of cows.

(7) The absence of any reference to warrior-J&.s/Kz suggests that this

concept was either not invented or had not coalesced with that of Balagovinda
upto the beginning of I cen. B. C. Nor was it associated with Visnu by this

32. Santi Parvaro, 342/26.
33. Harivamsa, in/32/48. See also Santi Parvam 342/26.

6 9
'
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time. It might even he hazarded ihat the concept of Balagovinda, possibly
of non-Aryan origin, was later on included in the Vaisnavaite mythology.

(8) The absence of any reference to Balarama in sp
; te of its presence in

Arthasastra :s a clear indication of the existence of an independent non-Aryan
Balarama-wVt in India which later on coalesced in

(9) The absence of any reference lo Brahma as
*
lotus-born

* and *

ioois-
seated

*

suggest that these concepts are of later origin.

(10) The indirect reference to Siva as the originator of Sankya philosophy
in itself cannot be an evidence of the inclusion of Kapila as an incarnation
of Visnu.

Sincere and heartfelt thanks are due to Shri Bha^lalbhai D. Patelrxsc.,
(the ex-vice-chancellor cf Sardar Vallabhbhai Unweisity, Vallabh Vidyanagar,
for whose guidance, encouragement and interest in my studies in mythology
I cannot be too grateful.

10



UNIVERSITY LIFE IN ANCIENT INDIA.

BY

N. SUBRAMANfIA SASTRI, M.A., Dipl. in Lib. Sc.

India has been reputed for her learning and philosophy from very early
times. But what confronts an antiquarian at the outset is whether there were
colleges like those we have today and whether there were higher educational

institution, like University, aswe understand today. The University as a com-
munity of teachers and scholars and an institution which embraced all the
arts and sciences is not a modern idea or peculiar to the west. The Parishads
of the post-vedic times like the one in the Asramas of Hindu India, in the

Sangharamas and Viharas of the Buddhistic days like the great halls of Taksha-
sila, Nalanda, Valabh: etc., spoken of by Hiuen Tsiang, the Sangani of the
Tamil country whose fame lasted for many centuries and the Mutt organi-
sations dotted all over the country, were all gatherings of the most learned
and thoughtful men of the day, engaged in religious, philosophic and scientific

studies or discourses and centres of highest culture.

For many centuries the Hindu practice made the teacher the centre of
educational activity. It was not a place but a teacher that attracted the pupils.
In the Chandogya Upan^sad (v. ii)s for instance, several great house-holders
and Vedic scholars Pracinasila Aupamanyava, Satyayajna Paulusi, Indra-

dyujnna Bhallaveya, Jana Sarkaraksya, Asvataras and others first go for
.some special instruction to Uddalaka Aruni and then go to Asvapati Kaikeya
as the best teacher for the purpose. Practically every scholar's home was a

University. Instruction was derived not merely from the regular teachers
who settled in their homes of learning^ where they admitted their pupils., but
also from other sources. Such for instance were the Carakas1 or wandering
scholars, who though not normally competent as teachers, are yet regarded
as possible sources of popular enlightenment by the Satapatha Brahmana*
This institution of peripatetic teachers was thus another useful agency for

the spread of learning in ancient India. These band of wandering scholars
went through the country-the Brhadaranyaka refers to one such band wan-
dering as far as north and engaged in dispute and discussions in which prizes

V.I?. The sources and authorities are, as far as possible, indicated in the foot-notes. But
I wish to record my acknowledgement to Prof. J. N. Sifcdar*s article in Prafoasi (a

Bengali monthly Journal) and to Dr. Sankalia's " The University of Nalanda ** from
"which I have derived valuable hints, suggestions and references,

1. According to Sankara they were called carakas, because they were observing (Vcar)
a vow for the sake of learning.

2. Sata-Brah. IV, 2, 4. I.
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were staked by the parties.
3 Sometimes it has also happened that individual

teachers of great personal sanctity and renown established themselves in his-

toric places of pilgrimage and gathered students around them from various

parts of the country, who lived with their teachers and served them in humble
ways during the period of studentship. This was so in Kasi (Varanasi). Vara-

nasi (Benares) of all cities the most sacred in India, with a longer record as

centre of learning and culture than Athen,
" the mother of arts and elo-

quence.** or Imperial Rome,
"
long the seat of unparalleled temporal and eccle-

siastical power
" or historic Paris or Oxford and Cambridge, of varied interest

and culture., Varanasi has exercised the most powerful charm on the Hindu
mind for ages for her illustrious roll of teachers.4 It has remained till today,
the most eminent centre of Hindu learning and culture. The monastery re-

placed the wandering teacher after Buddhism established itself. The formation

of-colleges in monastic institution began with Buddhism. It possessed an

organisation in its monastic ord^r, rules of discipline and congregation, which
enabled to display features of permanence, so essential for the continued life

of an educational centre. The earliest group of scholars and teachers with

a fixed habitation, that we can find records of in India are the Buddhistic

monks. Long before the advent of Buddhism, centres like Takshasila in

the Gandhara country (the meeting place of Hindu and foreign scholars on
the frontier), Varanasi and Kanchi, (which attracted Hindus from all over

India), had congregation of scholars, some of whom permanently settled in

the towns. Learning and knowledge have, for centuries, shed their radiance

around from other famous seats like, Valabhi, Nalanda* Amaravati (Andhra),
Vikramasila^ Navadvip etc. Thus Parishads or Academies, whether stationary
or peripatetic, which would etand comparision with similar organisations
of the west known as Studittm generate,* University etc., have existed in India

since time immemorial. India had not known anything like
" Dark Ages

**

in her intellectual historybefore the invasion of the Muslims in the 1 1th century
A. D. Medicine, Grammar, Logic, Philosophy, Mathematics, Political scien-

ce, Economics, Jurisprudence almost every branch of learning has grown
in India through the clubing of Intellects.

3. Brhadaranyaka-Up.: iii. 3. 1. 7. 1.

4-. The antiquity of Varanasi (Banaras) or Kasi stretches back into the Pre-historic period.
From the earliest times of which record exists Kasi has been revered as the sanctuary
of Hinduism. The first mention of Kasi appears in the Satapatha Brahmana of the
white Yajurveda and Kausitaki Brahmopanisjiad. In the light of the earliest Sanskrit

Literature, we can reasonably assert that the city is atleast as old as the Upanishads,
the Epics and the Puranas, if not older. Kasi had already xisen to greatness when Sri

Ramachandra was pn the throne of Ayodhya. It was here that Maharshi Kapfla
expounded his Samkhya Philosophy. Here Sidhartha Gautamapreached his new doctrines
known since as Buddhism. Here Sri Sankara advocated his Advaita-vada and Sri

Chaitanya his Religion of Love. Here lived Tulasi Das, Vallabhacharya, Kabir, Kavin-
dracharya, Jagannatha Pandita and many other renowned teachers and pious men of
like nature, who shuffled off their mortal cofl on the bank of the Ganges. Such is the
Hindu's favourite spot, Kasi, the mother of all that is best and noblest in Hinduism.
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Of all the centres of higher education in Ancient and Medieval India

and these were scattered all over the land,
5 the most celebrated were the city

of Takshasila,the capital of Gandhara, Varanasi, Kanchi, Nalanda, Vikramasila

etc. Takshasila 6
(Taxila) had a long-standing fame as the seat and centre

of Indian culture which exercised a kind of intellectual suzerainty over the

wide world of letters in India. The fame of Takshasila as a great centre of

learning was evidently due to its world-renowned teachers (disapamokha

acariyd), Inspite of the vast distance that had to be traversed and the diffi-

culties and the dangers of the journey, the students of all classes from all

over the country
7
congregated at this place to study at the feet of the world-

renowned professors of the University. No one was considered to have

completed his education unless he had undergone a course at Takshasila or

at Nalanda. We learn from the Tilamusti Jataka* that kings from far sent

tteir sons all the way to Takshasila to complete their education in spite of

the presence of celebrated scholars at their own court. Thus Takshasila

was the chief intellectual centre of the age, the Oxford of Hindu India, the

culture of which was eagerly sought and much valued in the country. Next
to Takshasila, Varanasi and Nalanda* were the most important as the centre

5. During the Buddhist period there were some ten or twelve Universities in India v&.,

Takshasila (Taxila), Varanasi in the Northern India > Nalanda, Vikramasila, at Eastern

India, Valabhi (Vala) at Western, Dhanya-kataka (Amaravathi) at Central India,

Kanchi (Conjeevaram) at the South. It also appears that there was a University at

Padmapura in Vidarbha in the 7th Cent. A.. D. There were also other Universities

such as Ujjain, Odantapuri and Jagadala etc.

6. Takshasila (Taxila) in the district of Ravalpindi, in E. Pakistan). It was at one time

the capital of Gandhara and a celebrated place of Buddhist pilgrimage. Takshasila

contained the celebrated University of the Northern India up to the 1st century A. D.
It was at Takshasila that Panini, the celebrated grammarian (Dr. S. Vidyabhushan's

Buddhadeva, p. 220.; HavelTs Ancient and Medieval Architecture of India, p. 140)

and Jivaka, the celebrated physician in the court of Bimbisara (Mahavagga, WL
(7) received their education.

7.
'

From Varanasi, Jatakas, Vol. I. pp. 272, 285, 409; Vol. II, pp. 85, 87; VoL HI, p. 284;

Vol. IV, pp. 50, 224; VoL V., pp. 127 etc., Rajagaha (Rajagrhd) J., HI. p. 238; V
pp. 177, 247; Mithila 1., IV. p. 316; Ujjeni (Ujjaini) J., IV. p. 392; Kotala J., m.
p. 45; Kuru J., in. p. 399; V. 457 etc.

.
**
Poranakaraiano ca attano putte, evam etc., nihatamanaddappa lokacarittaun ca

bhavissantiti attano nagare disa-pamokhe acariye vijjamanepi sippaggahanatthaya

dure tiro rattham pesenti
"

Jata, n. p. 277.

9. The ancient University of Nalanda reached its peak of fame in the beginning of the

5th Cent. A. D. - It was the highest centre of post-graduate study in all Asia; the finest

scholars of China, Korea, Japan, Tibet and Ceylon came here to study. The building

once housed about 8500 students of the University, which flourished for 700 years

as a centre of Buddhist culture. The entire expense for the students' boarding and
other requirements for this monastic University was met by royal grants and by endow-

ments from the wealthy. The University was destroyed by the Moslems in 1205 A. D.
The declining period of the University of Nalanda coincides with the erection of two

other famous Universities, one at Odantapuri (Bihar) by a certain Gopala who is said

to have ascended the throne of Bengal about 750 A. D. and the other, the Royal
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of Hindu and Buddhistic learning. The higher education of a boy commenced
after the completion of general education. Students are always spoken of

as going to Takshasila to complete their education and not to begin it. From
the numerous references it is clear that students used to go up for higher edu-

cation at Takshasila at the age of sixteen (solasavassakale) or when the stu-

dents come of age (vayapatte).
xl

Naturally, students of a mature age only
could be sent so far away from their homes. The details noted in the Tila-

mutti Jataka^ (No. 252) regarding the preliminaries which had to be settled

between teacher and taught on the eve of a candidate's admission as a student,

are, we think, sufficiently attractive to deserve more than a passing reference
here.

**

He, the boy (i.e.* the prince of Varanasi (Benares) bade his parents
farewell, and *"n due course arrived at Takkasila. There he enquired for

the teacher's dwelling and reached it at the time when the teacher had finished

his lecture and was walking up and down at the door of the house. When
the lad set eyes upon the teacher, he loosed his shoes, closed his sun-shade
umbrella and with a respectful greeting stood still where he was.

The teacher saw that he was weary, and welcomed the new-comer. The
lad ate and rested a little. Then he returned to the teacher, and stood res-

pectfully before him.
" Where have you come from?" he asked.
'* From Benares.*'
" Whose son you are?"
"

I am the son of the king of Benares,"
fct What brings you here?"
**

I come to learn,
55

replied the lad
"
Well, have you brought a teacher's fee? Or do you wish to attend on

me in return for teaching you?13

"
I have bought a fee with me/' and with this he laid at the teacher's

feet h;s purses of a thousand pieces."

The most remarkable feature of these higher educational institutions
was their residential system. The students had all to live in the hostels pro-vided by the University. From the Tilamutthi-Jataka we learn that the
students were of two classes those who paid fees to the Professors and who
did not or could not. Those who paid fees to their teachers are known as
Acartya-bhaga^ayaka* and those who did not bring any fee but offered
their services in lieu for it, known as Dhammantevasika. When seeking ad-
mission to the University at TakkasUa, the student had to inform the Professors

of Vikramasila founded by king Dharmapala in the 8th Cent A D All
three Universities possessed rich and extensive libraries.

* "

10. Jata, H. p, 277; HL p. 122; IV. p. 237; V, pp. 127, 210.
"

S?"
L ** 356> 436 505; tt p- 52 ' V- PP- B, 193, 227.

12. TilamiathiJafaka'. Jata, VoL H. pp. 2778.
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to which class he wished to belong.
13

It is further stated therein that those

students who paid the fees were allowed to .live in the Professor's home as

Ms own sons, and devote themselves exclusively to study; while those who
had no money to pay had to spend the day-time in doing such services as

drawing water from the well and fetching fire-wood, and engage themselves

in study during the night. Thus, those who paid fees to their teachers were

a privileged group, treated like the eldest sons in the houses of their Professors

and getting their lessons probably at day-time, while the Dhammantevasikas

(who did not pay any fee) had to attend on their Professors by day and re-

ceived instruction at night.
14 In the Nalanda University, before the students

could obtain admission, there w^s a preliminary test of ability and they were

required to give satisfactory answers to difficult questions put to them by
the keepers of the gate. It has been left on record, by Yuan Chwang, who

preceded I-tsing as
"
post-graduate

"
scholar from China that 70 or 80 per-

cent, would fail and being unable to answer had to retire; while those who
succeeded were certain to be humbled as soon as they took part in the debate

and lose their renown. At the University of Vikramas^la,
15 the gate-keeper's

places were held by distinguished Pandits.16

Fees: The young men who went to Takshasila for higher education

generally took along with a sum of 1000 Kahapanams (Karshapanas).
17 This

included presumably all charges to be met during the period of residence

at the University. As a rule, the fees were realised before the commencement
of study. The only exception is found in the Duta Jataka (Vol. IV, 478)

in which a student is represented as collecting nikkas (gold) for paying his

teacher after the completion of education. Considering the length of time, a

student took to finish higher education and taking into account the necessary

expenses which the teacher had to incur for him, the amount of fees charged,

does not seem to have been very high. The doors of knowledge, however,

were by no means closed to those students who were too poor to pay. In many
places, there was special provision for free instruction to the poor, The

Losaka Jataka 1* tells us that the JBodhisattva, after he had won renown as

a teacher, gave instruction in the arts to five hundred students in Benares.

13. Jata: Vol. II.
"
Kin te achariya-bhago abhato, udahu dhammantevasiko hotukamo siti"

14.
" Dhammanevasika diva achariyassa kanvnam katva rattun sippam Ugganhmti" T3a-

muthi Jataka.

15. Vidyabhushan; Indian Logic, p. 520.

16. cf.
** The examination consisted of w

any process of enquiry," as Rashdali says of the

method followed m the European Universities, "into the candidates fitness as well

as direct testing of his scholastic attainments
"

Rashdali: Universities of Europe in

the Middle Ages, p. 422.

17. Karshapanaa. weight of gold weighing 16 mashas or about 176 grains. -

18. The Losaka Jataka states
"
Bodhisatto Baranasiyam Disapamokkho acharlyo hutva

pachamanavakasatani sippam vacesi. Tada Baranasivasino dunggatanam pmbbayam
datva sippam sikkhapenti (Jata Vol. I, 41)
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At that time, we are told, the citizens of Benares took upon themselves the

duty of providing for the poor students, so that they might receive the in-

struction free. The -Nalanda, we are told, was a residential-teaching Uni-

versity like the later El Azhar at Cairo and gave instruction, room, board

and medicine free of any cost whatsoever.

Hwui Li, the biographer of Hiuen Tsiang says that provisions of food

at Nalanda were abundantly supplied by the rich house-holders from the

adjacent villages and so did not require to ask for the four requisites, viz.,

clothes, food, bedding and medicine. 19 But we learn from I Tsing that

the students had to pay for their own subsistence.20 From other sources

we learn that the students had to go for alms every day.
21 We have, thus,

three statements as to the way in which the students were provided, each

totally contradicting the other. I Tsing's statement seems to be opposed
to all that we know about Hindu or Buddhist system of education. Now-

here, in any Hindu work do we come across a single reference that tell us that

the student had to pay for his own livelihood. All that we learn from these

works is that the students either begged not only for themselves but even for

their teachers or as Hwui Li tells us, they were maintained by rich citizens

or kings.
22

Student Life: The particulars of student life are very few in the Jataka

stories. Those that are found show that the students led a very simple life.

The students lived in the closest intimacy with the Professors, who treated

them as their own sons. The Tilamutthi Jataka gives us an *dea of the neces-

saries of student life. Even the young princes had to go to Takshasila with a

pair of sandals (ekatalika upanahd) and an umbrella (pannachattain) or sun-

shade of leaves* The system of education prevailing in those days at the Uni-

versities of Takshasila, Nalanda^ etc., did not favour any body, be he rich

or poor, and the prince from Benares is found walking alone in the streets

of Takshasila enquiring about his teacher's dwelling. He had to come in the

robe of an humble student, leaving aside the equipage of a prince, fully cons-

cious of the fact that he was now placed in a s;tuation which did not recognise

any earthly distinctions. The sum of 1000 Karshapanas which they (students)

took along with them had to be handed over to the Professors at the very

beginning of the course. They could keep no pocket-money to spend on
recreations or amusements. From an incident recorded in the Junha Jataka,
we gather that even the princes were not allowed to keep a single pice for

their personal expenses. Prince Junha, son of the king of Benares, while

coming to hi? lodgings one night in the dark, after listening to the lecture

of his Professor in Takshasila, ran against a poor Brahmin student and broke

19. Hwui Li: The Life of Hiuen Tsiang, p. 113.

20. I Tsing: Takakusu's Transl. p. 105106.
2L Mahavagga, L 25t 26.

22. Hwui Li: Life of Hiuen Tsiang, p. 113.
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his alms-bowl. When the poor student asked for the price of rice, the prince
had to declare his inability to pay. He said

"
I cannot now give you the price

of a meal; but I am prince Junha, son of the king ofKasi, when I become posses-
sed of the kingdom, you may come to me and ask for the money "**

(Transl.

adapted from Rouse)

Food: Their food was as simple as their habit of life and consisted

mainly of rice-gruel (Yagum) and simple rice (Bhatla), prepared by the maid
of the Professor's house. Break-fast, dinner, lunch and supper, which our

modern students are accustomed to, were quite unknown to the Takkasila

and Nalanda students, and infact to all the students of ancient India. At

invitations, which were not infrequent, they were given sugar-cane (ucchu),
molasses (gulam), curd and milk (dadhi-khiram).

24 We learn from Hwui
Li, the biographer of Hiuen T-siang, that nee, butter, milk, fruits and sweet

melons were usually taken by the students at Nalanda for their midday meal.

All these provisions were contributed by two hundred householders from
about hundred villages.

25

Study-hour: The study hour seems to have commenced early in the

morning. The students had to get up early in fhe morning at the time of

cock-crow and engage themselves in their studies. The cock, it appears
was domesticated in every educational institution for serving the purpose of

a clock. It was a necessity. If they awoke on hearing the crowing of the

cock at a wrong hour, they were put to great inconvenience. If they awoke
as early as at mid-night and began to study, they were too sleepy to read till

1he morning; on the other hand, if they woke up as late as at sun-rise, they

had not time enough to memorise their lessons. Their home-study consisted

apparently of two parts study with the help of the books, followed by repeti-

tion and memorising of the lessons, i.e., recapitulating their lessons. These

two things, it seems, had to be finished before noon.

Instruction: In Takshasila University, instruction by the teacher seems

to have been imparted at times convenient to the students, and light and

lucky days were observed in giving it,
26

reminding us of the 'anadhyayc? system

of the Upanishadic times. As pointed out before, the poorer students per-

formed menial work for the college during the day time, and received

instruction at night.
27

Possibly, the day-scholars also learnt the sippas at

23.
"'

idam aham tava bhattarnulam datum no Sakkomi* aham kho pana Kasirawi putto

Junho-kumaro nama* mayi rajje patitthite agantva mam dhanam yaceyyaslti
" Junha

Jataka, Vol. IV. 456.

24. Ekadivasani nimadtane ekache manava gulam, dadhina bhunjinsu ekache khfrena"

(Vol. 1. 123.

25. Hwui Li, o. c. p. 112,

26. Jata., n. p. 278.

27. Jata., H. p. 47.
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night.
28 The Acariyabhagadayakas were treated like the eldest sons in the

house and were given instruction on every light and lucky day.
29

Method of Teaching: The method of teaching was tutorial and catecheti-

cal. From the records of Hiuen Tsiang and I Tsing, it would appear that

the method, in majority of cases, was tutorial, meaning that each student
or a small group of students was personally attended to by the teacher. Hwui
Li, the biographer of Hiuen Tsiang, says that Hiuen himself was taught the

Yogasastia by Silabhadra, and many other works, he learnt from Jayasena
and others in the same manner.30 The method of teaching was catechetical

as vveil s meaning the method of explaining a subject by an intelligent and gra-
duated series of questions and answers which is associated with the great
Greek teacher and philosopher Socrates. The pupil asked questions and the

teacher discussed at length the topics referred to him. 31 Next to the
tutorial method, came discussion, and the student acquired much of
the knowledge by listening to the discussion which were carried on from
morning till night. Both Hiuen Tsiang and I Tsing seem to have been
very much impressed by this part of the Nalanda's activities. 32 Further, there
were some subjects mainly pertaining to the religious instructions in which
it appears that lectures were delivered. Hwui Li is quite clear on this point.
He writes, "within the temples they arrange every day about 100 pulpits
for preaching, and the students attend these discourses without fa1

!, even
for a minute."33 Even these lectures, very often took the shape of personal
discussion between the teacher and the pupil, who could not follow the lecture
or had some doubts regarding some topics in the lecture.34 It should not
be supposed that these discourse^ discussions and lectures leave nothing
for the pupil to think out for himself. The need for introspection and con-
templation on his part is never overlooked.

The state of Discipline: Our main source of information on the state
of discipline observed and maintained in the Takshasila, Nalanda, Vikrama-ila
and other institutions are the Jatakas and the accounts of the Chineese travel-
lors, who had the opportunity to be eye-witnesses to the University colleges
in action. A life of severe discipline is laid down for a stud:nt. There is
no indication in the Jatakas that the students had any private purse out of
which they could spend at pleasure. Even princes were not allowed to retain
a single pice with them. This indicates what sort of strict control they had
to live mder. Fiom the Tilamusti Jataka we learn that the students of the
University were not even free to go to the river for bath as they liked . They
28. Jata., IV. p. 96.

" ~~ ---
29. /ate,, n. p. 275.
30. Hwui Li, op. cit. pp. 153157.
31. Cf. e..

tem Worid ' P- 170;I-T*ng, ap.cit., p. 177.

34. Saakalia, The University of Nalanda, p, 146147,

8
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were accompanied by the Professors at bath, who were apparently deputed
to look after their discipline and the slightest breaches of the discipline were

severely dealt with. We note also certain lapses on the part of some
of the aristocrats and prmces, reminding us of the notorious pranks of some
of the students of mediaeval Europe. However stringent the moral code

may have been, it was not always possible for a hot-blooded kshatriya youth
to be amenable to an unsparing system of moral and intellectual discipline.

If a pnnce or an aristocrat committed any offence or became unusually bois-

trous', defying all rules and regulations, then it was clearly the duty of the

teacher to offer him advice, chastise him, or even beat him according as the

wrong dons was mild or serous. But unfortunately the proud Kshatriya
lad would readily construe all this as an insult and plan to avenge it by
murdering his teacher after his return to his country when, as its ruler,

there would be no dearth of means on his part to carry out his evil

intention?.35 We read in the Tflamushti Jataka that the prince of Varanasi

(Benares), who had been so well-behaved at the beginning, soon displayed
a thieving propensity, calling for the immediate attention of his professor.
But note how the latter was served from the following extract 36

:

" Now
one day, he went to bathe along with his teacher. There was an old woman,
who had prepared some white seeds, cakes and sweets and strawed them
out before her: there she^sat, watching them. The youth looked upon these

cakes and sweets, and desired to eat: he picked up a handful, and ate them.
1 You fellow must be hungry/ thought she; but she said nothing and sat.

" Next day the same thmg happened at the same time. Again the woman
said nothing to him. On the third day, he did it again; then the old darne

cried out, saying
*

the great teacher is letting his pupils rob me!' and uplifting

her arms she raised a lamentation. The teacher turned back,
*

what is it

mother!* he asked. 'Master, I have been parching some, seeds, cakes etc.,

and your pupil took a handful and ate them.* This he had done today,

he did it yesterday and he did it the day before! Surely he will eat me out

of house and home!" Don't cry, mother: I will see that you are paid.' Oh,

I want no payment, master; only teach your pupil not to do it again.'
'

See,

here, then mother,' said he, and he caused two lads to take the young fellow

by his two hands, and smote him thrice upon the back with a bamboo stick,

bidding him take care not to do it again. The prince was very angry with

his teacher. With a blood-shot glare, he eyed him from his head to foot.

The teacher observed how angry he was and how he eyed him. The youth

applied himself to his studies and finished his courses. But the offence he

hid away in his heart and determined to murder his teacher. When the time

came for him to go away, he said to hhn,
' O my teacher, when I receive the

35. Jata: VoL EL 252.

36. For this extract I am indebted to Prof. B. C. Sen's article on *
Studies in Jatakas*

in the Journal of Department of Letters, Vol. XX. Calcutta University.
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kingdom of Varanasi, I will send for you. Then come to me, I pray/
" The

story goes on to say how the teacher came to Varanasi in fulfilment of the

promise he had given and how his life was saved from a very cowardly attack

at the request of the king's courtiers, who were attracted by the very con-

vincing speech which the teacher had delivered on the usefulness of discipline

in the early stages of one's life. In course of this address he pointed out

to the king that if he had not been taught discipline, he would have gone on

taking cakes and sweets, fruit and the like until he became covetous through
these acts of theft . Then by degrees turned on to house-breaking, high-way
robbery and murder about villages. Instances of this kind are to be found
in some other Jatakas also.

Regarding the state of discipline in the Nalanda University, the following

passage from 1 Tsitig tells us how completely the student gave himself up
to the teacher for the acquisition of knowledge, which could never be dreamt
of in modern India. Says the traveller,

" He goes to his teacher at the first

watch and at the last watch in the night. First the teacher bids him sit down
comfortably. Selecting some passages from the Tripitakas^ he gives a lesson

in a way that suits circumstances, and does not pass any fact or theory un-

explained. He inspects his pupil's moral conduct, and warns him of defects

and transgressions. Whenever he finds his pupil faulty, he makes him seek
remedies and repent.

9 *37 This was true of all resident students whether Buddhist
students or Hindu studmt and generally a major part of the students was of
resident students. Hindu codes of conduct, such as Apastamba-dharmasutra^
Gautama-dharma-sutra** etc., speak at length of the behaviour of the student
towards the teacher, of the teacher towards the student, of the day to day
examination of the pupil's moral conduct and of many other things. On this

topic, the Hindu and Buddhist codes of conduct have almost the same out-
look. The reason is Buddhist for the most part drew its dharmas (codes of
conduct) from the E>harma sutras of the Hindus and the whole idea of
Buddhist monasticism,, institution and so forth were modelled upon the
Hindu practice of sending young students to an asrama of Guru or Acarya
to serve and study under him. Apasthamba beautifully summerises the
duties of teacher: "loving him (student) like his own son and full of
attention, the teacher shall teach him the sacred science, without hiding any-
thing in the whole law. And he shall not use him for his own purposes to
the detriment of his studies, except in time of distress. If the pupil commits
faults* he will always reprove him. Frightening, fasting, cold bath and
banishment from the teacher's presence are the punishments which are to
be employed according to the greatness of the fault, until the student leaves

37. I Tsing: Tafcakusu*s Translation, p. 120.
Cf: B

!?
rS Translation of ' Buddhist Records of Western World 9 where Hiuen Tsiang

says,
* Tbe rules of Nalanda are severe and the conduct of priests (teachers) pure and

unblamable VoL U. p. 17O.

38. Gautan^-Dhanna-sutrai Adhyaya, EL

10
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off sinning."
39 Buddha also lays down the relation that is to exist between

the teacher and the pupil. "The preceptor, Bhukkus" says Buddha,

ought to consider the pupil as a son; the pupil ought to consider the preceptor

as a father." 40
Apastamba gives the following rules for the conduct

of a student during the lessons" He should not allow his mind to

wander from the lesson during the time devoted to the study. At other times,

he shall be attentive to the business of his teacher. And during the time for

rest, he shall give his mind to doubtful passages of the lessons learnt."
11 More

important things than the above pertaining to the actual duties of the pupil

and the teacher respectively towards each other were the following: "The

pupil was also to #ct as a check, as it were upon the preceptor, Li keep
:

ng
him steadfast in the faith. If he became discontented the pupil was to try and

appease him or get some one else to do this. If indecision arose in his mind

or he had become tainted with false doctrines the pupil was to try and win

him back. If the preceptor was guilty of a grave offence, the pupil was to

take care that the Samgha sentenced him. to discipline and also that he was

rehabilitated after the penance was complete, but he was at the same time

to get the Samgha to forego, or mitigate, any severe discipline which it might

wish to impose upon his preceptor. He was not to accept or give presents

or wait on any one else or go out, without the permission of the preceptor.

If the preceptor was sick he was to wait upon him and nurse him diligently."

Just as the pupil was to be a nurse to the teacher when ill, so also the teacher

in his turn was required to wait upon and nurse the pupil, when the latter

fell ill. Thus teachers and students have a kind of family relation, as in Ancient

India, students attending on the teacher and he on them, mutual nursing in

time of sickness being one of the incidents. The relation thus is almost

identical with that expressed in the opening and closing prayer of many of

the Upanishads, viz,
"
May Brahman protect us both together. May He

nourish us both together. May we both work together with great energy,

May our study be vigorous and effective. May we not hate each other."
42

Such a relationship held out a very noble reward both to the teacher and

the taught and they will grow to understand and love one another.

Achariya or the chief preceptor and Assistant professors: We learn from

the Jatakas that the Professors were all celebrated scholars (disapatnokhd),

held in high esteem by all from the prince down to the peasant. The usual

39. ^fli^rin^T^^T ?T^H<**c
i
fiHTW<<W H :

^-Ffcft

* c

40. Mahavagga, I, 25,

41. ApathambhaDharmasutra: I. i. 5. 23, 24, 25.

42. ^ STOTcJ I STf ift *pTC3 I 35 *rf t?W | i

i IT fefs^rFft i
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number of students under an individual professor is invariably given as five-

hundred which seems to be a conventional figure.
43 Of course it is incon-

ceivable that a single individual could manage a college of J500 pupils or so.

In teaching these pupils, the Achariyo was helped by other teachers who in

the Jatakas are called
"
pittiachariyo

" or Assistant teachers. And only

the most advanced were appointed as Assistant teachers. The Anabhirati

Jataka mentions that a Brahmin youth having mastered the three Vedas under

Bodhisatto became his assistant teacher and taught sacred texts to others. 44

Besides the assistant teachers, the senior pupils (Jetthantevasikd) also rendered

help in teaching work. We read of a teacher of Taksha^ila, while going to

Varanasi on some business, delegates his work during his absence to his oldest

pupil, Dharmapala. Calling Dharmapala to his presence, the Achariyo

said:
"
My son, I am going away from home, while I am away, you are to

instruct these my pupils in Sippa.'
45 These senior students or monitors

(anusatthihard) were held in high respect by other pupils. By being associated

with teaching these seniors soon became fit to be teachers themselves.

Hraen Tsiang
46 and I-Tsing give & host of names of the famous pundits

of Nalanda University. According to Hwui Li, the Biographer of Hiuen

Tsiang, Nalanda was represented by no less than 1000 pandits in the grand

assembly convened by Sri Harsha at Kanyakubja to investigate the treatise

of the Master of the law of China (Hiuen Tsiang)
47

. The Head of all the

pandits, teaching staff and others was called a Superior. Under him was the

Karmadana or Viharaswami. He was the chief officer after the Superior
and to him the utmost deference was paid,

45 The Pandits and the teaching
staff were themselves very strict in regard to their own discipline. For a

teacher himself resigned for committing an act, which was quite innocent,

but, in contravention of the University rules;
49

perhaps this incident must
have led I Tsing to remark thai

"
the rites of the monastery Nalanda (Uni-

versity) are still more strict."50 In the University of Nalanda, a distinction

was made between the talented, learned Pandits (teachers) and ordinary,
teachers. The former were given the best rooms in the University, besides

servants were asked to wait upon them, whereas the ordinary teacher was

given just the treatment he deserved and all the other amenities that were
shown to the revered and the learned were withheld from him. 51 A peculiar

43. Jota. I. pp. 239, 300, 317, 402; m. pp. 18, 235.

44.
**
Tassa (BodM sattassa) Santike eko brahrnanamanavaka tayo veda pagwne akasi, ekapa

depi nSckamkho pittutchariyo Tmtra mante wchesi** Anabhirati Jota, Jata (Vol. IT)

45. "Tata aham y^arasissarm, tvam yam mconagcamma ime manave Sippam vacehiti"
Jata. Vol. IV. 447; p. 51.

46. Hwui Li, op. cit. p. 160.

47. Dr. Sankalia: University of Nalanda, p. 125.
48. Dr. Sankalia: op. cit, 126.

49. I Tsing: A Record of Buddhist Religion, p. 65.
50. I Tsing, o. c. p. 64.

51. Ibid.
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custom prevailed at Nalanda University as to the manner in which venerable

and learned Professors travelled.
%<
These" says I Tsing "ride in sedan-

chairs, but never on horse-back." 52
Further, men of conspicuous talents,

of solid learning, great ability, illustrious virtues who have distinguished

themselves or above the ordinary had their names inscribed on the list of

Univers;

ty celebrates.

Courses of study: From the accounts of the Chineese travellers I Tsing,

HiuenTsiang, Hwui Li, it appears that the knowledge of Sanskrit was essential

for all those be they Hindus or Buddhist who wanted to prosecute thek

studies in Universities such as, TakshasiJa, Nalanda, Vikramasila, Valabhi

etc, From the Jatakas, we learn, that the Takshasila University gave instruc-

tion in the three Vedas> as well as in the eighteen arts and sciences.
53 The

three Vedas are evidently the Rig, the Sama and Yaju which possibly included

all their branches. We do not know of what did the 18 sippas (Arts and

Sciences) consist. They are everywhere collectively mentioned
"
attharasa

sippan
" We have however mention of the foltowingindividual arts and sciences

here and there in the Jatakas: Archery (issapasippa: Dhatiurvidya)*^ elephant

lore (hattisutta),
55

magic charms (rnante) the art of prognostication (anga

vijja) spell for understanding all animal's cries,' (Sabbaravajcmanamantam^
57

charm for commanding all things of sense (alambanamantam)** divijrnisg

from the signs of the body, medicine (tikicchd)** etc. From the story of Jivaka

in the Vinaya Pitaka, it appears that the study of medicine and surgery was

included in the curriculum of the University. Most of the references in the

Jatakas point to the students taking up the Sippa or the Science course. The

Vedic or theological studies are found to have been taken up by very few.

This fact indicates that technical education was much more valued in the time

of the Jatakas than Vedic or theological studies. It is also evident from soiae

passages that a student was allowed to take up a special course in one of.the

Sippas, in addition to or without the ordinary course. 60 In the Asadisu Jataka*
1

we are told that Bodhisatta became peerless in the science of archery in addition

to learning the three Vedas and the 18 sippas.
" At the age of 16, Bodhisatta

went to Takshasila and learnt the three Vedas and 18 sippas under a famous

teacher. Having become peerless in the scinece of archery he came back to

52. Ibid., p. 30.

53. Jata Vol. I. pp. 259, 285, 356, 402; Vol. HI, pp, H5, 122, 53738.

54. Jata. Vol. I. p. 356; Vol. H. p. 87; Vol. IE. p. 219.

55. Jata. Vol. II. p. 47.

56. Jata. Vol. I. p. 402; Vol. II. p. 100.

57. Jata. Vol. m. p. 122.

57. Jata. II. p. 415.

58. Jata. IV, p. 457.

59. Jata, IV. p. 17L

60. Jata. 1. p. 356; H. p. 99; HI. pp. 18, 129 etc.

61. Jata. H. 181.
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Varanasi.* 62 Further, students are described as going up to the University
for specialising in one subject only. Thus in the Susima Jatakaf* the son of
th.e king's chaplain goes to Takshasila for mastering the ** Hatthi sutta "

(Elephant Text) only. Jivaka, we know from the Vmaya Pitaka,64 went
to Takshasila only for studying medicine and surgery.

We ought not to suppose that the University of Takshasila contented
itself with giving mere book-learning to its students. There is enough evidence
to show that a sound practical instruction was given, and that each student
had to know how to apply his learning in practice. Thus when Jivaka was
studying at the University, he had to learn the practical application in medicine
of all the plants and herbs within a radius of six or seven miles. The several
cases of difficult operations which he performed, just after leaving Taksha-
sila and his subsequent practice of surgery suggests that he had a good
practical training at Takshasila and shows further that the University did not
confine itself to mere theoretical instruction.

Studies at IValanda: Nalanda was essentially a teaching Universityand students were instructed in all the varied branches of learning. The
comprehensive nature of its studies is shown in an enumeration by Hiuen
Ts5ang*s biographer, Hwui Li. The classics of the Mahayana and Hinayana
the texts of the "

eighteen sects/' Logic (Heuvidya), grammer (Sabda-vidya)
medicine (cikitsa-vidyd), works on magic (Atharva-veda) and the Samkhya
^tc,, Yoga-sastra.65 We meet with another statement regarding the curriculum
of the Nalanda and Valabhi Universities in I Tsing's records. After sket-
ching the elementary study of the Siddham in the beginning, followed by
Sutra, >hatu and Khila^ all relating to grammer, I Tsing's account proceed
to describe the study of Kasika Vrtti and what followed. " After studying
this commentary, students begin to learn composition in prose and verse,
and. devote themselves to Logic (Hetu-vidya) and metaphysics (Abhidarmakosa).
In learning the Nyaya-dvara-tarka-sastra,, they rightly draw the inferences
{Anumana) ; and by studying the Jatakamala their powers of comprehension
increase. Thus instructed by their teachers and instructing others they
pass two or three years, generally in the Nalanda University in Central India
or in the country of Valabhi in Western India." 67 It appears from che records
of I-Tsing and Li that Astronomy and Astrology formed part of the students*

62. " Bodhteatto solasavasakale Takkasilam gantva disapamokhassa acharioyassa santike
tayo vede attharasa sippani ca ugganhitva issapasippe asadiso hutva Baranasim pacha'
gam."

63. Jata. H. 163.
64. Chirvarakhandafca, Vinaya Pitaka
65. Hwui La, p. 121.

66. " This Vrthf-sutra (vfe., Kasika-VrtM) is a work of learned Jayaditya* He was a man
of great abflity and his literary power was very striking

" I Tsing.
67. Qp. dt., p. 177,
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curriculum and that there was an astronomical observatory at Nalanda. Fur-

thei it seems that the studies embraced many of the subjects of the Pre-NaJanda

period. We are thus reminded that among tip eighteen Sippa-vidya (Silpa-

vidya) which the Jatakas repeatedly say ware taught at Takshasila were such

subjects as
"
Medicine and surgery, archery and military science, accountancy

and commerce when to these are added the thirty-two Vidyas or sciences **

and sixty-four kala or arcs,
69 which every Arya (Hindus) should acquaint

68. The four Vedas Rg. Yajur, Saman and Atharva; the four Upavedas Ayur-veda,
Dhanur-veda, Gandharva-veda, Artha-veda; the six Vedangas Phonetics, Grammar,
Vedic Philology, Prosody, Kalpa or the religious practice comprising the social and
ethical codes and Astronomy comprising the less complex branches of Mathematics; the

six Darsanas-Samkhya., Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisesika, Purva Mimamsa and Uttara-m*mo/7tw;

Itihasas, Puranas, Smritis, Materialism, Economics, Erotics, Architecture, Rhetoric,

Poetry, Languages, Ready wit; comparative Religion, customs and manners of all

nations these form the 32 sciences.

69. Of the 64 arts the following are tte chief (1) Gssticulation or expressing thoughts
and emotions by bodily mDvemsnts and gestures, (2) Theory and practice of music
and musical instruments. (3) Adoroing mm and women with clothes and ornaments.

(4) Knowledge of various forms, disguises, and transformations. (5) Making seats

and beds; beautifying them; the. preparation of garlends and bouquets (6) Games of
chance as chess, dice backgammon, draughts etc. (7) The theory and practice of erotics.

(8) Distillation and mixture of honey and various kinds of liquors and drink.. (9)

Extraction of arrows and other missiles from the body; the healing of wounds. (10)

Mixing various juices and essences; the art of cooking. (11) Horticulture and the

raising and crossing of plants, flowers and fruits, producing the above out of their season.

(12) Breaking and pulverising rocks, stones and metals. (12) Extracting various drinks

from the juice of the sugarcane. (14) Mixing medicinal drugs, roots, leaves and plants.

(15) Mixing and analysing the above; using them separately before mixture. (16)

Extracting salts. (17) Archery and the various movements pertaining thereto. (18)

Wrestling and boxing. (19) Projection of engines and missiles at a fixed and moving
pbject. (20) The marshalling of troops to the music of martial instruments. (21)

Fighting from chariots or from the backs of horses, elephants and camels. (22) Pro-

pitiating the powers of nature by various postures and mystic gestures. (23) Driving
the chariots; training horses, elephants and camels in various gaits. (24) Modelling
vessels from clay, wood or stone. (25) Painting. (26) Laying out reservoirs.tanks,

adequets, roads and palaces. (27) Manufacture of musical instruments, lifts and mecha-

nical apparatus. (28) Deftly mixing colours. (29) Bringing together water, air and

fire; depriving them of their properties. (30) ^Building of chariots, conveyances, boats,

ships, and other marine craft. (31) Spinning. (32) Weaving. (33) Knowledge of

gems; boring them. (34) Assaying gold, silver and the other metals (35) The production
of artificial old and gems. (36) Inlaying with gold and silver; electro-plating. (37)

(37) Tanning. (38) Skinning and embalming animals. (39) Milking, churning and

melting. (40) Tailoring and embroidery. (41) Swimming in "lakes, rivers and the

sea. (42) Cleaning houses and vessels. (43) Bleaching clothes and removing stains.

(44) Shaving, cutting and dressing the hair (45) Extracting oil sesamum and fish and flesh

(46) Adapting oneself to the moods and fancies of others and bringing them under

our power, (47) Agriculture, its theory and practice. (48) Climbing .trees., (49X

Manufacture of articles with bamboo or glass. (50) Manufacture of glassware and

porcelan. (51) Construction of water-lifts, pumps, tube-wells, sprinklers, jets, foun-

tains, sprays etc. (52) Manufacture of engines of war and weapons of offence and

8 15
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himself with, the curriculum or studies \vill be found sufficiently sound and
comprehensive to maintain its place by the side of the course pursued in the

best Universities of Europe and America.

It is difficult to say, however, whether these different subjects or branches
of learning were taught at one place as at Nalanda^ or at different places
noted for their specialisation in particular branches of knowledge. Further,
the students did not take up all the subjects that have been enumerated. But
there were some subjects which almost all the students had to study, which
in a sense were "

compulsory
" as we now understand the term.

Tours undertaken for further education: We are further told that the

students went on a tour round the country, after the completion of their course

jit order to.gain an intimate first-hand knowledge of the history and arts of
the different provices (desacarittam) and all the practical sciences of the time

(Sabbasamayasippani). References to such tours are found in the Swetakatu
Jataka and the Darimukha Jataka. The Darirrfukha Jataka 72 describes how7

two friends having acquired all the sciences in Takshasila travelled through
towns and, villages with the intention of learning all the practical sciences
of the time and making themselves acquainted with the manners and customs
of the countries. Thus this fact viz. the undertaking of tours is so often
teferred to in the Jatakas 7* that it seems to have been considered a necessary
part of University education and they were regarded as furnishing the copying
stone to the course of instruction at the University. In addition to theoreti-
cal lectures and piactical training, nature-study was sometime^ insisted upon

defence. (53) Saddlery for horses, elephants and camels. (54) Rearing of children,
treatment of their diseases, training them in sports and games. (55) Punishment of
criminals and offenders. (56) Caligraphy of various scripts, and illuminating manus-
cripts, (57) Preparation and preservations of betel leaves etc. See, Sukramta. Ch
IV; see. iii. 67 99. Jivananda edn.; also in Vatsyayana?s Kamfa-sutra, I, ii.

In Sukratuti* a distinction is drawn between Vidya and Kala, Vidya^ according to
Sukrantii* is that which can be said and Kala is that which, can be done^ even by the
dumb.

\ \

Sukra. Ch. IV. see. S. si. 24.

This distinction between Vidya and Kala is the same as tfaaf between Science and Art.

70. Hwui Li: The Life of Hiuen Tsiang, p, HZ
71. Jata. VoL IH. 377.

72. Jata. Vol. TET. 37$ :

** Takkasflam gantva sabbasippani uggan&itva sabbasamayasippani
sikkhxssuma* desacarittan cha fanfsama

"
ti gamanigamadisu charanta Baranasm pavimsu.

t3. Jeasa^'L p. 35fc Ell. j^i. 115, 235, 238, IV. pp. 3Sy 20O; V. pp. 247, 426.
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for those who were intellectually weak among students. An interesting

example of this is furnished by the Nangalisa Jataka. 74

Sports and Games: Since games and sports are of supreme interest

to modern students, the question may be asked whether the students of ancient

India had a similar fondness for games and sports and amusements We
do not get any information on this point from the records of Hindu works

or the Chineese travellers. In both the Hindu works and Buddhist works
we find that they furnish an exhaustive list of games and thus give us very
valuable information as to the games that existed in ancient India. We
read in the Cullavagga, that the Bhikkus

"
used to amuse themselves at games

with eight pieces and ten pieces, and with tossing up, hopping over diagrams
formed on the giound, and removing substances from a heap without shaking
the remainder; and with games of dice and trap ball; and with sketching rude

figures, tossing balls, blowing trumpets, having matches at ploughing with

mimic ploughs, tumbling, forming mimic wind-mills, guessing at measures

having chariot races and archery matches, shooting marbles with fingers,

guessing other people's thoughts, and mimichig other peoples acts; and

they used to practise elephant riding, and horse riding, carriage driving and

swordsmanship; and they used to run to and fro in front of horses and
in front of carriages; and they used to exhibit signs of anger, and to wring
their hands and to wrestle, and to box with their fists; and spreading their

robes as a stage they used to invite dancing girls, saying
* Here you may dance,

sister, and greet her with applause/'
76

It appears to be that the students in those days had their own recreations

and occasion for relaxations. They had their needed diversions in life. We
do not find any sign of moroseness. They had holidays. Not reckoning

special holidays which might be granted in honour of learned and distinguished

visitors etc., the new and full moon days and the first day (pratipat) of each

fort-night were holidays and the students were left to themselves and so clearly

was the evil of all work and no play perceived that al
1

study was prohibited

on these days by injunction. That pregnant simile in Valmiki is familiar to

many us where Sita our ideal of all that is pure and lovely in woman, parted

74. In the Nangalisa Jataka, we are told that a Brahmin youth who used to learn scriptures

from a famous teacher of Benares, could not properly grasp the meaning and always

said the wrong, thing. The teacher was at pains to consider ^hat method of instruction

would be suitable for that
"
veriest dullard

"
of all his pupils. The Acharya hit upon

a plan of educating him thiough the help of nature. He resorted to questioning him

on his return from gathering firewood and leaves
"
as to what he had seen or done

in the forest that day and as to what it was like." This process of thought ^vould lead

^the student to make comparisons and give reasons and the continuous process of com-

paring and reasoning, would make the task of teaching him easier* But the experiment

in the end failed, for the boy compared snake, the trunk of an elephant, sugar-

cane, curd and milk, all to the shaft of a plough. This at least shows the earnest

desire on the part of the teacher to use all his intellectual powers to educate a child.
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enjoined in the interest of the continuity of culture. Indeed one of the under-

stood condition cf studentship in Ancient India is the obligation to teach

and thus transmit learning from age to age.
78 In the second place duties

of domestic and social are indicated. They are
"
to respect his mother, father,

teacher and guests as symbols of Divine; to honour superiors; to give in proper
manner and spirit; with cheerful mind, with humility, with fear and com-

passion, so that it may bless both
" frm that gives and him that takes/' and

in all doubtful cases to conduct himself according to the judgments of approved
authorities. In the third place, entering upon the householder's life and
fatherhood is enjoined as a compulsory religious duty in the interest of the

continuity of the race. Lastly the pupil is also admonished not to neglect

health, means of prosperity and success in life. We may also note the spirit

of humility characterising teacher as shown in asking his student to follow

the good action and conduct of his precepter and ignore his bad ones and

recognising his superiors.

Conclusion: The materials that we have been able to gather from various

sources show that University life in ancient India had two sides good and bad.

And what thing heie on this earth is without blemish. Compared to modern

University students the life of the student in ancient Universities in India

must have been rather hard. There were many restrictions on their daily

life. But we must understand that what can be called comfort and happiness
in life is purely subjective factor and has only a relative value in one's life.

Did they have palatial buildings, luxurious furniture and other provisions. ^

If such factors have to be taken into account in deciding the comforts of the

students, it must be admitted that University life in those days cannot at all

be described as comfortable. But if we look at the problem from another

angle, we will find that the students in those days were having a very cheer-

ful life in the Universities. We do not find any sign of moroseness; there

was joy of a very high degree in the universities where students were living

and receiving their education. They did not develop any sort of pessimism
or aversion to life as a result of hard life. They were awake to the realities

of the ordinary world and to the needs of civic life. They developed into

worthy citizens and the country prospered in material and spiritual eminence.

The simple arrangement found in such ancient educational institutions were

in accord with the spirit of the t;mes. The residential aspect of the Uni-

versity life in ancient India deserves special mention. Students and teacheis

lived in the same colony and there were many opportunities for fruitful contact

of mind and mind. Every opportunity was given to develop in the student

not merely a keen and cultivated intelligence, but also sound chaiacter and

a sound physique. Further, educational institutions in ancient India claimtfl

a method of teaching which has been regarded as. ideal at all times. For,

besides lectures, students spent a greater portion of their time in mutual

78. cf. Aita. Aranyaka (iii) 2,6liHt
<Kl (do not teach one who will not himself teach).

19
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discussions with their teachers. Of course, several hygienic, moral and reli-

gious precepts would also be thus taught, besides good manners and the ancient

Indian Ideal of getting three-fourth of one's education (viz., one-fourth fiom

the teacher, one-fourth from the fellow students, and one-fourth from one-

self, and the remaining one-fourth having already been supposed to have been

given by the parents at home) wiJl be realised, 79
Further, Universities in

ancient India imparted to i:s students not merely knowledge, but culture

lhat would make its recipients, m the woids of Newman,
"
perfect gentlemen."

whom he characterises as one who has a cultivated intellect, a delicate taste,

or candid, dispassionate mind and a noble or courteous bearing in the con-

duet of life
* The students not only gained knowledge but a sense of reverence

TKBS also inclucated in them. Universities in Ancient India, thus, performed
<me of the most important functions, namely,

"
of enabling the students to

form each other, of learning the greatest art of living, in helping to form an

intelligent society."
81 The cardinal aim of higher education in Universities

in Ancient India was the spiritual advancement of the student, and not any
material gain. Thus the ancient Indian ideal of higher education was the

highest known. < It was that education should lead to immortality (Vidyaya
Amrtam Asnute). This was much loftier and nobler ideal than the Greek ideal

of harmony, or the Roman ideal -of efieciency or the modern ideal of

preparation for livelihood and citizenship. At present in many Universities

all over the world more attention is paid to the material side and less to the

spiritual side. We shall now conclude by citing Buddhistic exhortation to

the students. No words will be more appropriate than those which the
Great Buddha addressed fo his youthful disciples.

Charatha Bhikkave charikam,

Bahiganaktiaya Bahitjanasttkhaya

Atthaya Hiiaya Sakhaya

Devamanussanam (Mahavagga).

"Go ye forth, O Monks! on Missions of Soc ;al Service, ministering to the

good., the happiness, and welfare of the Many of the Common Man/* Thus
exhortation should inspire the students of modern Indian University,

^ \\

SO. Cardinal Newman: The Idea of a University, p. 120121.
81. M. Yanfley,

"
Select discourses from the Idea of a Univwwty,

"
latrcxj., p.



DRAMA-A STUDY
BY

*
K. S. RAMAMURTHI, M.A.,

Drama as a foim of literary creation is to be witnessed in the literatures

of Civilized nations. Celibrated Critics like Aristotle and Bharata gave

a very imponant place to Drama for various reasons, the foremost beirg

that it is a true representation of nature on the srage. As is the Case in every

literature the Tndiaii tradition also divides poetry into distinct forms like

Poetry, Prose and Drama. Drama the
'

Drusya Prabandha
'

or the wofk

to be witnessed is a mixture of Poetry and Prose coupled with music and action.

Though there are numerous theories on the Origin of language, Philo-

logists agree on the point thac
'

in mail as well as in the lower animals it is

primarily the intensity of the emotional element which appears in the expressive

movements/ 1 This expressive movement which results in a kind of aitknriate

sound is generally termed language.
'

This language
'

it is said
*

is a race*

characteristic and as such inherited from one's ancestry, along with Color,

Physical constitution, traits of character, and the like; and thac it is indepen-

dently produced by each individual, in the natural course of his bodily and

mental grouth.'
2 So we understand from this that these emotional expressive

movements in the natural course of the bodily and mental growth, give rise

to language the vehicle of expression in human beings, iirespective of time

and place. When we bear this fact in mind we are sure to think that the

beginnings of any literary form in any language must be almcfct identical

much more in the case of Drama, as it is a true representation of nature requi-

ring emotion, expression, movement and growth.

Bharata' s Natya Sa^tra gives an account of the tradition of the theory

of Indian Drama. It takes the origin to the period of Vedas stating, that

Brahma created a fifth Veda called the
*

Natya Veda
'

taking portions front

the previous four vedas, such as the language from Rk, the musie from,

Sama, the action from Yajur and the sentiment from Atharva Vedas.8

The second theory makes Siva the lord of dance: The verse

\

tt*tKwi*( M

1. The Study of Language by Bloom field.

2. Life and Grouth of Language By Whitney.

3. Bharata's Natya Sastra.

4. Kalidasa's Makvikagnitmitran* Verse 4.

1
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Sages regard this as a pleasant sacrificial feast to the eyes of God.

This is divided by Siva into two forms, in his own body which is

blended with that of Urna. The nature of universe arising out of

three qualities, and distinguished by various sentiments is seen here

and this Natya is
the^gniy

chief amusement of the people of different

tastes.

informs that Lord Siva is the propounder of the dance and it is divided into

two forms called Tandava and Lasya. Tandava is the kind performed

by men and Lasya by women. This shows that the differences in the art of

dance are to suit the different Physical structures of the human beings. The

above two different theories are attested by Dhananjaya in his verse

The belief that Siva knows the art of dance and he

generally performs this in the evenings is a time old one. The first fourteen

apherisms of panini's Vyakarana are said to be the out come of the beatings

of the drum of Siva at the end of his dance recital."

The tirrd theory alludes to a play
* Lakshmi Swayamvaram,' which was

Produced in the court of Indra. Urvasi the nymph took the main role of
Lakshmi. In the course of the play she blundered on being reminded of
her earthly paramour. Thereon Indra frowned and cursed her to decend
to earth and while coming to earth she brought with her the art of dance. 7

Having thus kept in mind the current theories regarding the origin of the

iit of dance which is an important factor in Drama, before proceeding further,
we, shall see how this element originated in some of the other wellkjiown
literatures. As it is generally known that Greek literature is as old as Sanskrit

literature, we shall study the origin of Drama. A glance at it reveals that
the early men believed in 'imitative or Sympathetic magic.* 'Its principle
is that between man and God theie is some kinship of being such that, if the
man wishes the God to do a certain thing, he has but to mimic the action
and the god will some how be compelled to do it in reality/

8 In doing so
they perform certain things which they thought suggestive of liveliness and
energy, such as dancing, singing, jesting, shouting and running about. From
this we note that even in Greek Drama, (one of the oldest plays) the drama
is not deviod of dance and song. The action is only a primitive one but not
well balanced. We also note that Dionysos the deity of Vegetation and
giver of earth's increase is the God in whose worship the Greek Drama in
all its forms began.

When we next pass on to Burmese Drama we understand that here also
dance and music were the first two elements that were developed long before
the drama came into existence. It is also said that Burmese music and dance
5. I>asarupakam. Verse. 4.

~~~~

6. See Comment. Siddanta Kaurnudi.
7. The Indian tbeatre by R. K. Yajnik.
B, The Qieek I>rama By Lionel IX Barnett. M. A.
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arose out of primitive, religious ritual as in other countries, and music and

dancimg could- develop on their own without being overwhelmed by an already

developed drama,9 Later on with the development of music and dancing
with its religiooiS; element the Origin of drama began to appear. It" is said

that it tookJts
1

Qrigiti,from-the folk feasts which can be divided into two classes,

those -directly- connected with Buddhism and those which are not. The full

moos of T-azaungmon the present important Buddhist festival was only an

important feast: day before the introduction of Buddhism. There were two

distinct elements connected with the special calibrations of the, feast viz,,

(1) the element of mimicry and (2) the element of foolery. Men used to

dress themselves as animals and. dance through the village; This kindTof mimi-

cry of. animals might-have been ths earliest attempt at the dramatic by'the
Burmese.10 -

Much need not be said about the English Drama. It is well known
that this takes its Origin in Greek Drama. The influence of French on

English drama did' not undermine the traces of Greek influence but only

accepted it as the foundation on which the whole superstructure was built.

The extant morality plays testifying the above fact enable us to conclude that

the English drama also (even though it is said to be the latest) had its begin-

nings in. the religious element only. So from this we understand that irres-

pective of time and place the fundamental nature of humanity- is always

identical' hi echoing the calls of emotion and responding- to the emotional

excitements. The very fact that the beginnings of every drama are found

in the religion of the nation to which it belongs shows (that the culture of a

nation depends largely on its^ religion and it is that religion only that makes

a natioR^more perfect . and 'distinct) that every- nation has got.its own cultural

way of*development and itmeed not wait upon another nation to -take lessons

for the development of its culture. It is also clear that drama* as a"-type has

originated invthe idea of imitating objects.

The theory and Origin of drama always -go hand in hand. The difference

between,these two also is very subtle and so it is not possible for us, to speak

of"either theory or Origion only without touching the other- We have just

noticed, that there are various views on the theory of drama and- all those

theories would converge at religion and imitation. The origm of drama^also

has provoked many a.view plausible in its own way. As Greek and Sanskrit

are the oldest extant languages, scholars, have been advancing their arguments

for. and against so, far tried to prove lhat Indian Drama in -Sanskrit owes

its existence to greek. Inspite of the. fact that some, other schodars-ha^e

opposed this, still the the gainls in the field are not- able ta forget, the

greek influence on the Indian drama. But prof, keith and a host of others

appear to have been under the impression that theIndian drama admitted the

9. Burmese Drama By Mawng Hitin Awng. PhJ5 (Dubl)

10. Do. Do.
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influence of greek to a considerable extant. He says that "we know indeed that

Alexander was fond of thetaiieal spectacles with which heamused himself in the

intei \alsallowed by his Victories, and we hear that at Ekvatana there wereno fewer

than three thousand greek artists who had come from Greece. We are told

also that the children of the Persians, the Gedrosians and the people of

Sura, sang the dramas of Euriprdes and Sophokles. We need not doubt from

ihese and other passages the existence of performances of Greek dramas

through out che provinces which formed the emphe of Alexander." 11 Even this

view may not be tenable as it indirectly suggests the ignorance of diamaticar.

m India prioi to the invasion of Alexander. A glance at the beginnings of
the literatures of Greece and India would certainly convince a reader as to

the priority of the beginnings of drama. The beginnings of the Greek lite-

rature may safely be taken to the 5th century B.C,^ Homer, the father of

Greek poetry, with whom their literature starts, believed to have been lived

four hundred years before christ. We have also already notice that even

in Greece the primitive drama started with the imitation of action of Gods

by men and Dionysos was the first and popular god who was imitated by
one and all. It is also to be noted that

"
Dionysos is usually figured in art,

until the fifth century, as a stately bearded man; and always, even when he
is represented as a boy, he wears the expression of a dreamy gentleness."i3

From this we note that there were the elements of drama by the fifth century
B. C. itself. Even if we were to think of the actual beginings of the drama
we may safely go back a century and place its starling point at the most the

sixth century B. C.

Aiexaadar's invasion covers only two or three years and the whole period
was occupied by wars. Even if it were to be accepted that Alexandar used
to amuse himself with dramatic performances in the intervals of his victories,
it may not be proper to feel that they are all perfect pieces of art, as the in-

vader's idea was only to relax his mind for a while from the high tension of
the war he was waging. Added to this we find that specially during this period
there was the second phase in the development of drama in Greece. They
are the middle comedies. It was not

"
entirely free from personalities. The

old extravagance of conception is smoothed down, sometimes almost to vanish-

ing point; the play usually stands on the footing of the private life and private
interests. Hence the middle comedy, even in its present fragmentary state,
throws much light on Ashenian society in that Age."" As such it shows
that this stage of development is not far superior from the fust stage, when
people imitated the gods taking their form etc. But what all we note is that

consequent on the invasions of Alexandar
"
India and the Greek world only

touched each other on their fringes, and there was never a chance for elements

1 3 . Sanskrit Drama by Keith.
12. The Legacy of Greece. Oxford.
13. The Greek Drama By Lionel D. Barnett. M. A.
I4- Do. Do.
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of the Hellenistic tradition to strike root in India."15 As such we have to

conclude that there was neither sufficient time for ihe Greeks to exhibit their

developed art in India during the invasions of Alexandar nor there was the

intention on the part of Inaidns to comprehend it clearly and critically so

that they may emulate the best. Having so far gone with the Greek invasions

let us now tourn to India to see the state in which they were amusing them-

selves with this art. We have already noted that the roots of the Indian

drama are sprung from Religion (as in the case of other literatures) with an

idea of appeasing gods by imitating their actions to get their wishes fulfilled.

" The ecstasy of worship is the cause for the wine to become the chief attribute

of Dionysos and this ecstasy was a necessary part of the ritual, which wine

when discovered, was useful for stimulation in stimulating." In the same

manner even in India it is only the ecstasy of worship that led the people
to discover and attribute "Somapana" to gods. In this stimulating state they

thought they would do better. (Ofcourse this might be correct, as there are

numerous instances of those who turn out their best under the influence of

"Soma.")

In India the early stages of this dramatic art show that drama or Nataka

as a piece of art is not different from a dance recital This is clearly evidenced

when we note that people imitated the actions of gods. The word Nata mean-

ing an actor comes from the root Nrt. A perusal at the Vedic literatuie

shows that this Natya or dance is as old as Vedic literature. The bards of

Veda clearly exposed their knowledge of Natya. They personified nature

and attributed human natuie to gods like Agni, Indra, Varuna, Surya etc.

These gods were supposed to be riding in chariots, armed and dressed like

men. Speaking of Usas they wrote that she covers her neck with white gar-

ments like a dancing girl. The Rk

'

U *
?-^LV*-

"
She throws gay garments round her like a dancing girl; Even as a cow

her udder, she'displays her brest"17 Here the commentary of Sayana runs

SflH

I<W*NT srftHH^ ^icH^fa*

\ \

It looks as though that this art of dancing was not given to women only. Even

men were trained in this art. The passage in Samaveda says

?jcfts<T f^ snw 3^1 ftfa SWT^T few \ ^TO v - n -
?

15. The Cambridge History of India. Vol. I.

16. RkVeda. 192. Verse. 4

17. Griffith Translation. Vol. L 3rd Ed.
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that "This hidra! dancer! was thy hero deed, they first rand ^andetit work,

worthy to be told forth in heaven."18 This kind of references
r

are to be met

with in other brances of Vedic literature also. This clearly gives us -an -idea

that even in good old days i.e., in the beginnings of the Indian literature

(itself) people conceived the art of dance learnt ^by both the sexes and this

dance was not different from drama. We also know that performing sacri-

fices were not uncommon in the Vedic period. These sacrifices- carry -so many

special features within ^and dancing as a prescribed part of Yajna's.is found

in the description of Aswametha sacrifice:
19 Added to this ihe very nature of

the construction f>f temples in India beres testimony to the development of

this :arL .As this begins with religious element, and temple is a -place

where religion fiorishes, there is no wonder if-we 'think that tmr -ancients

had the temples constructed in -such a way -as to make .them u

fit for 't&e

peifouuaflses .of dances. JEither the inner spacious hall -or the meant fore-

ground must imve been utilised :for this rpuipose.

It is -also -necessary for IB to note the period -of Vedic -literature -at "this

juncture. There are divergent opinions with regard to the date of Rk.^e'da.

Mostuf the-westem-sclrolars .are of the opinion that -the :hymns of&k. Veda
extend from about. 1500 to 1000 B. C. and -according to "Indian Scholars the

period extends from about 45GO to 800 B. JC. Even if we accept a vaia media

policy we cannot but think that Vedic literature is -older'than Greek literature,

So wermaysay thaUhat there was a:good amount of development in Indian
Utecature by the time the Greek literature began making its appearance r.on

the stage. Themen appearance of literature during a- period .cannot be attri-

buted to 'the -non development of literature. It might 'be due ito so many
reasons not^yet fully known to history.

So from an account of the above it is clear that Indian literature is far

more oldsr than Greek literature, and the idea of drama was ariginally con-
ceivedJn Rk. Veda itselfand was practiced ^sacrificial 'psndals, and temples.
To express and to imitate m .guestures is the innate .nature of humanity. The
beginnings of drama is imbeded in tlie art of dance .and it .has sprung from
religion. Above all there is another point to be born in mind. When the
dram in west began with imitating animals etc., the Aryans in India 'began
it emulating gods. "Hte perceivable-main difference here is .that in the western
world, human beings were-given the shape of animals, where as nvthe-BwteTn
world the super human beings were given *he attributes ot iumrnn rbeings
This is all only to please gods!

Having thus noticed the differences in the theory and Origin of the dramatic
between East and west let us now pass on to the principals of the art. Special
significance is attached to the dramatic moods or Rasas in India Of
the eight Rasas enumerated by Bharata;

20 the ancient author of a treatise

18. Griffith*
4
The Hymns of the Samaveda."

~
19. Yajurveda Samhfta. Kanda VH, Anuvaka V
20.

Bfaarata, ch. 6. SI. 32 ff.
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on tlramatargy, one sentiment -must pervade throughout the play -and the

others must be ^orily ^subordinate to the main one. ;

It is also^ard 'that every

play-must have a dominent impression, whether of love, or of'fee marvellous

or of the -heroic. The poet may draw his plot either "from tradition ofr^he

may invent his plot or may combine both forms. To develop the story

the ^employment -of live junctures
zl-are required. Though the-drama is-*a com-

bination t>f prose and poetry, Music and dance -are sard to be the essential

factors. The-requisite qualities of hero -aud heroine -are also dearly indicate*!.

Regarding Style and languige the Bharata sastra admits dT Tour styles or

Vrittis -The grace'ful (kaisiki) 1 he -grand (Satvati) the violent (arabhati) :antl

the verbal (Bharati). These four -are 'to be employed only in accordance

with ihe.sentiment to be delineated in the work. The characters use the lan-

guage befitting their status and birth. But at times we may also -notice stfaat

it.is -only the status that is taken into .-consideration.

The drama in west usually depends -on three jnaia. -dramatic -conv

These three are called-tiie three unities ^the unity of.time, ^action- :aml place.

Though the last one i.e., the unity of place is clearly demanded as a-cordllary

ofitfafi.firstj.itiias been the practice to.treat thisifls^separate unit !Ftecond

unity te., therimity of ^actionJs not to^be secured iy^nedmisah dtntt

must be an organic ;one. This .is achieved hy
rclrotus which ^feaoomes am

iatsgml or s&s as .the jchiefelement in -.the ^structure. 33ie styte -and .the iaa-

gu^ge also is considered to ,be . an. im|r0rtsant.leatoce of the .play. IRietq

of.iajHamLm atplay!ts taieed Qf. Jlie,^jedal feature of ^ajgfeek dmrneJies

in ^giviajg impartance to the ^ptot .but not ito &
The unity of time is one of the 'three -unities enumerated above. *As

these three -are considered as tbe vital :fect<H^ in ia dirnmriLis butproper to

fcitow 'Sometimjg ^bout :it, "The Ihsory of "stage illusion iT^trkts the.ieiigtfe

of.time of.fictional action. Jt autonmticallyJiseans that ikese.istheitsestrijEStijEHi

of pkee of .fictional action ,to &x& loacality only. TfaeEe ;a^e divergent vktws

on^the question of unity 39f tiiae. Itsseeras that .Rovsttellirstiiailateijajcaaati-

mnjn.spaeevQf 12 horns, and _kter,24 hoursJEor the^scctioii. .ifei fsi|Kestd

only 3 hours while Minfurno is prepared to admit in exceptional &acs :as

must as 2 days. Castlverto finally establishing the law of unities declares

that the 'time of representation and that of the -action must 'be constant and

that it must be one jttace alone which could be visible to one person- The

later critics finally accepted,a single natural day as -the upper limit Tor~tbe

unity of time/'

As.regards thejautyrof ptace,.itiisj^^

should,take ;pkee;only in one hacdi^j^sdjaDytdiaJi^e in;toBoalhywould aifatiab

the iarniony of the^.play. Hfere weaiatiffi7that:itJs joaily tiieJaterofaaniatists

tfaat^abaen^ed this conventionjnorejin iioHDur, than

21. Bharata ch. 19. SL 34 ff.
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Finally when we go to the unity of action we understand that this pre-

supposes that (1) no sub-plot of importance should be made to appear in any

serious play and (2) no admixture of two opposite plots is permissible. This

means that a sub-plot in a play should not be given much importance

over and above the main plot, as it is sure to mar the harmony of the main

plot The sub-plot must always be useful only to bring about an organic

unity of the main plot. Regarding the admixture of the plots, we understand

that plots of different nature should not be mixed together. If there is the

admixture of the plots of opposite nature, the greek rhetoricians felt that

it would ruin the harmony of the play as one would vie with other and there

would be simply a play of incongruous elements.

From the unity of action there arises the unity of impression in a play.

Though this is said to be of later origin, it is accepted by Sarcey, Freytag and

others that every drama should have in it an effect on average audience. Frey-

tag expressed that "in every drama, there is an idea and that through this unity

of action and significance of the characters, and finally, the whole structure

of the drama are produced."

When we next pass on to the question of style we observe that the language

of the drama is assuredly not that of ordinary life.
"
Every day conversation

put in a play would be intolerably tedious and no great drama, however
'

reali-

stic
'

it may seem employs such speech. The fine dramatic dialogue is the

abstract of would have been most characteristic in a scene that had been

enacted in real life. A dramatic dialogue must be artistic deliberate inven-

sion of artists imagination A dramatist chooses characters for whom he

selects a certain conventional utterances."

A critical examination of these two would give us an idea that in both

the schools of dramaturgy i.e., Greece and India, the question of impression
and language is the same. It is only the question of the three main unities

enumerated in the Greek dramaturgy that does not expressly occur in Indian

dramaturgy. Is it because that it did not strike to the Indian mind that this

problem did not appear in the canons of its dramaturgy? is a question to be

considered.

No doubt the authors on Indian dramaturgy also discussed the question
of unity of time. But there is some difference between Greek and India.

When the greek scholars took the problem of the unity of time in respect
of the whole plot, the Indian authors took up this question only in respect,
of a single act So it is to be understood that the Indian stage observes the
factor of time only with regard to an Act. It means the number of years
pass from first act to the last act of a play will not be constant in all the plays.
It varies according to the nature of the plot. The time considered by Indian
writes is one full day for one act.22 As the plot is generally drawn either

22. at^+taiQ-qftcf D. R. m. si. 41
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from a legend or history it is but proper to represent the linking incidents

occuring in life and allowing time between acts in a drama. Probably because

of this only later dramatists belonging to the renaisance period in the west also

did not want to observe the rule regarding time strictly and exercised their

own independence.

Unity of place is the next point to be considered. It is already understood

that this unity means that the dramatist should not change the place of occu-

rance and a particular incident should always belong to one particular locality

only. In the light of this if we consider the first Act of Sakimtalam we under-

stand that from the beginning of the journey of Dushyanta till his union with

Sakuntala the whole act is set in a forest only. The situation of the hermitage
and its groves are quite suited to the natural atmosphere. In the same manner
the incidents in an act in Indian drama are made to occur in one particular

locality only. It was well thought of that a change in locality would tamper
the grouth of the plot and checks imagination which produces Pleasure. So
even this problem of the unity of place is seen to have been occuring auto-

matically without being laid down as a hard and fast rule in Indian dramas.

We now take up the unity of Action and examine whether this is to be

specially perceived in Indian stage. From the unity of Action it is under-

stood that the development of the sub-plot should not excell the development
of the main-plot. The appearance of a sub-plot must be only to enhance
the situations of the main plot, whereby the culmination and the denouement
can be brought about. The Indian stage also has laid down the rule that

the delineation of the hero belonging to the sub-plot should not excell the

hero of the main-plot. If it does so the sentiment intended in the Drama
is debased as the purpose with which the drama is begun is defeated. So it

is clear from this that the Indian stage also satisfies the first sub rule that

development of a sub-plot should not stand in the way of the grouth of the

main-plot. Next is the question of the admixture of plots of opposite nature.

This question certainly arises in the case of western drama, as there is the

division of Tragedy and Comedy in the main drama itself. Though the Indian

stage did not conceive of this two fold division of Tragedy and Comedy, it cannot

escape our attention that it is prohibited in India also, in terms of sentiment-

Tragedy and Comedy on a closer observation reveal only two sentiments

the sentiment of horror and erotic sentiment, on a broader base. So if there

is the admixture of these two there is the impediment in the growth of the

plot as the sentiments harror and erotic are naturally opposed to each other.

In the same manner the Indian stage also laid down the rule that opposite

sentiments should not be allowed to be developed on equal par;
23 as they are

sure to mar the development and impression of the play.

The unity of impression is another factor to be observed in a western

drama. Sarcy the most fervent exponent of this unity of impression says

23. Dhwanyaloka. Udyota. 3. Karikas 18 & 19,
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that,
"
to he. strong, and. durable an impression must, he single," This can

babrougiit about only when, a.particular element Js. made. important.through
out the play and all other elements are subjected to,that central element. The
Indian- thought always.progresses in. this, direction only, Making- oner senti-

ment as the main object in a play, it has enumerated so many other, ways- and
means of maintaining it intact. They decleared that the five elements, of the

plot such as,Bija(Germ) Hindu (expansion)* Fataka (Episode) Prakari (Episo
died Incident) and- Karya (Denouement), together with the five junctures-
Hfce-nrukha (opening) Pratimukha (Progression) g^rbha (development), Ava-
maasar (Pause" snd Nirvaftanar or upasamfaruti (conclusion) are important
ttr bring: about the unity of impression of a play. The other elements" enu-
merated* ur the texts" cair safely br saicf ttr be secondary

-

only in importance
to* tte ahover mentioned elements; Scr it is also clearly known tKat even in

tiferesEecf thtf Indian thought did not la^belnnd but on the- other Hand tbe

wayr and: meaats^ ttr seanr it arer critically examined and clarified.

The, final important item to be- dealt with is the question of Moral' in
a-drama. Though a section of the Europim thought declared, that

*

delight
and instruction

'

were the twin aims of the dramatist, critics like Ogien and
MoSeie-hdathe^viewthat

'

morality
*
isnotnecessary in adrama and dramatic

p*ry is. madr for picture aid amusement alone. Speaking- on Comedy
Arfras Donate sag^that" Comedy is^a* stoiy whidr deals with various habits

t customs, of pablic^ and private affairs, from.whidi may be^ learned, on
tfeos^band; wha^iruseful"iH\lif^ ^id'on the other, what is~to be avoided."
^gpiirConreill^ after deetoringrthatt '"the* aim of the drama is simply to give
pfeasurc iw the1

spectators,^ finds: that- some sort"of moral is included in the
pleasure* thus cosvqred. GoHonis1 '

ideal for theatre was
" & schcrol for' the

^'Eessinffhda the idea that
u
Comedy will correct through

mockery^' He-also says that "it is not in the moral

*w u^
aes; Wfttoe may ^ nrost tostra^ve and perfect plays-

^LT^^^^T^^^" CI^Iyfollowmg'Benjonson^ aim
delict and teacH' Dryd&r also aotrounces that

end-ofail poetry"In the same-manner
*types

r
of critics belonging to the

3e exponent
-

of dramaturgy
*i* r^^^ e *uJ .

<fenia ^^^^i^w meaning that it is

^3''*****' ^^erproceeds^prodaiming

SSsS62^"1^^^^"
- amaseoMBl,.ad the ssessad- is to mstroct* the world.
24. Bhaiata Natya Sastra-I Chapt., SL, 77 to 80.
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In instructing the world it is not clean whether this would be through mockery
or laughter. But it seems that Bharata thought that this instruction would

be in accordance with the actions of people. But as the sage says that this

is a mixture of pleasure and pain we have to infer that this gives pleasure to

those who are happy and instructs those that are worried. But Dhanunjaya
the author of Dasarupa does not seem to have favoured completely the

above views of Bharata. He says that the purpose and aim of a drama is

only to give pleasure;
25 and on the other hand he also looks down upon those

who feel that there is some other purpose for a drama as in the case of history.
26

Kalidas in his Malavikagnimitra also says that the purpose of mimetic

art is to give feast to the eyes. In Mruchhakatika, Sudraka declares that

this is for the purpose of instructing the public also,
27 Above all these things

the Bharatavakyam pronounced at the end of the play clearly suggests that

drama is not only for pleasure but also for instruction. Like this Indian

critics also advanced their views regarding the aim of drama.

It is the business of a dramatist to have before him, the theme to be dealt

with, the characters by means of which the theme is to be displayed, and the

medium through which the expression is to be given. These three elements

constitute what is called the technique of drama. Every dramatist generally

realises that the theme is the most important factor and it must satisfy the

conditions of the theatre. The greatness of a dramatist always consists

in understanding the demand of the audience and the requisite of the theatre.

Keeping this in mind the poet at his liberty shapes the theme to suit his pur-

pose.
28

The incidents of the plot took place in the interval between two acts are

narrated to the audience by means of^Viskambha, pravesika etc., on Indian

stage, whereas chorus serves this purpose on the western stage. Indian drama

positively prohibits the representation of certain incidents on the stage such

as a long journey, murder, fighting, revolt (of a kingdom) etc., a siege, eating,

bathing, intercourse, anointing the body, putting on clothing, and the like.
29

The most important point to be observed is to avoid at any cost the repre-

sentation of the death of the Hero of the play.
30 This means that neither

the Hero nor the Heroine be allowed to die on the stage, Even if the plot

warrents the death of one of these characters, it may be allowed provided

there would be the restoration of the dead to life. This kind of restoration

will generally be with the help of a supernatural agency. The above enumerated

prohibitive injuctions are not without reasons. They are avoided from the

view point of stage equipment, moral obligation, excitement and decency

25. Dasarupakam SI. 6.

26. Mruchhakatikam. Act I. SI.

27. Dasarupakam. 3 SI. 29.

28. Do. 3 SI. 39.

29. Do. 3 SI. 40.

30. Bharata. Oiapt., 22. SL, 283 & 84.
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and decorum. It is a well known fact that the ancient stage was not so deve-

loped as the present one. Everything was almost left to the imagination of
the audience. The incidents above the means of stage representation were

simply narrated to the audience by means of interludes. As it was not with-
in the reach of the stage equipment to give actual representation of a *

long
journey

'
as any other incident, it was prohibited on the stage. In my opinion

even now it is not possible on a bare stage unless it happens to be a serene.

Murder, and fighting are other two items prohibited on a stage. These
two generally excite the audience, and thus the excited passion will hamper
the groath of sentiment to be enjoyed. Revolt of a kingdom and siege
are another incidents to be avoided. Here we must recollect that the
plot in the play usually pertains to a great historical king. When the great*
ness of the king is to be exhibited the revolt of the. subjects or a kingdom
would certainly disparage the king who is being spoken of in glorious terms,
So as this would not be condusive to the proper development of the element
depicted this is said to be unworthy of representation. The other items prohi-
bited are from the view point of decency and decorum. Neither bathing nor
intercourse represented on stage would win the applause of the audience.
Bharata keeping these things in mind says that these are prohibited for the
reason that a drama is to be witnessed by father, son, daughter-in-law and
father-in-law at a time and the poet must compose his drama with charming
pleasant, sweet, instructive sentences. 31 So it is to be understood that accor-
ding to Bharata drama is to instruct people without rousing passions of what-
ever kind, in sweet and pleasant words. So when we consider these points
dispassionately peeping in mind the stage equipment of the times, moral
obligations to individuals and society and decency and decorum we are sureto support Bharata in these points. -

Ut **** *** P1^!^ of drama in Sanskrit and

~
a.

12
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fail for the smooth running of the play.
35 Subhankara also sails with Sarada-

tanaya in explaining Nandi. But the view of Natyapradipa seems to be a

bit different from this. It observes that this is called Nandi as the host of

poets, actors and audience are always in the habit of paying homage to the

works.56 In addition to the benediction given generally in the Nandi Verse

it is also thought of that this verse should hint at the plot of the play.
37 As

such we also think that the Bija of the play is sown in this Nandi Verse itself.

There is also a lot of contraversy with regard to the number of Verses and the

lines that must be written, and it is also generally accepted that this Nandi

should not exceed three Verses of four feet of equal length. The different

types of Nandi also is to be met with in certain texts. It is said that Natya-

Darpana enumerates these differences such as Patravali*8 etc. After finishing

Nandi, Sutradhara the stage manager must introduce the poet or the author

of the play to the audience through his conversation with a female character

called
*

Nati.* In the course of his conversation he sings describing some
season in the Eloquent style (Bharati\ when the author's name, family,

Scholastic life and outstanding achievements are given 6ut only to give a

picture of the poet that composed the play The name of the king for whom
the play is intended also is sometimes indicated. Next to this the task of

introducing the coming characters of the play proper Le., the opening scene

of the play, falls on the shoulders of Sutradhara. We find three different

forms of introduction in this. The first is kathodgata; in which the character

enters the stage uttering the remark passed by the stagemanager or the meaning
of the remark, which corresponds with some incident connected with himself.

The second
'

Pravrttaka
*

is the entering of a character hinted at by the simi-

larity of reason described. If a character enters in accordance with a refe-

rence by the stagemanager this becomes prayogatisaya* If udghatyaka
and Avalgita the sub divisions of Vithi are also introduced then the forms

of introduction become five altogether. This complete portion called
* Prasta

Vana' may be said as belonging to the Indian stage only. The prologue

in a Greek drama does not speak of all the above mentioned facts, and on

the other hand it seems that the purpose of a prologue is only to introduce

35. 3|ftftMR#ii4lUs^: WH: <***i^w: I D. R. 3 Chap., SI., 4.

36. ZfFTT flU^Xr** W^Wi j**fi**l^^ ^**t: \

T H

37. It appears as though the dramas are enacted only in a particular season in the palaces

of the kings: As the spring is best suited for this purpose we usually find that

season only being described.

38. KathodghataEx~ Ratnavali:

Prayogatisaya-^Bx. Sakuntala with the words
" Here he is."

39. HTH3T UM^t ^TFT: 5T^R fa*: I

5T U D. R. I. SI. 11.

40. STRJ
- 3^

- <m^M VWWl f? TTOT-: 1 D. R. Ck I SL 16,
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all the main characters of the play to the audience. Therefore a kind of pro-

logue with its divisions and sub-divisions intended to save definite purpose
seems to be the exclusive property of the Sanskrit stage.

Similarly Bharata Vakya, pronounced at the end of the play by the princi-

pal character attests the original contribution of the Indians to dramaturgy.
Though we cannot trace out the origin of this Bharata Vakya* we can say
to the extent that this also contains a benedictory statement pronounced
by ont of the chief characters of the play. But this is quite different from
Nandi excepting containing

*

Subhasamsanam.* The name Bharatavakya
is said to have been after

*

Bharata
*

the sage the propounder of this drama-
turgy. It is interesting to note here that even Bharata at the end of his text
utters the same kind of benediction wishing the welfare of the state and kings.
Probably this should have inspired 'the later writes to write a benedictory
verse and to name it after Bharata,

Having so far dealt with the technicalities of drama let us now witness
the various divisions embeded in it. As the Indian stage did not allow the
production of a Tragedy, we may for the present consider only the types of
comedy. We have also noticed that Comedy in west possess some resem-
blance to the comedy of the east. The main divisions-Tragedy and Comedygwen in Greek dramaturgy are not to be met with in Indian dramaturgyOie reasons that are considered to be main are only conjuctural. The rulesof Indian dramaturgy do not account for the absence of Tragedy at all But
they are only capable of positively prohibiting a tragedy Tragedy m thesense that the death of a hero in a play should never be depicted; and if itis necessitated, the dead hero must be brought back to life by means of a super^

SenCy" Not
^

tatinn n
***' the AiyML Stage also Prohibited the represstafcon of a murder on a stage. All reports of death must be by some othermeans either through interludes or by heavenly voices.

* **% *?
d fCr Since the bQSmnmS of its civilisation from Rk Veda

and
on the stage in peac ction h

^ by rePresenti *
an& Buddhas. ? tMsthl i f aVerSe * the land of

the nature ofdcSSl^LST'iii T** **
self and the non-ex4u<S o S L^x 1^ ^
the absence of tragedy on IndlaTS] fiS^ST'^ ""^ aCC Unt for

Nataka (2)

14
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the Bhana (4) the prahasana (5) the Dima (6) the Vyayoga (7) the Sama*

Vakara (8) the Vithi (9) the Anka and (10) the Ihamrga It is also

said that these divisions in drama are due to the differences in subject-

matter, Hero and sentiment,
41 and of all these Varieties Nataka is considered

to* be the highest developed form of drama.

The subject-matter of a Nataka must be drawn from tradition, but not

invented. The Hero should be a king, Royal sage, or God who may appear

in human form. Heroic or erotic sentiment must predominate the play, and

all other sentiments must be secondary. The end must be happy. Con-

versations must be simple and should not contain long-drawn compounds.
Verses also must be sweet. The whole style noble, and harmonious with

full use of all the beauties and the adventitious attractions of the song and

dance as well as music. Here if the number of acts are between five and

ten it is called a Nataka and if exceeds the limits containing every kind of

episode then it is called a Maharupaka. This is called a heroic comedy by
Prof. Keith.

Prakarana also mainly follows the laws of construction of Nataka. But

here the subject matter must be the invention of the poet. The hero may
be a brahmin, or minister or merchant, who has fallen on evil days. The

heroine may be either a lady of a good family, a hetaera, or a lady of a good

family may share the hanours with a hetaera. The erotic sentiment must

predominate, and all the five sandhis must be present. The number of acts

must be as in Nataka. Prof. Keith calls this a comedy of manners.

The subject-matter of a Samavakara must be taken from a tale of the

gods and demons. There is no restriction here that there must be only one

hero and on the other hand the number may go up to twelve; each in pursuit

of his own object which he attains at the end. Heroic sentiment dominates

the whole play. The number of acts are only three. In every act we find

the exhibition of cheating, tumultuous action, and love. It may also be

said that the graceful manner is almost excluded or faintly developed. Omit-

ing the juncture pause the expansion or bindu is made an element of the

plot.

Ihamraga is another type in which a maiden is sought after. There is

the admixture of the poets inventive imagination and a legendry tale in the

subject matter in this type of drama. There would be the hero and his rival

in the play trying to deprive one another of the object of achieving the love.

The hero and his rival must be of a noble birth and the later must commit a

mistake. Three junctures i.e., the first two and the last one allowed in this

play and the number of acts are only four.

The subject-matter in a Drama is drawn from legend. Gods, demi-gods,

and demons numbering sixteen appear in this type as the heroes. Magic,

sorcery, eclipses etc., figure in this play. Excluding erotic and comic senti-

ments, the sentiment fury is made to predominate. The number of act*

15
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are four without introductory scenes of any kind. The graceful manner
is forbidden, and juncture pause is absent.

The Vyayoga is a military spectacle and the subject is legendary. The
hero must be either a god or a royal sage. The whole play is filled with strife

and battle but a woman will not be the cause of this battle. This is only a
One Act play, extending the complete action only to one day. The first two
atid the last junctures are only allowed. The erotic and comic sentiments
and the graceful manner are barred.

Anka is also a * One Act* play. The subject matter is legendary but the

poet is given a chance to develop it. The hero is a human being. The senti-

ment is pathetic and Verbal style appears throughout. The descriptions
of battles and fights do cause the laments of women on the stage.

The Prahasana gives an opportunity to the poet to invent its subject-
matter. The tricks and quarrels of low characters of all kinds are essentially
dealt with. This is also a * One Act *

play containing the comic sentiment.
The graceful and violent manners are excluded and only the first and last

junctures appear.

-r

- Bbana a monologue, has the invented subject-matter, The adventures
of both the heroic and erotic sentiments are set forth by a parasite. This
i$ also a One Act piece with only the first and last juctures. The elements
of Lasya are in place here.

Vithi is a One Aet play, played by one, or two or three persons. The
leading sentiment is erotic and others are hinted at. The graceful manner
is prohibited. Though the first and last junctures only are considered,
all other elements of the plot are present.

A close critical examination of the above ten types would reveal to some
extent the evolution of drama on Indian soil. Man in the beginning of the

early life knew only to dance in the extecy of his feelings. Physical guestures
aided him in giving vent to his expressions, which shows that expression was
accompanied by gestures, the first elements of dance. He was also selfish

in the sense that he did not know how to associate himself with others. As
be -had to wander in an adventurous spirit in search of food, and to gratify
ife biological desires he knew only the two sentiments Le. t heroic and erotic
This is what is to be witnessed in a Bhana. It is a monologue where
only one person treated to be a parasite expresses himself in all ways.
The actions and sentiments of others also are imitated by him only. In this

type we observe heroic and erotic sentiments. These two may be stated to
be the main essential sentiments, in the beginnings of life it is apt for a
human beiog to develop unconsciously the heroic and erotic sentiments
only. So this can be taken as the first step in the evolution of drama.

J4ext as age advanced man has extended his sphere of activities. He
has learnt to associate himself and co-operate with others in his living and

16
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other matters. As association, enlarges itself there is the possibility to ex-

perience the enhanced number of sentiments. Vithi is quite in keeping with

these developments.. In Bhana the first type we see only one person taking

the roles of many. But here in Vithi it is not so. Two are three people

appear on the stage. They have direct contact with each other. They speak,

as others do in the normal life. Here the leading sentiment is erotic only

Le^ tie heroic sentiment is suppressed. Though the existence of other senti-

ments also is recognized, this does not deviate from the first in matters of

grace and other things i.e., as in Bhana graceful manner is excluded in this

also, Which shows that the original tinge still persists.

We"now come to the stage of Prahasana. Man in course of time "ex-

perienced wider range of life. The seeds of jealousy and envy were sown.

Co-operation gave place to competition and competition to wonder

aad comic. This is exactly the representation in a prakasana. Here we

see the quarrels of low class characters only, and the comic sentiment occupies

the highest place in the Drama. Still the ungraceful manner persists.

The society at this stage became some what complicated. The seeds

of jealousy and envy sown in the previous stage began sprouting and the comic

element is suppressed in favour of pathetic sentiment. Anka a type of drama

clearly "exhibits this. We hear the descriptions of battles and fights in this

type. The laments of women for the deaths of their husbands probablyIn

the battles and fights are heard on the stage. This gives rise to the sentiment,

pathos, rousing pity in audience. The- elements of ungraceful manner

expressed in the Verbal style continues to persist at this stage also.

An extended and intricate society, trying to bring about an organisation*

is felt at this juncture. The process of an organisation generally meets with

so many objections and upheavals. The question of enjoying authority

is followed by factions and fractions and one rival group naturally tiies to

cut at the root of the other and capture authority. This natural order

may be much more in the case of a primitive society, but this has nothing

to do with women as the desire for a "diadem goes unconquerxed by a womaa.

Vyayoga exactly depicts this phase of life only as this is nothing but a military

spectacle. The whole play is filled with strife and battle without a lady being

a cause.
'

A special noteworthy feature of this Vyayoga is the banistoaent

of erotic and comic sentiments and the graceful manner. Till this the play

consists of only One Act.

Here we notice a compromising society. After a futile strife and struggle

uian became wise and accomadative attitude was developed ia him. The

vast land afforded protection to each and every one, and all went m their

own pursuits unhampered. But the idea of getting the wishes fulfilled laying

doiment in him propelled the mm now aad then and the heroism in him

is sure to make its appeareace at interval, and where it is thought that Physical

heroism would be in vain psychic heroism was given the full swing. As *

17
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result of this, cheating and tunnulous action was witnessed. This kind of

society produced Samavakara; This has three acts a fact to prove the activities

of expanded society. There is no restriction here that there must be only

one hero. The number of heroes goes up to twelve which indicates the com-

promising attitude and quite in accordance with the set up of agreement they

are all allowed to pursue their own ends. But in achieving their ends they

had to cheat others and at times exhibit valour. So much so a kind of love,

cheating and tumulatrous actions culminating in the heroic sentiment is made
to difuse the play. Though this does not differ much from the above, the

elements of graceful manner accompanied by psychic development strikes

a note at the expanded society and its developed interests.

Cheating and tumultous actions began in Samavakara are found in full

play in Dima. A development in these facalties attained its peak position
in Magic and sorcery. This shows that the society did not spare anything
to get its desires fulfilled and frighten the people. All kinds of undesirable

elements were practised and amused themselves with them. This is exactly
the position found in Dima. This also does not differ much from Sama-
vakara. The number of heroes in the play is more or less the same showing
the free indulgence of people in the pursuits of their desired objects. The
presence of Magic and sorcery would certainly explain the introduction of the

sentiment fury excluding erotic and comic. The number of acts also is raised
to four, with the expansion of material on hand.

Ihamrga presents a distinctive development. Man did not like to expose
his desires. He thought that certain things like love etc., should be kept
in secret. He also understood that wooing a woman for some time to win
her love would yield better results than to capture by force. Path of love
is not without thorns. So even in this calm and secret path he had to meet
with so many obsticles in the shape of villains and others.^ This is portrayed
in the type Ihamrga. Here we find a lovely maiden being sought after by
a lover. The hero has to face his rival at every step to win his object. A
simple mistake committed by the villain deprives him of his object. In this

period also the material is not much. Though there is the reduction in the
number of heroes^ there is the introduction of a rival and the subject matter
takes sudden changes in its progression. So one almost compensates the
other maintaining the length of the play.

After passing through these stages man was relatively perfected in his
intellectual capacities. At this stage he learnt to accommodate himself with
all the oddities in life. He understood the different types of creation in nature.
Hist intellectual capasities helped him to confide himself in his dearest and
seek his help to attain his ends. It is also understood that sensitive nature
is same in both male and female irrespective of time and place. This intellec-
tually advanced period gave raise to Nataka. As there is the perfection in
the

^elopment
of society there is the perfection in the development of

the Act Nataka is thus said to be a perfect type of Rupaka. We do not

IS
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find a rival to a hero in a Nataka generally. The two sentiments erotic and
heroic are considered to be the major and important sentiments, and all

other elements are said to be subordinate. The heroine also is given her

due share to express her feelings;
" Love at first sight

' '

considered to be an
element of. civilised: society is approved as against the brutal force exhibited

in the eadier types. The intellectual development of the society finds ex-

pression, in. the refined simple conversations of the, characters. Therpeace&L
conditionsL prevailing, also are to be noticed in the sweet elegant verses sung
in thadrama. The^oxHnpaniment&lik^ dance and music expressive of cheerful

spiritSu are; made, part and 1

parcel of Nataka. All this undoubtedly gives us,

an, idea that- this, is the highest developed form of drama in India; Not only
from the point of its subject, treatment and other items included in this, but.

also from the stand point of evolution, as, noticed above we can take Nataka

as the highest refined form of drama. The same Nataka may be called a pra-
karana if the number of acts, exceed ten and may* be called a Mahanataka

if any act is complete in itself in, its subject matter. So. these: may be con-

sidered as modifications, butnot.separate species,

When all the conditions are peacefuEy settled, and the monarch^ and

literates are amusing themselves with Natakas in which their gay sgiiits and

heroic deeds are portrayed the need for the enjoyment of people in the lower

strata arose. Any instruction, must be lightly induced irt accordance with

their mental structure. So a form which not only serves- the immediate

purpose of cattering.to the tastes of lower class but alsogives light entertain-

ment to the* higher and learned class arose. This form is known as prahasana.

The very name itself suggests that it is to releave the serious tension of the

mind. So much so it is set with the quarrels of low characters of all kinds

k cornier is. marie essential.

The above account givey us a general idea of the evolution: of dramai

in India. AsBBarata'did not think of giviag a historical sketch of the evolu-

tion?ofdrama, hennust have^only'given a list'ofthe forms*of draina^5trfar'cUii&dt'

in ther country; and' I' ant surer a critical eye does not over look: tins".gradual

development*. As drama- is said ta be the mirror of life the development of

drama undoubtedly depends on the development of life in a society.

Quotations,relating_to the EogUsh Drama are from "Theory of Drama**



MISCELLANEOUS I

A NOTE ON TWO VERSES OF THE SUBHASITARATNAKOSA
The Harward Oriental Series, D. D. Kosambi and V. V. Gokhale have

put the Sanskrit world under obligation by bringing out an excellent edition

of the Subhasitaratnakosa. In his preface to the edition, the general editor

of the Series, Danial H. H. Ingalls has picked out two stanzas and translated

them to evince the judicious talents of the editors of the volume in keeping
the readings found in the manuscripts without emending them as their prede-
cessors have done. The first verse is :

: \

MdMl *TO" 4MH It

This has been translated :

The bond of his affection broken,
the value that he placed upon me in his heart erased,
this man now walks before me like any other man,
his love now ceased,

The days pass with my thinking and thinking of these things.

Dear friend, I know not why my heart

breaks not into a hundred pieces.

The printed editions of the Amaru-sataka and Saduktikarnamrta read
instead of Jidlfd ^ fe<4*U in the third quarter. F. W. Thomas

who edited the Subhasitaratnakosa under the name Kavindravacanasamuccaya*
emended the reading of the Mss. according to the printed version of the poem.
Ingalls says that the reason for the present editors' keeping the original read-

ing is that "the verse to them makes perfectly good, indeed rathei better

sense, as the manuscripts give it."

The editors are perfectly right in keeping the reading found in the manus-
cripts, when it makes sense; but whether this reading makes better sense,
as has been claimed, is doubtful. The word ^^^r has been taken by the
translator in the sense of *

thinking,* The subject of this infinite verb must
be the heart of the lady, whereas that of the finite verb TT^T: is the days faqm;.
This would make no syntax in Sanskrit. m*H*4*frc3 of the two actions is

essential for syntactical connection. In this case, therefore, the reading

(4<KU*(
is to be accepted.

If, on the other hand, ^ww is taken to mean *

looking upon
' or

*

ex-

pecting,* the sense of the third quarter will be different from what is given
in the translation. In this case, the days are the subject of both the verbs.
The translation, then, must be:

"
Looking on the gradual wane of love even
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those days passed away." Here the pronoun ^ would refer to the days
that have witnessed the waning of love; and the particle r would mean
4
even.' Thus the sense of the third quarter would support the surprise of

the lady indicated in the fourth quarter: Even the spectators (i.e., the days)
of these and happenings did go away (as if unable to bear the sight), but my
wretched heart, which is the actual sufferer, still lingers on!

According to the emended reading, the heart is the subject of ^gqgsr
as well as of

fM|dfd The particle ^ connects together the two objects of
the infinite verb vJcMfrM. The pronoun rTFT would refer to the days prior
to the wane of love. Thus the surprise indicated in the last quarter of the

verse is provided with sound basis. So the emended reading certainly conveys
better sense, though the Mss. reading is not incorrect.

Besides, the translation of the verse as a whole is not very happy. The
gradual waning of love which is beautifully pictured in the first three clauses

of the original has not come in the translation. Here the lady, who is a mfcfl
is picturing the wane of love of her lover for her as she felt it. First the bond
of affection was broken; then his regard for her disappeared; even then,

they could live as two members of the society, were there the goodness; but,
alas! that also disappeared; So her lover was no better than any other man
for her. This is the intention of the poet.

The second verse which Ingalls has picked up is:

t

IT

The translation of this stanza runs thus :

At the day's end as the darkness crept apace
the saddened traveller's wife has gazed
as far as the eye could reach along the quiet road.

She takes one step returning to the whitewashed house,

then thinking,
" At this very moment he may come/*

she turns her head and quickly looks again.

Here the printed version of the Amaru-sataka reads
*T7[^rr n?T *& the

place of **yTHI^ in the third quarter. The editor of the Kavindravacanasa-

muccaya has emended the Ms. reading accordingly. Ingalls says that
"
closer

attention reveals both the beauty and the probable genuineness of the Kosambi-

Gokhale reading." His contention is that the mention of whitewashed house

agrees with the custom in India, where the wives expecting their husbands,,

return whitewash their houses, and this is the superiority of the reading *rgnr

*jg over ^i-cu n^T. But then one wonders how the form can be gramma-

tically correct. If it is a compound word, the form must be U^MM?^H. Suppo-

sing there are two separate words, the expression should be U^tHI^H. Other-

wise, it should be accepted that here the second word in the compound is
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.not
ip[,

which sounds very incredible. Even Trdmtttmg such ,^an

.unusual usage, 'Wjer
for

* whitewashed
*

still sounds .unconvincing. It 4san

mean 'Jiaving^ttrctfwt, which should be interpreted as
*
.whitewashed.*

The reference given by Ingalls in -support of his interpretation *rs "also

mot "up to 'the -point. In the beginning of PremcancFs Ma there is -no mention

of whitewashing. The Hindi expression frflmfldl means only 'washed Tind

cleaned by Applying cowdung or some Other materials on the rfloor mid the

walls of the house. Anyway, the high standard *of the Janguage jbnnd in

4fae verse does not mdmit of a grammatically :incorrect .form.

Ittgatts, fetter, finds fault -with the emended Teattteg. He states:
" vBy

*the word sasuca is banal and tairtologous, for the ssadness of

the wife is already expressed by nirvinnaya in. a" 'Here it 4s to be pointed
nd sue axe jnot S5monyms. llie"Jfetis:indijBGsrfince or des-

^while the other .is sorrow, a feeling directly jexperfeiK?ed.

Js Ihe ifa'^ita naf ^fF?r while m or jjfN? is

jdca tof iihe Averse Js that jafter,directingAer eyes as .far as

sseiiigJier Jtiusband romiug, the wife becomes 'desperate; she jstillilingers

cside .the Jiouse iin .utter .despair ; seeing that.Ihe jroad .has ^bo&sxme jqufet 3nd

ceeps*"apace,^he becomes aware of ter presence and
towards her house; now she feels the .pain,of sorrow. That isvto say,

she feels the sorrow, the desperateness has disappeared, for there is now
inclination towards a definite action, i.e., returning home. Accordingly,

the order of the clauses maintained in the "translation is also not very

accurate.

JDR. .SRI KRISHNA SARMA.



MBO3LLANEOUS B.

A MJTE ONTHE VimA ~AM> ATflDYA OF THE
Hie passages ioF the Rrg^Veda, '"Tie one -Being the ssges ttescribe in

ways
"

(I. 184. ^46 ?ind X. 114. *5)
1 ave u far more comprehensive

Application than the ^contexts in ^wMch Uiey respectively occur. Itfbat is

raid there -of the Deity is -equallytrue nof ihennode r>T attaining it, 3ustas,

by whatever diversity of names the One Entity is spoken of or
'

known, *the

ame .Supreme .InMl^ence ds*wywtere .me&nt, -in Ae.^ame ^reay, iowever

irariouaAejraethods majribe^by which

;5jiiiitual.j2nds ."sre to ibc ipnssiHje/all
^nf iiuem teid^to ,the same ^

A ^xriBHiy *imity js aliscofveffid lo .ran^tbEou^i ^hfim.all. .No ssumfe ran ",be

:aapterlhaaihat othe_5ame:iaiihWBte:t^

IfitUIllJIIg to tlhe sailte source Ky t^ffferffpt fnmTi>nTrf]rfg itnmfs 3and^ s

The -first jendeavaur ^j>f Try 3BBgrmi^^spiiHntnmHSt/fe

iliffisrensDes where .tfte^fcrals^are in ^aacDtd, tot lo iinKfy Aei g

tBxts.are^sfiasnriBgly Gontedtatory.

Sri J3ankaradmTya,Bad dn ^viewjand ^faich he successfullyTamaeii

and that is ^the^diiectiojiiQ^hick^yer mdvanBBd^aaoa^'i&^ewel
'

snuthis

JEhe sBighton rarses .-of JthisAitt^and fconcise -I^atnishad, the fenasya,

afffe llpraisbadsjnHstsolvjeSrad^

In the Anandasrama .^eriesmhme mnne seioi^^Qmniieiitei^

would not be an exaggeration to-sayihatiardiy.any two of.tfaem^pee with

jeajch other. "These verses are a standiag xidclle Jike.thatofA^hiax* .Amidst

,the apparent conflicts and^overlappiqgs^ the spirit of the "Scripture is in most

cases dearly discernible. The Iwvtufya Upanishad ^jpeaks of a Vidya^and

an Avidya by^which we understand*j&ana -and ianna.

not, at first sight, concordant or supplementary. !Ihe Ast

protection of oneVseff:by ,thfi caconpiete ihandanment a)f the

.fe. The j

next slbka~j)rac2anns irt^afl^^eriousaess that a jmm ihoiiH-livfi !the

"hundred years of iisiife by performing all the^duties prescribed ,by thelfeiias,

without fear of being affected by their results. The "9fh, TBthand tth:
:

iGaas

speak directly of Vidya and Avidya. The 9th says that Avidya lands -one

dn oda*kness,jand ViJya, *JDH Ihe^otterjfasnd^ is "& ^tfll ^oomieri'darkness. The

,/Eext one says itfaat foy "^ffidyaan

the results are offlfeient. lie fHh,stefca iscdtes itet ifae who foitewslbsth

^djtaJ0cnd Avidya itogether,

.eternal ifaiiiBtjfflElity^by *his

'themselves .ase ihdd !to 3^piei2Gnt .^fflitl oiot xsontedict aracdi
^
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The opinion is prevalent that this Upanishad owed its origin to the as-

cendancy of Buddhism and its principles. This may or may not the fact,

and it does not concern us in any way. Its object, however, is the same as

that of the Buddha, namely, to arraign in strong language the hypocricy of

some, who, appearing to be possessed of the sacred lore, pretend to have

found out (only in words) the narrow pathway that directly leads us to sal-

vation, and give up all moral, social and religious bonds. The Kathopanishad

authoritatively states that
"
fools, presuming themselves to be all knowing

though steeped in ignorance, rush headlong to destruction, as blind men led

by the blind (I- 2.5)

The Brahmavidya or the
"
path of the heart

"
is said to be,

"
as sharp,

as the edge of the razor." (Katha. Up. I. 3. 14). The same comparision

is to be found also in the Bible of the Christians. What does this simile mean ?

It means that he who travels along that difficult path must do so without

swerving a hair's breadth either to the right or to the left. It is only a line

without breadth, and the gentlest motion, be it ever so imperceptible, takes

away the marching soul altogether off the line. As the
"
Voice of the Silence

"

puts it,
"
Long and weary is the way before thee, Disciple. One single thought

about the past that thou hast left behind, will drag thee down and thou wilt

have to start the climb anew." Have we not come across instances of men
who have abruptly renounced one or more fleeting pleasures of this world,

only to return to it with a relish intensified all the more by an unprepared-

for separation. The human mind, thrown suddenly and with vehemence on

a hard an unaccustomed ground rebounds from it with astonishing elasticity

like a tennis ball. Without systematic preparation, gradual submission to

hardship and tenacious assiduity, it is impossible nay, it is rash and risky,

to plunge into the extremely difficult pathway of Jnana.

What is the advice to be given in such cases ? A comparison of the two

paths and a clear definition of the evils of a hasty procedure, would be of little

avail. A flat abuse of the method of knowledge would be against the aim

and the spirit of the whole of religious literature. The only way out of the

dilemma is to place two different texts in juxtaposition without pointing out

in detail their connection or their significance. From this we have to draw
an inference, which, while it is not in direct opposition to either of the ex-

pressed views, is yet reconcileable with both and brings to prominence that

unity that is always intended to be discerned by a coherent interpretation of
"

the different texts.

It is pointed out that by leaving off Karma, and taking to Jnana, an

incapable novice- loses the fruits of both and subjects himself to a double

suffering. The results that are enjoined for action will never come to him,
for he. does no action. Nor will he reach final beatitude, for his Jnana never

pierced Ms skin and reached his heaiL By all means follow the higher path-

way, says the Upanishad, provided we have gone through the necessary train-

ing and have sufficient confidence in our powers and capabilities or provided
a proper guru is to be found who can be relied upon as a safe and competent
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guide. But, in the absence of such circumstances, Karma is the only desirable

and harmless way, If we do good Kannas by methods warranted by the

sastras, only good will come out of it. In no way should we do bad actions,

It may be said that such a degree of perfection cannot be approached by the

performance of Karma alone, as by the direct knowledge of the attributeless

Brahman. True
;
but every ascent commences from the first rung of the ladder,

though the last one alone is the direct and proximate cause of our reaching

the top. Moreover, much good can be got from ihe performance of actions

without any desire for their fruits . This is the Karma Yoga, which is so flatter-

ingly spoken of in the Bhagavad-Gita. (V. 2),

"
Action foi its own sake

"

is the watchword. What a commendable self-sacrifice! Who will doubt

the cheerful promise of Sri Krishna that this too leads one to the same Unity

to which all other processes tend (Gita V, 12).Did not Janaka and others

reach the highest of perfection by this method and by this method alone (Gita,

III. 20). ? When there are so many brilliant possibilities before us, there is

no reason to discard such a golden mean and adopt a different method,

as difficult as it is dangerous, without the necessary precautions and safe-

guards.

We can go even a step further. Even those who are on the way to per-

fection and those who have reached perfection need not look down with

disdain on the ignorant world that makes so much of rituals and ceremonials,

Sri Krishna Himself did not think it a disgrace to proclaim to Arjuna that,

though He was perfect and had nothing to gain by performance of actions,

yet He remained doing actions without any definite aim, merely to set an

example to the whole world and to keep a-going the evolution of the universe.

" As the Lord, so the people," and if the Lord indulges in inertia, the people

too will grow inert, and the destruction of the worlds would be near at hand

(Gita III. 21-26).

Thus, while not condemning the Karma-path, and praising the Jnana-

path, nor, on the other hand, adding to the merits of the fonner at the expense

of the latter, the Isa-vasaya takes the only reasonable and possible course,

namely, prescribing Karma-yoga for all those whose competency is not so

far developed as to guarantee an unobstructed passage through the door-

way of renunciation. It points out the perils of a rash and abrupt transfor-

mation of the mind which inflicts amuliiple loss on the foolhardy victim.

This is the spirit of the Isavasya, which every student of Upanishad philosophy

might discern by a careful contemplation of its passages.

N. SUBRAHMANYA SASTRL
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Prapanca-mithyatva-bhusanam" of "Gautama-sankara

"

BY

Dr. SHRINATH S. HASURKAR

The text of the Prapanca-mithyatva-bhusanam, which is being presented

in tin edited form in the following pages, is based on a single manuscript in

the Govt. Oriental Mss. Library at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

Poona, bearing the No. 493 of 1899 1915. This seems to be the only manus-

cript of the work. For the detailed enquiries made at different Oriental

Manuscripts' Libraries have so far failed to reveal another manuscript of

similar title and contents. The importance of this unique manuscript, which

is, by the way, not mentioned by Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogomm,

is further enhanced by the luc'd and sure fashion in which the fundamental

Advaitic stand of the conditional validity of the empirical universe is at first

set forth and th^n systematically elucidated. I offer my grateful thanks to

the superintendent, Mss. section, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

for kindly giving on loan to me a manuscript of such a philosophical interest.

The manuscript carries on the cover page, i.e., on the part A of the

FoL 1, the title of the
"
Prapmca-nnthyatva-bhusanam" immediately followed

by an entry, reading as tf. ??o \\ ^o* u the first numerical member

of the entry probably referring to the serial number of this manuscript in a

particular collection of mss. the second probably to the number of the leaves

of the manuscript itself. The mention of the title occurs twice in the last

but one line at the end of the manuscript, at first in the hand, in which the

entire manuscript comes to have been written, and then in a different hand,

The title itself seems to have been happily suggested to the writer's mind by

the very opening words of his text, v.i.

The manuscript consists of four leaves, always of uniform size. Part A

of the Fol. 1 is left blank but for the entry, such as"

u *oY H. Part B of the Fol. 4 consists of seven lines only. The

remaining portion has 11 lines to a page and 50 letters to a hue.

The manuscript happens to be written on a thick country paper, smooth

and greyish -withjhe Folio 1 appearing thicker and the part-A thereof

greyer than the rest, in Devanagari characters, in a hand-writing, which

is medium-type und is beautiful and uniform except in the case of the last

two lines. The opening salutation and the concludng declaration happen
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to be smeared by th? red chalk. In the body of the text itself, the chalk is seen

to have been used sometimes to mark important words, sometimes to denote

the starting point of the yf<TST and the ^TW5T, and sometimes indis-

criminately. A feu words, which happen to be mamly of an explanatory

character and hence not incorporated in the text at first instance, are add^d

to the latter later on, actually written in the side or th^ bottom marges
with appropriate markings. While common scribal errors are found In ths

text here and there, a few serious errors of omission and misrepresentation

also hamper the flovv of the text. The inaccuracies, occurring in thi para- 12,

can be quoted here as examples.

The concluding lines of the manuscript con^a'n a clear r^ferenc^ to the

author and the scribe thereof. Th-? author th^re is stated to be *

a son of ^5T*T, a renouned scholar and a resident of J^^c^^T- No
further light on the personality of th^ author and his age is directly thrown

by the text itself. The easy and sure way in which the arguments for and

against the in\ ahdity of the empirical universe have been put forth and discussed

in the text, however, sufficiently indicates that this *f)cm*l^< must have
been wellversed in different systems of Indian philosophy with an unmistakable
inclination towards the uncompromising Advaitic view. The information
about the scribe of the manuscript is still more scanty. Nothing but the

mention of the name, such as 4444 1 f, occurs in the last but one line of
the manuscript.

The manuscript is silent on the point of its age. The characteristic fashion
of the discussion, tha author ^fidH^HK has adopted with a view to prove
his thesis, ho\ve\er, indicates the last century, father the earlier part of tte
last century, as the probable ag^ of its composition. The *

polished
*

appea-
rance of the arguments, put forth in the enunciation of the Advaitic point
of view, also lends its support to The above assumption by indicating that
the text might have been written by *fM*KH><, when even the process
of elaboration of the subtle points of not exactly metaphysical but dis-
cussional \alue in the field of Indian philosophy had already reached com-
pletion and the age ofmere repetition of well-known, stock-in-trade^ arguments,
was coming in. The evidence, afforded by the scriptual analysis of the manus-
cript indicates, on the other hand, the middle of the last century as tlie probable
age of the actual writing of the present copy of the work.

The text proper of the manuscript begins on the part B of the 1st Folio,
the part A having been assigned the role of the cover page, and comes
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to an end on the part B of the 4th Folio. A brief salutation and an equally

brief conclud'ng declaration occur at the beginning and the end of the text-

No irrelevant discussions mar the flow of the discussion. Indeed, a well-knit

pattern of composition can be said to be a distinctive feature of the entire

work und^r study.

The work, as its very title indicates, represents an attempt to enunciate

the Advaitic doctrine of fundamental falsity of the empirical universe. With

this end constantly in view, it, at first, states the doctrine in a brief sentence

(para 2), and then proceeds further by way of elaboration of the key-terms,

occurring therein. It thus takes up the ternfas*! and explains in details

what is exactly implied by that term (para 3). It enumerates certain views,

enterta'ned about th? exact implications of ths sa<d term, discusses them at

length and points out the defects inherent therein (para 4 to 7). After

having answered cer:a
;n objections, raised by the critics of the Adva'tic

view (pani 8), the work, proceeding further, takes up the consideration

of the implications of tte term 3TOTOI (para 9), then of the term

*Uc=Ucf (para 10), and brings the discussion of the crucial terms, employed

in the initial statement, to a close (pa^a 11). It then states and diecusses

at length certain objections raised by the thinkers, critical of the Advaitic

stand, with reference to the initial statement, and having dismissed them

as arising out of the mis-apprehension of the Advaitic view (para 12 13),

it concludes its deliberations on a triumphant note (para 14). This cursory

view of the subject-matter, read along with the index, that follows this critical

introductory note, will be able, it is hoped, to give some idea of the topics,

discussed in the work.

From beginning to the end, the entire work is characterized with a powerful

tone of scholarly discussion. It is also characterized with an exclusive attention ,

paid to the defence of the Advaitic stand of the essential falsity of the empirical

universe. To achieve this purpose, the principal stand has been tersely stated

in the very beginning, and all the discussion, that follows later on, are made to

have a direct and intimate bearing on that initial statement. All this makes the

title of
*

Prapanca-mithyatva-bhusanam: given to the work, most appropriate.

Though of a very slender bulk, the Prapanca-mithyatva-bhusanam indeed

deserves a place of its own in the field of Indian Philosophy as an interesting

piece, enunciating, in a well-knit manner, one of the foremost principles of

the Advaita Vedanta!
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9- Ms. reads fH^^

10. Ms does not read

11. Chan Jo, U. 3/14/1.

12. Ms. reads TTIlH.
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$r?rreTcaf SWHW ST^TCTC^ wr, ^TT^T:,
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^TWTTTcf

t^TR g

14. Vide: Brha, U. 3/4/1.

15. Ms. does not read crf%

16. Ms. reads

17. Ms. reads

18. Ms. reads

19. Ms. reads f^f <T U I

20. Ms. reads

-f% fir?
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m*i t^tta iItta i*ta ^^ fa KI ^T^, d^U

a^t i*< i

it

ii ftr^ it

II

21. Ms. reads ?T

22. B. S. 1/1/2/2.

23. B. S. 2/3/7/14.

24. B. S. 2/3/6/13.
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